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The early-Middle Devonian Sylvania “Sandstone” is considered a target for
potential CO2 geosequestration. In order to develop geostatic models for CO2
injection simulations, controls on reservoir properties must be addressed. The three
objectives of this study involve: 1) develop an overview of depositional lithofacies
and their vertical stacking relationships, 2) determine fluid sources and controls of
diagenesis (dolomitization and silicification), and 3) examine geological controls on
the distribution and character of reservoir facies.
The grossly transgressive Sylvania-Bois Blanc interval is a complex lithologic
assemblage. Sylvania “Sandstone” strata transition from high energy, subtidal to
lower-intertidal mixed carbonate-siliciclastic facies to more distal, subtidal, mixed
biogenic cherty carbonate facies of the Bois Blanc Formation down dip from the
Southwest to the Northeast in the Michigan basin. Silicified collapse breccia
represents an unconformable boundary of unknown stratigraphic significance
between the subjacent Bois Blanc Formation and superjacent Sylvania “Sandstone”.
Reservoir properties are primarily controlled by intensive dolomitization
resulting in homogeneous porosity distribution among various lithofacies. Sucrosic
dolomite and dolomitic quartz sandstone comprise the primary reservoirs while
altered, highly porous chert comprises an unconventional reservoir.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION
SUMMARY OF PROBLEMS
The lower-Middle Devonian Sylvania Sandstone formation (figure 1) is a
proven brine reservoir in the Michigan Basin. It is considered a prime target for
geologic CO2 sequestration (U.S. DOE Atlas III, 2010; Grobe et al., 2009; specific to
the Michigan Basin: Barnes et al., 2009; Harrison et al., 2009; Grammer et al., 2009).
A large areal extent of this mixed siliciclastic-carbonate reservoir meets the minimum
criteria for safe geologic sequestration (Kaldi et al., 2009) including minimum
injection depth (figure 2) and the presence of multiple sealing formations above and
below the formation of interest. The formation contains an estimated geological
carbon storage resource (GCSR) of approximately 2.8 Gt (Rock, 2011).
Previous investigators (Grabau et al., 1910; Carman, 1936, Landes, 1945;
Briggs, 1959, Gardner, 1974) were unable to document the regional complexity and
heterogeneous nature of the Sylvania Sandstone or develop a detailed and
comprehensive regional depositional model.

Rock (2011) studied the regional

geological and petrophysical characteristics of the formation using mostly
petrophysical wireline logs, conventional core analysis data, and limited core and thin
sections to evaluate reservoir quality and estimate GCSR. Although sedimentary
lithofacies were analyzed in core in this study, these cores were limited to a few wells
without wireline logs, and are generally of poor quality in terms of interval coverage,
recovered footage, depth labels, and spatial distribution (Rock, 2011). Confident
conventional core to log correlation/calibration of complex, mixed lithofacies was not
1

2
Figure 1. Stratigraphic column for the Michigan Basin illustrating dominant lithology and subsurface nomenclature for
strata representing the Upper Silurian to lower Middle Devonian (modified from Catacosinos et al., 2001).
19

Figure 2. Composite isopach of the Bois-Blanc and Sylvania formations illustrating
the areal extent of the formations that meet the minimum injection
depth of 800 m (2600 ft; highlighted by the blue line). The red line
represents the formation’s pinch out to the southeast (modified from
Rock, 2011).

3

possible with this data set and the interpretation of petrophysical properties from
wireline log data in the Sylvania Sandstone was not unequivocally established.
In order to establish a more robust depositional model, relative to previous
studies of the Sylvania Sandstone (Gardner, 1974), a detailed depositional facies
study in conjunction with petrographic and stratigraphic analyses was conducted on
well preserved conventional core with a linear stratigraphic extent that captures
complex depositional facies of the Sylvania Sandstone within the central Michigan
Basin.
Rock (2011) documented that reservoir quality in the Sylvania is controlled by
complex depositional and diagenetic processes and, since future work on this
formation will inevitably lead to the development of numerical model simulations for
CO2 injection and storage, reservoir properties from core and thin section
observations need to be carefully calibrated to petrophysical properties in order to
more accurately define the reservoir quality and support predictions of the spatial
variability in reservoir quality of this unit.
OBJECTIVES OF STUDY
The main objective of this research is a re-evaluation of the stratigraphy,
sedimentology, and sedimentary petrology of the Sylvania Sandstone using previous
work and new conventional core from Midland Co., MI that has recently become
available. The intended outcome of the study is to better understand the geological
controls on reservoir quality and generate detailed reservoir characterization data in
order to support GCSR estimates and the future deployment of large scale, safe
geological carbon sequestration in this unit in the Michigan Basin.
4

Existing

depositional models (Briggs, 1959 and Gardner, 1974, Rock, 2011) are evaluated
using an extensive regional data set of modern wireline logs and recently acquired
conventional core in order to more comprehensively represent the lithological
complexity and heterogeneity of the Sylvania Sandstone in the Michigan Basin.
Stratigraphic relationships between the Sylvania Sandstone and Bois Blanc formation
are examined in a sequence stratigraphic context in order to more effectively
represent stratal geometric relationships in these units.
Petrologic study of the primary and, especially, secondary mineral
composition (mineralogy, textures, and chemistry) of the Sylvania Sandstone is
undertaken to evaluate the influences of depositional and diagenetic processes on
reservoir properties in order to facilitate the stratigraphic and areal prediction of
reservoir quality variability. Reservoir characteristics are documented from core and
petrographic observations to more confidently characterize the reservoir system,
establish reservoir quality including porosity-permeability relationships relative to
primary depositional facies and regional variability in diagenetic alteration.
WORKING HYPOTHESES
On the basis of previous published studies and recent preliminary
investigations (Rock, 2011), interbedded siliciclastic and carbonate-dominated
sedimentary facies in the Sylvania Sandstone represent shoreface environments with
variable mixtures, along depositional strike, of siliciclastics.

Siliciclastics were

apparently derived, by long shore transport, from marine re-worked eolian dune and
other back shore deposits to the southeast and are found mixed with in situ carbonate
allochemical sediment. It is theorized that siliciclastic dominated strata may represent
5

autocyclic deposition mechanisms but could also indicate relative sea level low stand
conditions (low stand or highest high-stand) where siliciclastics comprise an
appreciable thickness and possess wide lateral extent as demonstrated by confident
well to well correlation. Carbonate dominated facies may represent high energy,
shoal water environments similar to high energy, allochem grain-rich carbonate
deposits found in the modern Arabian Gulf or Bahamas.

Rhythmic laminations

within the carbonate facies may be indicative of strong tidal influences within the
intracratonic Michigan Basin during the lower-Middle Devonian. It is thought that
small spatial scale lateral variability of environments during deposition resulted in
fine-scale interstratification of siliciclastic and carbonate strata representing a wide
range of predominantly high energy, shallow marine depositional environments in the
Sylvania Sandstone.
Shore proximal facies in the Sylvania may have been transitional, down
depositional dip to the northeast, from tidally influenced, high energy, mixed
carbonate-siliciclastic to more distal, subtidal, mixed carbonate and biogenic chertrich facies of the Bois Blanc. Facies along depositional strike (NW-SE) in the
Sylvania comprise more siliciclastic-rich strata to the Southeast, transitional to more
carbonate-chert dominant strata to the Northwest. It is hypothesized that the SylvaniaBois Blanc interval comprises an overall transgressive systems track overlying the
base Kaskaskia Silurian-Devonian Unconformity.

Log signatures in wells located

along depositional strike (NW to SE) in the eastern portion of the basin suggest
shoaling upward cycles or "parasequences" which may be present in core from
Midland County, Michigan.
Dolomite comprises a majority of the Sylvania Sandstone in core from
6

Midland County, Michigan. Non-fabric selective dolomitization may have originated
through burial mesogenetic diagenetic alteration and/or from hydrothermal brines
derived from deep within the basin.. Silica, though still poorly understood, may have
originated at various times through multiple mechanisms ranging from subaerial
alteration to eogenetic diagenesis to burial mesogenetic mechanisms. Alteration of
silica from dense, dark blue, non-porous chert into chalky, off-white, micro-porous
‘tripolitic’ chert may have developed due to meteoric and/or hydrothermal leaching.
Reservoir characteristics of the Sylvania facies are ultimately controlled by
the distribution of petrophysical facies resulting from the combined influence of
primary sedimentary facies characteristics and subsequent diagenetic alteration. The
spatial and stratigraphic distribution of petrophysical facies may have been originally
controlled by the distribution of depositional facies, which most probably contained a
range of primary mineralogy, textures and bedding scale structures. These varying
primary reservoir characteristics controlled syn-depositional and post-depositional
fluid flow allowing for multiple episodes and degrees of diagenetic alteration in the
Sylvania.
Various pore types and their distribution control the quality of the Sylvania
Sandstone reservoir on a regional scale. Sucrosic dolomite-dominant lithologies
contain the best reservoir quality whereas limestone-dominant lithologies with little to
no porosity are effective intraformational seals or flow baffling units. Detrital quartzrich lithologies have intermediate reservoir quality while widespread tripolitic chert
contains mostly microporosity and is considered a significant component of reservoir
storage but possess unconventional reservoir properties.
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CHAPTER II GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND
MICHIGAN BASIN
The Michigan Basin is a nearly circular and symmetrical intracratonic basin
that extends 260,000 km2 (100,000 mi2) and has up to 4800 m (16,000 ft) of mostly
Cambrian to Pennsylvania age marine sedimentary strata (Barnes et al., 2009). The
Michigan Basin probably originated in an extensional regime during Late
Precambrian rifting, but several events including faulting, fracturing and regional
basin subsidence, occurred throughout Paleozoic time (Howell and van der Pluijm.,
1999; Barnes et al., 2009). Parts of the Proterozoic Mid-Continent Rift were
identified within the Michigan Basin during an investigation of magnetic and gravity
anomaly data by Hinze, and others (1975). Alleghenian orogenic events that occurred
during Upper Devonian through Early Mississippian time may have resulted in the
reactivation of rift zone basement faults, which in turn reactivated thermal subsidence
and brought about the classic sag basin (Catacosinos and others, 1990; Howell and
van der Pluijm., 1999). The Michigan Basin is bounded by the Wisconsin Highlands
to the northwest, Canadian Shield to the northeast, Algonquin Arch to the east,
Findley and Kankakee Arches to the south, and the Wisconsin Arch to the south and
south-west (figure 3).
PALEOGEOGRAPHY AND PALEOCLIMATE
During the lower Middle Devonian, the Michigan Basin was an intracratonic
embayment at approximately 20 o - 30o south latitude. If global trade winds follow
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Figure 3. Extent of the Michigan Basin (light gray) with all major structural features
plotted and location and age of subcrops/outcrops of Precambrian
through Jurassic strata. Devonian strata outcrops/subcrops at the edge
of basin extents. The Bois Blanc Formation and Sylvania Sandstone
outcrop in northwestern Ohio, southeastern lower Michigan, and
northwestern lower Michigan (modified from Catacosinos et al., 1990).
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the same pattern as modern global trade wind patterns, the Michigan Basin would
have been situated in the southeasterlies trade wind belt with winds blowing from the
southeast to the northwest through the basin. Based on work compiled from the
Paleomap Project conducted by Christopher R. Scotese, the Michigan Basin was
located in a region dominated by arid climatic conditions during global greenhouse
times (figure 4). Briggs (1959) created paleogeographic maps representing Bois
Blanc and Sylvania aged sediment deposition in the Michigan Basin from his study of
mounted drill cuttings.

These paleogeographic maps summarized the sedimentary

framework of the Middle Devonian strata. The Bois Blanc aged paleogeographic
reconstruction illustrates a transgressed sea from the north or east during arid
conditions which provided streams with abundant silica to deposit as beds in near
shore dolomite and as nodules in offshore limestones (figure 5A). This sea retreated
during the deposition of Sylvania sediments where wind-blown sands in the beach
zone accumulated and limestones developed offshore (figure 5B).
PREVIOUS WORK
Stratigraphy and Distribution of lower-Middle Devonian Systems
Devonian strata in the Michigan Basin are separated from older, underlying
Silurian strata by the base Kaskaskia unconformity (figure 1). Thin and spatially
isolated patches of Garden Island Formation present in the northern part of Lower
Michigan are the oldest stratigraphic unit of the Devonian System. Ehlers (1945)
described three feet of Garden Island outcrop as ranging from dolomitic sandstone to
sandy dolostone to cherty dolostone.
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Figure 4. During the Devonian, the Michigan Basin was located in a region dominated by an arid climate.
Greenhouse conditions persisted during early to middle Devonian times (Scotese,
11
http://www.scotese.com/)
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Figure 5. Paleogeographic reconstruction of A) Bois Blanc and B) Sylvania aged sedimentary framework (Briggs,
1959).
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The Bois Blanc Formation was first described by Ehlers (1945) for rocks that
locally overlie Garden Island beds and underlie the Detroit River Group on Bois
Blanc Island in northern Lake Huron. Where Garden Island strata are not present, the
Bois Blanc overlies the base Kaskaskia unconformity, above older Silurian Bass
Island Group sedimentary rocks (Barnes, et. al., 2009). Ehlers (1945) described lower
Middle Devonian Bois Blanc beds as cherty carbonates ranging from calcareous
chert, to cherty limestone and dolostone, to limestone and dolomitic limestone with a
fossil-rich upper portion. The upper fossil-rich (tabulate coral fauna and
stromatoporoids) portion of the Bois Blanc has since been assigned to the overlying
Amherstburg Formation (Briggs, 1959; Gardner, 1974). The Bois Blanc reaches
maximum thickness of 182 m (600 ft) in central Michigan Basin in Bay, Arenac and
Gladwin Counties and pinches out in southwestern Lower Michigan due to onlap
and/or erosional truncation (Landes, 1945; Gardner, 1974). Gardner (1974) identified
and described a distinct porous and permeable “tripolitic chert” lithofacies in
northwestern areas of the Lower Peninsula as “…complex and variable mixture of
chalky-white micrite and dolomicrite with distinctive brown dolomite rhombs and
disseminated chert.” This “remarkable” feature is found to the northwest of the main
Sylvania Sandstone occurrence to the southeast and is labeled as Sylvania-equivalent
in his cross-sections.
The upper Middle Devonian Sylvania Sandstone was first described and
named from an outcrop at its type section in Sylvania Township in Lucas County,
Ohio, by Edward Orton (1888). This unit makes up the basal unit of the Detroit River
Group and overlies the base Kaskaskia unconformity (above the truncated, Silurian
Bass Island Group) where the Bois Blanc and Garden Island formations are not
13

present. The Sylvania is dominated by cross to planar to irregular bedded, medium to
very fine grained, white, frosted quartz sandstone in southeastern Lower MichiganNorthern Ohio, but grades into cherty carbonate facies in the central and western
portions of the basin where it may be in facies relationship with Bois Blanc strata
(Gardner, 1974; Barnes et al., 2009). The upper portion of the Sylvania is gradational
with the overlying fossil-rich carbonates of the Amherstburg Formation (Grabau and
Sherzer, 1910). The Sylvania Sandstone is distributed along a southeast to northwest
trend and reaches a maximum thickness of 106 m (350 ft) in the southeast. The
Sylvania is not present in the northern, western, thumb area, or southwestern corner
of Lower Michigan (Landes 1945, 1951; Gardner, 1974; Barnes, 2009).
The superjacent Amherstburg Formation was first named by Grabau et al.
(1910) and overlies Silurian strata where the Sylvania Sandstone and/or Bois Blanc
Formation are absent. The Amherstburg isopach zeros out in the southwest portion of
the Lower Peninsula due to onlap and/or erosional truncation (Landes, 1945; Gardner,
1974) but is extensive elsewhere throughout the Michigan Basin. The Amherstburg
reaches a maximum thickness of 152 m (500ft) in Arenac County, Central Michigan
(Rock, 2011) and is described as mostly limestone with subordinate amounts of
dolostone in the southwest parts of the basin (Landes, 1945; Gardner 1974). In the
basin center, the Meldrum Member (Gardner, 1974), also informally known as the
black lime, is present in the lower portion of the Amherstburg. The informally named
Filer Sandstone is present in the western portion of the Michigan Basin at the base of
the Amherstburg Formation (Gardner, 1974).
A more in-depth review of the stratigraphy and distribution of the Sylvania
Sandstone and Bois Blanc Formation as currently known can be found in Enyert
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(1949), Briggs (1959), Gardner (1974) and Barnes et al. (2009).
Depositional Environment
The following is a brief summary of the lithostratigraphy of the Sylvania
Sandstone and the Bois Blanc formations. More detailed summaries can be found in
Gardner (1974), Barnes et al. (2009) and Rock (2011).
Based on the studies of exposures in southeast Michigan and northwest Ohio,
Grabau et al. (1910) proposed that the Sylvania is an eolian deposit and suggested
that the upper section was reworked into regularly bedded, fossil-rich, calcareous
sandstone beds by an encroaching transgressive sea. Carmen (1936) placed the
Sylvania in the Devonian System and described this unit as transitional from eolian
sandstone deposits in southeastern Michigan to calcareous, marine sand deposits in
northwestern Ohio. Landes (1945) placed an erosional unconformity between the
Sylvania and the Bois Blanc Formation from his study using isopachs and isoliths
derived from the correlation of well cuttings. Enyert (1949) disagreed with the
depositional models created by Grabau et al. (1910) and Carmen (1936). Enyert
(1949) described lateral and vertical grain size variations suggesting that the sands
were probably transported by water and wind from sand dunes and deposited in a
marine setting. Wild (1958) and Majedi (1969) came to the same conclusion in that
there was a southeast inlet in the Chatham Sag that provided a conduit for sand
transportation into the Sylvania Sea.
Gardner’s (1974) depositional model suggests that Bois Blanc carbonates
were deposited in a westward transgressing sea. This westward transgression resulted
in the onlapping of the Bois Blanc onto the base Kaskaskia unconformity (Rock,
15

2011). Carbonates around the margin of the seas were replaced by chert derived in
solution from river input (Briggs, 1959; Gardner, 1974). Gardner (1974) suggests a
shallow marine, shelf environment for the deposition of Bois Blanc in Michigan due
to the fragmental texture and abundant coralline fauna. Sylvania siliciclastics were
transported by both eolian and fluvial processes and then redistributed by marine
currents and deposited along coastal areas, with carbonates of the Bois Blanc and
Amherstburg concurrently deposited offshore (Gardner, 1974). The lower Middle
Devonian strata represent an overall transgressive phase with the Sylvania strata
representing, in part, a regressive phase (Gardner, 1974; figure 6).
Best (1953) and Laird (1935) concluded that the Bois Blanc chert is the result
of early replacement of fossil fragments and soft lime muds. Lusk (1958) interpreted
a near-shore environment for most of the chert that is associated with dolomite on the
west and south-west flanks of the Michigan Basin. He describes a source of silica
from desert rivers, such as the modern Jordan River. From cores and outcrops in
Lower Michigan and Ontario, Canada, Hixon’s (1964) petrographic analysis
concluded that dissolution and alteration of quartz sands and silts lead to the local
precipitation of chert. The quartz sands and silts are a possible major source of silica
and, while mostly in the basin center, rare siliceous sponges were minor sources of
silica for the Bois Blanc. Briggs concludes that silica, due to its significant amounts,
must have been derived from the bordering landmasses, washed into the Bois Blanc
Sea and deposited through both inorganic as well as organic means.
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Figure 6. Gardner’s (1974) depositional model illustrating the distribution of various
depositional environments of the Bois Blanc-Sylvania Interval with a
cross section from A to B (SE-NW). 1.03 g/cc is the suggested density
of seawater during this time (modified from Gardner, 1974).
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CHAPTER III METHODOLOGY AND DATA
CORE OBSERVATIONS
Core descriptions and high resolution sedimentologic and petrologic analysis
were conducted on three closely spaced (approximately 1 mile between each well)
brine extraction wells drilled in the 1960s by Dow Chemical in Midland County,
Michigan, in order to establish a general depositional setting for the Sylvania
Sandstone in this area (figure 7). The Gregory #1-#3 cores were retrieved from
“temporary” storage (a shed near the drill site) and were in fair to poor condition
upon arrival to the Michigan Geological Repository for Research and Education
(MGRRE) core warehouse. Some core intervals were out of place and/or upside
down, so great care was used to properly curate, slab and display the core. Several
cored intervals are missing due to mishandling during the transportation and/or from
the core analysis process where non-reservoir intervals were, apparently, thrown
away. The Gregory #2 well contains the longest cored interval but this study focuses
only on the cored intervals above a distinctive breccia unit, defined here as the base
Sylvania Sandstone (see below).
Depositional Lithofacies
Distinctive depositional lithofacies are typically identified in core on the basis
of lithology, grain type, textures, sedimentary structures, exposure surfaces, porosity
type, type and degree of bioturbation, and presence and type of flora and/or fauna.
Subsurfaces core, especially carbonate dominant portions of the Sylvania Sandstone
18
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Figure 7 (previous page). Top left image of lower peninsula of Michigan, USA, with
white box indicating general study area. Top right image illustrates
location the Gregory wells (arrows indicate well name). Table below
illustrates well information. Conventional core analyses conducted by
Maness Petroleum Laboratories, Inc. on March 14, 1966. M0236
(Gregory #4) not slabbed or examined.
from the Midland County, Gregory wells, is predominantly non-fabric selective,
typically sucrosic to micro-sucrosic dolomite. The pervasive dolomitization of
primary depositional sediments at least partially, and in most cases, completely
destroys primary grain textures and fabrics at both macro- and micro-scale. As a
result, standard limestone classification schemes such as Embry and Klovan’s (1971)
modified Dunham (1962) carbonate classification schemes are of little use. Even
with the implementation of the white card-reflected light petrographic technique
(Folk 1987), primary depositional grains and fabrics are generally not recognizable.
In this study, depositional lithofacies are established at a 0.1ft – 0.2ft resolution on
the basis of lithology (siliciclastic-dominated versus carbonate-dominated) and key
sedimentary structures in order to tentatively interpret depositional environments for
the cored sections of the Sylvania Sandstone in southwestern Midland, County,
Michigan.

Color, in combination with thin-section observations and physical

properties measurements (porosity, grain and bulk density) where available, help to
more confidently differentiate siliciclastic versus carbonate rocks.
This interpretation of the depositional environments is important for refining
our current understanding of Sylvania deposition and to provide data suitable for
input into geostatistical models. Facies models, which incorporate depositional
geometries and depositional facies trends, can then be used in a predictive mode to
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better understand Sylvania Sandstone depositional trends. Rock (2011) previously
identified four main depositional facies that have some correlation to the lithofacies
identified in this study (table 1).
Petrophysical Facies
Petrophysical facies are defined here as discrete rock packages of similar
mineralogy and reservoir characteristics (porosity and permeability).

Due to

homogenization of reservoir properties by diagenetic processes, many of the
depositional facies represent varying reservoir quality whereas discrete petrophysical
facies contain distinct and predictable reservoir quality. Petrophysical facies are
identified and are documented in the Gregory #1 - #3 cores at no less than a one foot
resolution. Four petrophysical facies are identified in core observations: (1) Quartz
Sandstone (QTZ), (2) Limestone (LM), (3) Dolostone (DOLO), and (4) Tripolitic
Chert (CHRT).

Each petrophysical facies is identified by the recognition of a

dominant lithology, but due to the heterogeneous nature of the system, each
petrophysical facies typically contains various admixtures of two or more mineral
components. In some instances, it is hard to distinguish one petrophysical facies from
another due to complete mixing of sediment types. Chemical staining, binocular
microscopy, strength of effervescence by hydrochloric acid, and thin section
petrography are used to further enhance the documentation and differentiation of
petrophysical facies.
Since qualitative data generated in this study will be used in numerical
modeling software for future work, much of the data was collected for easy input into
21
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Table 1. Previously defined depositional facies, description of interpreted depositional environments, and their
corresponding lithofacies from Sylvania Sandstone strata from Rock (2011).
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static reservoir modeling software such as Schlumberger's PETREL (version 2011).
Petrophysical facies are assigned numerical values for input into PETREL as discrete
logs. The assigned numerical values and documented footages from the core are
displayed in PETREL as discrete intervals with the Y-axis as measured depth (ft).
This allows for the comparison of a graphical representation of core descriptions to
conventional core analysis data.

Figure 8 illustrates the numerically assigned

petrophysical facies and how they are displayed as discrete logs within PETREL.
When multiple logs are displayed, the well positions are synchronized at measured
depth (ft) = zero.
The petrophysical facies are compared to conventional core analysis data to
characterize reservoir properties in each petrophysical facies. Conventional core
analysis data is at a maximum resolution of one ft so petrophysical facies are
discriminated per ft where core analysis measurements were taken. For example, at
4800 ft, the entire cored interval from 4800 ft to 4801 ft is assigned to one
petrophysical facies that best represents that footage interval. This correlates to the
scale at which core analysis measurements are entered into PETREL (figure 9). This
one foot resolution obscures the presence of several sub-foot thick intervals; in
particular the tripolitic chert interbeds, and creates an inherently mixed nature to an
already complexly mixed siliciclastic-carbonate-chert system.
THIN SECTIONS
In order to more confidently identify primary and secondary components in
the fine-grained, mixed carbonate, siliciclastics, and chert of the Sylvania Sandstone
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Figure 8. A screen grab from Schlumbeger PETREL v2011 illustrating how
petrophysical facies are assigned a numerical value and displayed as
discrete logs. The log spreadsheet in the middle contains each assigned
footage representative of a specific petrophysical facies as defined by
the ‘settings for lithologies’ window to the right. The graphical log on
the left illustrates how the discrete log is displayed with track one as
measured depth (ft) and track two as assigned petrophysical facies.
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Figure 9. Simplistic schematic illustrating how PETREL assigns core
analysis
measurements
which determined how
petrophysical facies were discriminated and defined in
core observations. Each core analysis measurement
represents the footage below that measurement. For
example, at 4805 ft, the entire cored interval from 4805 ft
to 4806 ft is assigned to one petrophysical facies that best
represents that footage interval.
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formation, a total of 63 thin sections were made from core samples from the Gregory
#1 and #2 wells (table 2). Thin sections were described in order to identify grain types
and interpret depositional facies. Pore types and the distribution of reservoir porosity
and permeability were investigated in order to establish the geological controls on
lateral and vertical reservoir quality distribution. Carbonate and siliciclastic grains,
grain/matrix mineralogy, fabric and textures, cement mineralogy, authigenic minerals
and porosity types were all examined and described using a Leica and Zeiss
microscope under varying magnifications. Photomicrographs were taken using a
Leica DC480 on the Leica scope and a ProgRes CT3 by Jenoptik on the Zeiss scope.
Thin sections were sampled at every major lithologic change, locations
containing potentially diagnostic features, and to acquire a broad representation of all
major facies. Mineralogic percentages are estimated using visual comparison charts
of Bacelle and Bosellini (1965; figure 10) in order to determine dominant mineralogy.
Porosity is classified according to Choquette and Pray’s (1970) classification scheme
(figure 11) in order to designate the various pore types present and infer the
controlling porosity type. Sibley and Gregg’s (1987) dolomite classification scheme
is utilized for the study of crystalline dolomite (figure 12). This classification scheme
is based on crystal boundary morphology (planar or nonplanar) and supplemented
with degree of primary fabric retention (pseudomorphic or non-pseudomorphic/
fabric destructive or fabric retentive) and uniform or non-uniform size distribution
(unimodal or polymodal).
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Table 2. List of thin sections from the Gregory #1 and #2 cores with well name,
sampling depth, thin section size, company prepared by, and what
staining methods were implemented.
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Figure 10. Examples from Baccelle, L. and Bosellini, A. (1965) comparison
charts for visual percentage estimations. Examples are from
different grain categories, percentage values, and the
‘psychological distortion effects’ from viewing white objects
on a dark background and black objects on a light background
(image from Flugel, 2004). These charts were used to describe
mineralogic percentages seen in thin section observations.
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Figure 11. Choquette and Pray (1970) pore types and porosity classification
scheme used to describe porosity and pore types for Sylvania
Sandstone strata (From Flugel, 2004 after Adams and McKenzie,
1998).
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Figure 12. Planar and nonplanar dolomite textures from Sibley and Gregg (1987), redrafted by
Scholle and Scholle (2003) used for classifying dolomite textures observed within the
Sylvania Sandstone.
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CHEMICAL STAINING
Chemical staining methods were used on certain intervals of the Gregory #1#3 cores and on thin section samples to differentiate carbonate mineralogy and reveal
possible spatial relations of the lithologies.

Using the procedure described by

Dickson (1965) to stain thin sections with additional techniques described by
Hitzman (1999) for staining core, small intervals (3-6 inches) of smooth or lapped
slabbed core surfaces are immersed into an acidified mixture of Alizarin Red S (ARS;
an organic stain) and Potassium Ferricyanide (PF) for a period of time in order to
establish carbonate mineralogy.
The surfaces of the slabbed core are lightly lapped to a smooth, semi-polished
surface using size 80 and then size 220 silicon carbide grit (Kingsley North, Inc.) on a
rotary polisher. This smooth surface allows for better staining using the appropriate
reagents and better resolution of detailed textures (Hitzman, 1999).
The Alizarin Red S (ARS) and Potassium Ferricyanide (PF) stains are mixed
with distilled water and then acidified with 1.5% dilute HCL according to Dickson’s
(1965) recipe as shown in table 3. The lapped surfaces of the core are then immersed
for 60 to 80 seconds in the acidified mixture of reagents and then washed off with
distilled water.
Thin sections are stained with ARS and/or PF in order to indirectly
differentiate ferroan carbonate from non-ferroan carbonate (this technique does not
directly indicate ferrous iron composition, but it does separate two groups of
carbonates based on their speed of reaction with the staining agent over a fixed time;
Dickson, 1966). Many of the initial thin sections from the Gregory #2 core were
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Table 3. Recipe and resulting coloration for chemical staining of cores and thin
sections using Alizarin Red-S (ARS), Potassium Ferricyanide (PF), and
a combination of both reagents. Orange highlighted areas illustrate
utilized recipes and resulting stains for this study (modified from
Dickson, 1965; Hitzman, 1999).
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stained from a solution made in house following Dickson's (1966) recipe, though
most of the results are less than satisfactory due to the acidified nature of the reagents
dissolving a majority of the calcite. Thin sections from the Gregory #1 core are
stained with ARS and PF by Applied Petrographic, and are the primary thin sections
utilized and photographed for this study.
CORE ANALYSIS DATA
Core analyses of the Gregory #1 - #3 cores were conducted by Maness
Petroleum Laboratories, Inc., on March 14, 1966 (figure 7 table).

The reports

generated include depth, feet analyzed, maximum horizontal and vertical permeability
to air, percent porosity, porosity ft, and bulk density and grain density.

A full

diameter, conventional whole core analysis conducted on the Gregory #2 core
measured at 0.33 ft to 1 ft intervals measured porosity and permeability as well as
grain density and bulk density data. Gregory #1 and #3 cores contain conventional
core-plug analyses of porosity, permeability, grain density and bulk density. Core
analysis data is converted to continuous digital log curves in PETREL, with the depth
(ft) as the Y-axis and the core property measurements as the X-axis. Figure 13
illustrates the typical log setup within Petrel with core analysis data displayed as
continuous logs containing core derived grain density, permeability, and porosity,
along with petrophysical facies in a discrete log format with a sampling rate equal to
that of the core analysis data.
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Figure
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13.

Typical log setup within
Schlumberger PETREL 2011.
Track descriptions and scales
displayed at top of each track.
Track 1=measure depth (ft);
track 2=core derived maximum
permeability (0.01-1,000 mD)
with color fill; track 3=core
derived porosity (0.0-0.30) with
color fill and core derived grain
density (2.0-3.0 g/cc) as a
dashed green line;
track
4=graphical representation of
observed petrophysical facies
seen in the core (Yellow)
HQTZ, (Orange) LQTZ, (Blue)
LM, (Purple) DOLO, (Green)
CHRT. Black lines represent
lithostratigraphic top picks for
correlation between wells.

WIRELINE LOG OBSERVATIONS
This project utilizes wire-line log, petrophysical interpretation methodology
developed by Rock (2011) for the Sylvania Sandstone and Bois Blanc formations.
Detailed well log interpretations are first calibrated with conventional core and then
logs from uncored wells are used to determine depositional trends including shoaling
upward packages (Rock, 2011), from well logs at a regional scale in the study area.
This study was not undertaken with the intent to reinterpret formation top picks
(Rock, 2011), but to re-examine established picks in light of sedimentologic
relationships developed from detailed sedimentologic studies in core.
Modern wireline line logs used in this study include: gamma ray (GR),
compensated

neutron

porosity

(NPHI/CNL),

compensated

bulk

density

(RHOB/FDC), and photoelectric effect (PEF). Also included in this analysis is the
calculated average density porosity-neutron porosity (PHIA), log derived matrix
density (RHOMA), and calculated rock matrix mineralogy (calcite, dolomite, silica).
Rock (2011) explains how the log derived and calculated logs were created and
written (after Doveton, 2004). The typical wire line log set up is illustrated in figure
14, which contains tracks for the logs listed. Track 1 contains PHIA (%) with a scale
of 0.45 to -0.15 and RHOMA (g/cc) with a scale of 2.5 to 3. When RHOMA is to the
left of PHIA, a cross over shading of yellow is applied (indicating quartz sand) and
when RHOMA is to the right of PHIA, a cross over shading of purple is applied
(indicating dolomite). Track 2 contains GR (API) with a scale of 0 to 50 with fill
shading for illustration purposes. Track 3 contains PEF with a scale of 0 to 10 and a
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Figure 14. Typical wireline log setup using HIS
PETRA illustrating four tracks with
various
wireline
logs
and
derived/calculated wireline logs
with shading and cross over shading
applied. Track 1=PHIA (0.45 to 0.15) and RHOMA (2.5 to 3g/cc).
When RHOMA is to the left of
PHIA, a cross over shading of
yellow is applied and when
RHOMA is to the right of PHIA, a
cross over shading of purple is
applied; Track 2=GR (0 to 50 API);
Track 3=PEF (0 to 10) and a color
scale representing mineral cutoff
values (yellow=quartz, gray=chert,
purple=dolomite, blue=dolomite),
RHOB (2 to 3 g/cc), NPHI (0.45 to 0.15). When RHOB is to the left of
NPHI, a cross over shading of
yellow is applied, when RHOB is to
the right of NPHI, across over
shading of purple is applied; Track
4= gross mineralogy or calculated
rock matrix mineralogy with
yellow=silica, purple=dolomite, and
blue=limestone. Note that this gross
mineralogy does not discriminate
between the variants of silica (quartz
sandstone versus chert).
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color scale representing PEF values for certain minerals (yellow=quartz, gray=chert,
purple=dolomite, blue=limestone). Also in track 3 is RHOB (g/cc) with a scale of 2
to 3 and NPHI (%) with a scale of 0.45 to -0.15. When RHOB is to the left of NPHI, a
cross over shading of yellow is applied, when RHOB is to the right of NPHI, across
over shading of purple is applied. Track 4 contains gross mineralogy or calculated
rock matrix mineralogy with yellow=silica, purple=dolomite, and blue=limestone.
Note that this gross mineralogy does not discriminate between variants of silica
(quartz sandstone versus chert).
The regional cross sections contain formation top picks, which were
previously established by Rock (2011) along with shading between well logs
representing gross formation lithologies (pink=Sylvania Sandstone and blue=Bois
Blanc Formation). Red squiggly lines represent the Silurian-Devonian contact, base
Kaskaskia Unconformity, or top Bass Island Formation. Sylvania strata is recognized
in petrophysical wireline logs as having an abundance of dolomite and silica (chert)
lithologies while the Bois Blanc strata contains and abundance of biosiliceous
sediment.
STABLE ISOTOPE
In order to evaluate the origin of the dolomite, 11 dolomite samples were
collected from various areas of the core at various depths for stable isotope analysis
(table 4). Dolomite crystals were sampled primarily from fracture and vug fills with
several samples from carbonate matrix. Though sampling from fracture fill and vugs
allowed for purer sample sets, some mineral mixing was unavoidable. Sampling from
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Table 4. Sample set for isotope analysis with core, depth, description of sample location, and whether or not the
dolomite crystal exhibited any baroque or saddle like morphology. Sample taken from 4835’ from
Gregory #1 was not sufficient for isotope analysis.
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the matrix may represent replacement dolomitization, dolomite cementation or a
combination of both and may be contaminated with other minerals. Since dolomite is
dominantly non-pseudomorphic, filled pores assumed to be vugs could possible
represent unidentifiable dolomite replaced skeletal material. Sampling was conducted
after core intervals were stained with ARS so as to differentiate the calcite crystals
from dolomite crystals.
The stable isotope analysis was conducted by Dr. Andrea Grottoli in the
Stable Isotope Biogeochemistry Laboratory at Ohio State University, Columbus,
Ohio (http://earthsciences.osu.edu/~grottoli.1/SIB_Lab.html). Subsample sizes range
from 75 to 95µg and tested for δ18O (δ18O = permil deviation of

18

O:16O relative to

Vienna Peedee Belemnite Limestone standard (VPDB)) and δ13C (δ13C = permil
deviation of

13

C:

12

C relative to VPDB) using an automated Carbonate Kiel device

coupled to a Finnigan Delta IV Plus stable isotope ratio mass spectrometer. Samples
were acidified under vacuum with 100% ortho-phosphoric acid, the resulting CO2
cryogenically purified, and then delivered to the mass spectrometer. Approximately
10% of all samples were run in duplicate.

The standard deviation of repeated

measurements of an internal standard was ± 0.03‰ for δ13C and ± 0.06‰ for δ18O.
Carbon isotope ratios that were simultaneously measured with the oxygen isotope
ratios are not discussed in this study.
MERCURY-INJECTION CAPILLARY PRESSURE
In order to further evaluate reservoir rock quality, six core plugs were sampled
from dolomite and detrital quartz dominant lithologies (potential reservoir rock) in
order to evaluate capillary pressure via mercury injection. Capillary pressure is the
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result of the interaction of cohesive (liquid-liquid) and adhesive (liquid-solid) forces.
When adhesive forces are greater than cohesive forces, the liquid is described as
“wetting” and when cohesive forces are greater than adhesive forces, the liquid is
described as “non-wetting”. Capillary pressure can be calculated by
Equation 1

where σ is the interfacial tension between the liquid and solid, θ = contact angle
between the fluids and the capillary tube, and rc is the radius of the capillary. This is
important because the bundles of pore throats within a rock formation can be
approximated by a bundle of capillaries with the formation brine water as the
“wetting” phase and the injected CO2 as the “nonwetting” phase (Vavra et al., 1992).
For this study, the reservoir capillary-pressure relationships are estimated
using mercury injection that simulates wetting characteristics of the formation before
injection or migration of a nonwetting fluid (Vavra et al., 1992). Mercury is injected
in a step-wise manner while recording injection pressure and pore volume saturated
by mercury thus creating a mercury-injection curve. Using equation (1), values from
the mercury-injection curve can be used to approximate the distribution of effective
pore throats by
Equation 2
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where σ is the interfacial tension between of the air/mercury (dynes/cm), θ = contact
angle between the fluids and the capillary tube, Pc is capillary pressure (dynes/cm2),
rc is the radius of the effective pore throat (cm), and 0.145 is the conversion factor to
microns.
Mercury-capillary injection analysis was conducted on five samples
from the Gregory #2 well (table 5) using a Micromeritic AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09by
Mike Murphy at the Subsurface Energy Materials Characterization and Analysis
Laboratory (SEMCAL) at The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. Core plugs
were no more than 1.9 cm in radius and 5.2 cm in length. Samples 1T (4722.0 ft) and
3T (4723.1 ft) are representative of quartz sandstone while samples 1B (4795.7 ft),
2B (4797.1 ft), and 3B (4799.2 ft) represent quartzose dolostone. Measurements were
reported in tables of pressure (psia) and cumulative intrusion (mL/g) (Appendix D).
DATA LIMITATIONS
Though conventional core provides the best representation of subsurface
sedimentary facies, the limited spatial distribution of core available for this study
provides little information on the distribution of Sylvania Sandstone lithofacies along
depositional strike, oriented NW-SE. Furthermore, interpretations presented here
suggest a narrow range of lithofacies in the Sylvania across depositional dip (SW-NE)
as a result of the interpreted influence of relative sea level fluctuations on the vertical
stacking patterns of depositional facies in core. Core analysis data is sampled at a
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Table 5. Sample set for mercury-injection capillary injection analysis with plug sample, dominant lithology, sample
depth, and various sample characteristics.
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maximum resolution of 1 ft limiting the analysis of reservoir characteristics.
Petrophysical facies which contain specific reservoir properties are commonly
masked due to resolution limitations of core analysis measurements. Whole core
analysis, which more accurately characterizes reservoir properties, is limited to the
Gregory #2 well.
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CHAPTER IV LITHOFACIES RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LITHOFACIES DESCRIPTIONS AND INTERPRETED DEPOSITIONAL
ENVIRONMENTS
Sedimentary lithofacies were described in detail from conventional core in the
Sylvania Sandstone and adjacent strata in the Gregory #1, #2, and #3 wells in
Township 13N Range 2W Sections 28, 26 and 24 of Midland County, Michigan
(figure 7). Sedimentary facies and facies associations are the basis for environment
of deposition interpretations following procedures in the modern literature (e.g. James
and Dalrymple, 2009, Reading, 1996, and many others).
Siliciclastic Facies
Carbonate Rich Quartz Sandstone
Facies S-1A and S-1B
Observations: Carbonate-rich Quartz Sandstone facies is characterized in the
Gregory wells by intervals of mixed quartz sandstone with variable admixture of
primary carbonate sediment. Bedding style varies from laminated to moderately to
completely bioturbated. Bedding thickness in this facies ranges from 0.1 m (0.4 ft) to
4.8 m (16ft) with the thickest deposits present at the top of each core (appendix A).
Several thinner interbedded intervals are located throughout each core. Quartz grains
are generally sub-angular to rounded, moderately to well sorted, and fine- to very
fine- grained.

The Carbonate-rich Quartz Sandstone facies is divided into two
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subfacies, S-1A and S-1B, based on primary sedimentary structures. S-1A contains
preserved bedsets of horizontal and inclined laminations and S-1B contains moderate
to intense bioturbation (figure 15). Facies S-1A makes up approximately 8% of all
the cores while facies S-1B takes up approximately 12% of all the cores. Facies S-1A
is not present in Gregory #1 but is more abundant in Gregory #2 to #3. Facies S-1B
makes up approximately 17% of Gregory #1, 10% of Gregory #2, and 11% of
Gregory #3. Relatively thick, dominantly siliciclastic intervals can be correlated from
well to well.
The thickest interval of quartz sandstone occurs at the top of all three cores.
This interval contains a sharp basal contact. The top-most portion of the cored
intervals in both the Gregory #1 and #3 cores is in the upper sandstone. Gregory #2
core contains a sharp upper contact with overlying re-crystallized limestone (facies C1/C-8, see below). The contact between the quartz sandstone and the overlying
recrystallized limestone contains (from bottom to top) skeletal debris below bidirectional, inclined planar laminated, carbonate-rich sandstone with undulating,
truncated surfaces, in sharp contact with overlying skeletal debris-rich limestone. The
contact between planar laminated sandstone and coral debris-rich limestone contains
soft sediment deformation. The skeletal debris-rich limestone interval contains
relatively large tabulate coral clasts (cm scale) along with abundant bivalve
fragments.
Laminated, mm-scale bedsets in the upper sandstone contain alternating bands
of off-white to light tan quartz sandstone and dark gray sucrosic dolomite inferred to
have been originally carbonate mud. The upper quartz sandstone in Gregory #2
contains bedsets of horizontal-planar to high angle planar heterolithic laminations
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along with truncated surfaces between bedsets. Some of the quartz sandstone is
massive in appearance, containing no observable sedimentary structures. In Gregory
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Figure 15. A) Core photo from Gregory #3 at 4738.0 ft representative of facies S1A with carbonate rich and carbonate poor heterolithic horizontal to
inclined parallel laminations. B) Core photo from Gregory #1 at
4712.0 ft representative of facies S-1B dominated by bioturbation and
rarely preserved laminations. Quartz filled burrows. Dashed lines
emphasis burrows and truncation surfaces.
Bv=Bivalve,
HL=Horizontal Laminations, IL=Inclined Laminations, T=Truncation,
Bu-Gr=Grain filled burrow.
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#3, the upper quartz sandstone contains inclined planar and horizontal planar
laminated bedsets with multiple truncated surfaces along with flaser to lenticular
(heterolithic) bedding. The upper quartz sandstone in Gregory #1 is much more
bioturbated and carbonate rich than the quartz sandstone in the other two cores with
rare preserved laminations ranging from planar horizontal to planar inclined
laminations with multiple burrowed truncated bedsets (figure 15B). Bioturbation
within the upper quartz sandstone ranges from 100% disruption of primary current
induced structures (Gregory #1 and #2) to rare isolated burrows (Gregory #3).
Solitary Skolithos burrows (Figure 15B) are back-filled with quartz grains and dark
patches of dolomite are inferred to be burrow linings of primary micritic sediment or
carbonate filled burrows. Rarely does sediment back fill within burrows preserve
rhythmic sedimentation (Gregory #3).
Thin intervals dominated by quartz sandstone occur at various depths
throughout the core and commonly contain a higher admix of carbonate sediment
than the upper quartz sandstone interval. This mixed sediment has highly variable
quartz content up to and including carbonate dominated rock types such that
carbonate versus quartz dominance is not easily determined. These intervals range in
thickness from 0.1 m (0.4 ft) to 1.6 m (5.3 ft) and contain bioturbation, planar
horizontal to planar inclined laminated bedsets, and/or a mixture of both, though
strong bioturbation dominates. These quartz-rich intervals have generally sharp basal
contacts and gradational upper contacts. Cruziana type burrows dominate in the
bioturbated intervals with less common Skolithos burrows present.
Abundant fossil debris is distributed in various amounts throughout both the
upper quartz and interbedded quartz sandstone intervals, though thinner interbeds
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contain less skeletal debris overall. Differentiated skeletal debris within the upper
quartz sandstone consists of tabulate and rugose corals, crinoids, and an abundance of
bivalves/brachiopods all indicating unrestricted marine conditions.

Tabular and

rugose corals range in size from 3.05 cm (0.1 ft) to at least the width of the core at
10.2 cm. Some skeletal debris is partially to completely leached leaving mm- to cmscale molds.
Additional observations (not directly related to primary textures and
structures): Very fine-grained pyrite crystals are common in hand sample, especially
in the Gregory #2 core where a large nodule of fine-grained pyrite crystals is located
within horizontal laminated upper quartz sandstone. Stylolites are very common due
to pressure-induced dissolution and an abundance of insoluble residues. In quartz
sandstone dominated intervals (Gregory #2) abundant stylolites form pseudolaminations or stylo-laminations.

Vertical fractures contain partial to complete

dolomite cement fill. It is common to see vertical fractures propagating vertically
away from large stylolites.
Interpretations: The Carbonate-rich Quartz Sandstone facies, S-1A, represents
deposition associated with normal marine, permanently sub-aqueous, sand-dominated
tidal processes with key sedimentary structures indicating periodic or rhythmic
changes in current speed and direction. The interlamination or heterolithic
stratification of detrital quartz grains and inferred carbonate mud (now sucrosic
dolomite) reflect grain size segregation due to fluctutions of hydrodynamic forces.
Fine- to very fine-grained detrital quartz lamina are the result of traction deposits
during maximum current speed at the middle of each ebb and flood tide while slackwater periods, at maximum high and low tide, allowed for the deposition of
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suspended carbonate mud. A majority of the laminations, however appear to be noncyclic with a dominance of wavy to flaser (heterolithic) bedding.

Non-cyclic

rhythmites reflect lower concentrations of mud in suspension and less turbid water.
High-angle laminated bedsets indicate the presence of migrating dunes possible
associated with deposition in tidal channels. The presence of wavy and flaser
bedding, large coral fragments and various skeletal debris, high-angle laminated
bedsets, along with truncated surfaces indicate fairly strong currents, possibly
associated with tidal channel deposits formed at high current strengths. Rare Skolithos
burrows backfilled with surrounding sediment suggest periods of relatively high
energy levels that typically occur in clean, well sorted, loose or shifting substrate
where abrupt changes in depositional rates, erosion, and physical reworking of
sediments are characteristic (Miller, 2007). The bi-directional nature of some
laminated bedsets along with other features, described above, supports the conclusion
that the S-1A facies was the result of tidal processes, most probably within tidal
channels and adjacent overbank tidal flats. Tidal channel processes are dominant
within the Gregory #2 and #3 wells.
The bioturbated quartz sandstone, S-1B, represents deposition in normal,
shallow marine settings associated with subtidal settings.

Cruziana ichnofacies,

which dominate the interbedded quartz sandstone intervals and portions of the upper
quartz sandstone, indicate settings of permanently subtidal, poorly sorted, and
muddier substrates in shallow marine settings, most commonly associated with the
offshore extending to the distal fringes of the lower shoreface (Miller, 2007). These
bioturbated intervals reflect a decrease in current strength and decrease in sediment
supply.
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This increase of total siliciclastics from Gregory #1 to Gregory #3 (West to
East) indicates a closer proximity to the siliciclastic source, a restriction of quartz
grains to the West, or lower depositional energy to the West that are incapable of
transporting sand-sized quartz grains.
Of the two sandstone lithofacies (lithofacies 4 and lithofacies 5) of Rock
(2011), lithofacies 5 contains similar characteristics to the quartz sandstone seen in
this study including very fine- to fine-grained quartz sand, low porosity, and high
carbonate content due to local concentrations of fossil fragments.

Rock's (2011)

lithofacies 4 consists entirely of quartz sandstone and has little similarity to the quartz
sandstone facies seen in the Gregory wells. Rock (211) does not interpret a
depositional environment for lithofacies 5.
Carbonate Facies
Laminated Quartzose Carbonate
Facies C-1
Observations: The Laminated Quartzose Carbonate facies C-1 is identified in
the Gregory cores as intervals of horizontal to inclined parallel-planar laminated to
parallel-planar tangential laminated quartzose dolomite. Heterolithic laminations are
composed of interlaminated medium to dark brownish-gray quartz-poor dolomite and
light gray to light brownish-gray quartz-rich dolomite to dolomite-rich quartz
sandstone (figure 16) transitional to facies S-1A (above). Facies C-1 makes up
approximately 20% of all the cores (Appendix A). Laminated intervals are typically
present as thinner packages, less than 0.3 m (1 ft) in thickness. Thicker intervals
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Figure 16. (previous page) A) Core photo from Gregory #1 at 4814.3 ft representative
of facies C-1. Mm-scale heterolithic horizontal to slightly inclined quartz
rich and quartz poor dolomite. Variations in lamination thickness
correspond to Neap (N) - Spring (S) cycles. B) Photomicrograph from
Gregory #1 at 4814.3 ft illustrating quartz rich and quartz poor dolomite
laminations emphasized by dashed black lines. C) Magnification of (B)
illustrating sub-angular to rounded, moderately sorted quartz grains,
euhedral to subhedral dolomite, and a dominance of vuggy dissolution
and intercrystalline porosity. Quartz=white grains, Dolomite=brown
crystals, Blue=porosity.
dominate the lower portions of the cores. A 3 m (10 ft) thick interval of facies C-1 is
located above the upper facies S-1 in the Gregory #2 core. Facies C-1 is interbedded
with most other Sylvania Sandstone facies including massive carbonate, debris, and
bioturbated intervals (see below).

Laminated intervals of facies C-1 commonly

contain gradational to sharp erosional upper contacts, and sharp, erosional, basal
contacts, which rarely contain rip-up clasts and skeletal debris. Laminations are
typically very faint or obscure and massive in core due to diagenetic modification of
the primary carbonate components and a lack of quartz sand, which helps to
differentiate laminations in more quartzose horizons. Burrow structures are restricted
to rare, cm scale, vertical Skolithos burrows within the laminated intervals. Back fill
sediment within burrows that preserve rhythmic sedimentation are interpreted as
tubular tidalites (Gingras et al., 2007).
Inclined laminations are less than 10 degrees and have bidirectional dip
orientation.

Generally, laminations appear cyclic or rhythmic in nature with

systematic thickening and thinning of lamina (figure 16A).

Laminations are

predominantly parallel-planar horizontal to parallel-planar inclined but there are rare
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instances where tangential laminations are either upward or downward convex in
morphology; the latter are rare.

Sharp, gently inclined to horizontal truncated

surfaces are common throughout the laminated intervals. Some laminations are wavy
or flaser-like and discontinuous.
Microscope observations of the millimeter scale laminations reveal alternating
layers of quartz rich dolomitic lamina with quartz poor dolomitic lamina. All quartz
grains are predominantly sub-angular to well-rounded and moderately to well-sorted.
Quartz grains are very fine-grained throughout but slightly larger (0.125 mm-0.187
mm) in the quartz rich lamina.
Laminated quartzose dolomite is comparable to Rock’s (2011) laminated
depositional facies 2A and 2B.

Rock (2011) identified peloids, ostracod shells,

calsispheres, and sponge spicules in his laminated 2A facies and stated that his
laminated 2B facies is the result of complete dolomitization of facies 2A.

The

laminated quartzose facies seen in the Gregory cores is similar to Rock's depositional
facies 2B in that, if the dolomite originated as carbonate grains, then the carbonate
grains have been completely destroyed by dolomitization. A major difference from
this laminated quartzose facies and the lithofacies (L2, L3, L6, L7, L8) grouped into
Rock's laminated depositional facies is that there is no mention of interlaminations of
quartz silt grains and carbonate sediments and that a majority of those lithofacies
contain a minor amount of detrital quartz.
Interpretations: The millimeter-scale interlamination of quartz-rich and
quartz-poor laminations represent deposition in an upper subtidal to lower intertidal
setting (Lasemi et al., 2012) similar to the tidal processes that deposited facies S-1A.
The hydrologic separation of detrital quartz grains from carbonate sediment gives
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credence to the replacement of primary carbonate mud by sucrosic dolomite. The
millimeter-scale rhythmites and heterolithic stratification result due to declining tidal
current energy in a landward direction as well as a change in sand to mud ratio
(Lasemi, et al., 2012). Quartz rich laminations are the result of traction deposition
during maximum current strength during the middle of ebb and flood tides. Quartz
poor laminations form from the settling of suspended carbonate mud during slackwater conditions at maximum flood and ebb tides. The presence of detrital quartz
grains with the mud laminations may be derived from wind blown eolian dust/silt-fine
sand.
The systematic thickening and thinning of laminations may represent
variations in current strength over the neap-spring tidal cycle with the nonsymmetrical thickness of the lamina indicative of deposition under flood-dominant or
highly asymmetrical tidal currents (figure 17; Dalrymple, 2010).

Figure 16A

illustrates the thickening and thinning of quartz rich and quartz poor laminations.
Thickest quartz rich laminations were deposited during strongest flooding tides
(spring tides) while thinner quartz rich laminations reflect weaker flooding tides
(neap tides). Thickness variation of spring tide laminations result from apogee and
perigee phases of the moon with the thickest spring tide quartz rich laminations a
result of perigee and the thinnest spring tide quartz rich laminations a result of
apogee. The preservation of tidal rhythmites indicates high sediment supply along
margins of channels (Dalrymple, 2010).
The interbedded bedforms of inclined laminations with horizontal laminations
are interpreted to be low amplitude, large wavelength ripple cross bedding. Multiple
truncated bedsets suggest periodic high energy conditions that produced erosion of
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Figure 17. The development of tidal bedding or systematic thickening and thinning of lamina corresponding to
variation in current strength over the Neap - Spring cycle. A) Symmetrical tide with equal deposition
during ebb and flood tides, B) flood-dominant
tide with weak ebb current deposition, C)
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asymmetrical tide with no deposition during the ebb current (modified from Dalrymple et al., 1991).

underlying sediment or the migration of these mega-ripples. Wavy or flaser like
(discontinuous) carbonate laminations indicate the presence of ripples in the
underlying quartz rich lamina, though no internal laminations are observed within
individual quartz rich lamina. These probable, small scale ripples associated with
parallel beds illustrate waning energy conditions and suspension settling.
Tidal rhythmites occur in association with several types of environments
including modern tidal embayments (Kvale, 2012), which can increase tidal range
through the concentration or focusing of tidal energy into a progressively smaller
cross-sectional region or shoaling area (Pratt, 2010). Paleogeographic reconstruction
by various authors (Briggs, 1959; Ron Blakey, 2011) illustrate that the Michigan
Basin was an embayment during the Middle Devonian. This paleogeography supports
deposition of the Sylvania Sandstone in an environment strongly influenced by tidaldominated processes resulting in tidal laminites common in the Gregory cores.
Tidally dominated deposition on a ramp within the Michigan Basin could have
formed as back-reef or back-shoal tidal flats such as those seen in the Trucial Coast of
Arabian Gulf (Pratt, 2010). Reef debris seen throughout the core could indicate
possible deposition in a back-reef setting. If crystalline dolomite seen within the
quartz rich laminations was originally carbonate grains, such as peloids and ooids, a
back reef or back-shoal setting where current energies were high is possible.
Facies C-1 is comparable to the laminated facies 2A and 2B of Rock (2011).
Rock’s laminated facies 2A is composed of lithofacies 2 and lithofacies 3 while the
laminated 2B facies is comprised of lithofacies 6, 7, and 8. Rock (2011) interpreted
the parallel laminations as hummocky cross stratification deposited by storm-induced
currents that were subsequently bioturbated between storm events.
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Bioturbated Quartzose Carbonate
Facies C-2
Observations: Bioturbated Quartzose Carbonate, facies C-2 is identified in
the Gregory wells as medium to dark gray, moderate to intensely bioturbated
carbonate-dominated intervals.

Bioturbated intervals range in thickness from less

than 0.3 m (1 ft) up to 2.4 m (8 ft) and take up approximately 14% of all the cores.
Facies C-2 is most prevalent in Gregory #2 core at 20% and least prevalent in
Gregory #1 at 8%. Facies C-2 dominates the upper portions of the cores below the
upper quartz sandstone facies (Appendix A). This facies is commonly interbedded
with the facies S-1, and in some cases creates an approximately equal mix of
interbedded carbonate and siliciclastics dominated strata (figure 18). Facies C-2 is
commonly in sharp contact with facies C-1.
Thalassinoides and Chondrities burrow traces (Cruziana) dominate the
heavily bioturbated intervals along with rare, solitary, vertical Skolithos traces.
Thalassinoides burrows are commonly backfilled with detrital quartz grains and in
many cases contain carbonate sediment lining the burrow which can be relatively
thick, reaching a maximum of 10 mm in the horizontal direction (figure 19A).
Skeletal debris is not common and generally rare throughout facies C-2 and is limited
to areas associated with interbedded, lag deposits.
Interpretations: Facies C-2 represents a low energy depositonal setting within
a protected back barrier, subtidal lagoon or offshore subtidal environment below the
effect of wave agitation (below fair weather wave base). Sharp vertical shifts from
facies C-2 to C-1 and back again suggest close areal proximity of the two
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Figure 18. (previous page) Core images from Gregory #3 from 4767.1 ft - 4772.8 ft
representative of three different, but well mixed lithofacies. Colors to
the immediate left of the core define the facies (Green=C-8, Yellow=S1B, Blue=C-2). From the top down: Massive Quartzose Carbonate (C8) sharply grades into Bioturbated Quartzose Carbonate (C-2) which
then contains multiple interbeds of Bioturbated Carbonate Rich Quartz
Sandstone (S-1B). Quartz backfilled Cruziana type burrowing
dominates the intervals which destroys most primary sedimentary
structures and thoroughly mixes carbonate and siliciclastics sediment.
Bu=Burrow, S=Stylolite.
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Figure 19. A) Core image from Gregory #1 at 4736.0 ft representative of C-2
illustrating burrows with thick mud linings. B) Core image
representative of Massive Stylo-wispy Quartzose Carbonate (C-3)
from Gregory #2 at 4771.2 ft. Ooverall massive appearance with
abundant brownish black wispy stylolites that are often present as
swarms. High admix of detrital quartz grains. Yellow box=thin section
location. Bu=burrow, S=Stylolite.
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environments which produce the facies. Changes in the sediment supply may have
also contributed to the intensity of bioturbation with intensely bioturbated intervals
indicative of low sediment supply. Common Cruziana suggest moderate to low
energy levels in a subtidal setting with generally muddy substrate in shallow marine
conditions between fair weather wave base and storm wave base (Miller, 2007).
Skolithos burrows, though rare in the heavily bioturbated intervals, indicate short and
episodic, high energy depositional conditions (Miller, 2007). Though not exclusive to
tidally influenced shallow water settings, thickly lined ichnofossils are commonly
associated with tidally influenced settings (Gingras et al., 2012).
Massive Stylo-wispy Quartzose Carbonate
Facies C-3
Observations: Massive Stylo-wispy Quartzose Carbonate, facies C-3 consists
of light buff brown to tan, quartzose carbonate that is present in all three cores. An
abundance of wispy stylolites and wispy stylolite swarms define C-3 (figure 19B).
There is a high admixture of up to 30% to 40% fine-grained quartz sand within facies
C-3. C-3 is gradational where overlain by facies C-2 (Gregory #2) but contains a
sharp contact where overlain by C-1 and C-7 (Gregory #1 and 2). Facies C-3 has a
gradational basal contact in all three cores. This facies ranges in thickness from 0.2 m
(0.7 ft) to 1 m (3 ft) and takes up approximately 6% of all the Gregory wells,
decreasing in abundance from Gregory #1 to Gregory #3 (Appendix A).
Fossil debris is common and scattered throughout facies C-3 with
rare/infrequent coral debris and reworked bivalves. Ghost-like burrows with dark
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sediment linings are uncommon. Facies C-3 in thin section is composed of coarsely
crystalline dolomite.
Interpretations: Facies C-3 represent deposition in a low-energy, subtidal to
intertidal setting, similar to the environment that produced C-2, but with a higher
admix of detrital quartz gains, a reduction in mud content, and 100% biogenic
reworking of sediments. Facies C-2 retains no primary sedimentary structures but
facies C-3 is so completely bioturbated that even evidence of burrowing is destoyed.
Evidence for bioturbation include rare ghost burrows with dark carbonate mud lining
and quartz rich blebs interpreted to be backfilling of burrows identified in thin
section.

Also, a reduction in mud content prevents recognition of burrowing since

burrows seen throughout several facies commonly contain relatively thick muddy
linings. A decrease in sediment supply and current intensity allowed for more intense
burrowing in C-3 relative to C-2.
Facies C-3 is most closely similar to that of Rock’s (2011) buff-brown,
massive to burrow-mottled sandy crystalline dolomite, facies 3B, which commonly
contains wispy laminations. Rock (2011) states that facies 3B is a dolomitized version
of facies 3A, which is described as a peloidal-ostracod mud-lean pack- to grainstone
that was deposited via storm-induced currents or between storm events and
subsequently bioturbated.
Discontinuous Wavy-Laminated Bioturbated Quartzose Limestone
Facies C-4
Observations: Facies C-4 is generally present near the top of each of the
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Gregory cores, subjacent to quartz sandstone facies S-1 and is characterized in the
Gregory cores as discontinuous wavy-laminated bioturbated quartzose carbonate
(figure 20).

This facies comprises 6% of all the Gregory wells, decreasing in

abundance from Gregory #1 to Gregory #3 (Appendix A).
Laminations of tan colored, quartz-rich carbonate alternate at millimeter-scale
with medium- to dark-gray, quartz-poor, muddy carbonate laminations. Laminations
are rarely laterally continuous and are, everywhere partially disrupted by bioturbation.
Undifferentiated, recrystallized bivalve and tabulate coral fragments are sparsely
present throughout facies C-4. Abundant stylolites result in a crinkly laminated
appearance (figure 20A). Detrital quartz grains are abundant (but <30%) and are the
dominant back fill in burrows. Facies C-4 is interbedded with thin intervals of
laminated carbonate facies C-1 and debris lag facies C-7 (below) that commonly
contain rip-up clasts. In the Gregory #2 core, there are multiple, 1-2 centimeter
cemented layers that contain tension or syneresis cracks (figure 20A).
Microscope observations reveal blocky calcite and coarsely crystalline planareuhedral to planar-subhedral dolomite with minor amounts of non--planar anhedral
dolomite. Quartz grains are sub-angular to rounded and moderately sorted, ranging in
size from upper fine to very fine sand.
Interpretations: Facies C-4 represents deposition in a subtidal setting where
suspension settling of carbonate mud dominantes. Slow sedimentation rates allowed
for moderate bioturbation of sediment.
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Figure 20. Core images representing Discontinuous Wavy-Laminated
Bioturbated Quartzose Carbonate (C-4). Colors to the immediate
left of core define facies (pink=C-1, yellow=S-1B, green=C-4).
A) Wavy and discontinuous bioturbated laminations at 4733 ft
from Gregory #2. Stylolites give the appearance of crinkled
laminations. Cemented interval (dashed outlined) contains
syneresis or tension cracks. Tabulate coral fragment and various
bivalves throughout. Red=calcite stain. B) Core image from
4740.7 ft - 4742.9 ft from Gregory #3 representing facies C-4
with interbeds of facies C-1 and S-1B. Basal contact of C-4 with
C-1 is gradational but sharp with S-1B. HL=Horizontal
Laminations, Bv=Bivalves, CoT=Tabulate Coral.
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Interbedded Cemented Nodules and Stylolitic Bounded Burrows
Facies C-5
Observations: This limestone dominant facies is identified by light gray
cemented nodules interbedded with stylolitic bounded burrows (figure 21). Facies C5 only occurs in the Gregory #1 and Gregory #2 cores as a small interval of less than
two ft, located approximately 3.1 m (10 ft) above the brecciated facies C-6 (below;
Appendix A).
Recrystallized bivalves are sporadically deposited within this facies in the
Gregory #2 while fossils are limited to a small interval within a cemented nodule in
Gregory #1. Sediment surrounding the cemented nodules is moderately to intensely
bioturbated. Burrows are bounded by wispy stylolites. Fine grained detrital quartz
content is less than 5%. Microscope observations reveal mosaics of blocky calcite.
Rarely does the blocky calcite appear equigranular.
Interpretation: Bioturbated, cemented nodules represent early cementation or
syndepositional cementation in a more distal, offshore setting or within a shelfal
lagoon in a protected back barrier setting. Suspension settled, carbonate lime mud
occurs with minor, eolian detrital quartz dust blown into the setting. Shelfal lagoon
water depths may have been shallow, generally only a few meters to tens of meters
deep with very moderate circulation (Wilson, 1975).
allowed for extensive bioturbation.
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Slow sedimentation rates

Figure 21. Core image from Gregory #1 at
4820.0 ft representative of facies
C-5.
Cemented
nodules
emphasized by dashed lines are
light
gray.
Soft
sediment
deformation surrounding nodules.
Stylolite swarms and stylolite
bounded
burrows
between
nodules.
Skeletal
fragments
sporadic throughout. Bv=Bivalve,
S=Stylolite, Bu=Burrow.
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Collapse Breccia
Facies C-6
Observations: Facies C-6 is identified in the Gregory #1 and #2 cores as an
interval of collapsed carbonate breccia with significant silicification and alteration
(figure 22). Gregory #1 contains 0.9 m (3 ft) of facies C-6 while Gregory #2 cores
the entire brecciated interval (Appendix A). The upper contact in Gregory #2 is
gradational with overlying facies C-1. Silicified clasts appear off-white and chalky.
The surrounding sediment is dark brown to medium-dark gray, very fine-grained,
subhedral dolomite with less than 5% angular, very fine detrital quartz grains.
Silicified clasts preserve primary sedimentary structures commonly observed
in other facies throughout the core including millimeter-scale horizontal to inclined
laminations and burrows. Clasts appear mottled where bioturbation is intense. The
breccia ranges from clast to mud supported. Clasts are poorly sorted and with no
grading evident and are generally very angular to sub-angular and range in size from
millimeter to decimeter scale. Many clasts are blocky to irregular in shape and
contain variably oriented, sediment filled fractures or veins. Deeper into the core
where unaltered chert dominates, veins are filled with cement. Skeletal fragments are
generally rare but are concentrated in debris lag layers. Clasts vary from non-fitting to
fitting and the clasts/matrix boundary is generally sharp with uncommon blurry
boundaries. Chert-altered clasts are transitional downwards to unaltered dense, blue
chert at 4863’ in the Gregory #2 well. Unaltered, nodular chert (described below)
occurs in the underlying strata.
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Figure 22. (previous page) Core photo from Gregory #2 from 4761.0 ft - 4753.0 ft
representative of facies C-6, collapse breccia. Altered chert (off-white)
has replaced the original carbonate clasts. Clasts preserve primary
structures and burrows. Bioturbated to massive dolomite (brown)
surrounds breccia clasts. HL=Horizontal Laminations, IL=Inclined
Laminations.
Interpretations: The sedimentary structures preserved in the clasts of facies C6 closely resemble the structures seen throughout the core in other facies (i.e.
horizontal to inclined planar laminations and vertical and horizontal burrowing)
suggesting similar depositional environments that were then subsequently subject to
subaerial exposure/draw down and leaching resulting in autoclastic or nondepositional brecciation.
Depositional brecciation within the pertidal to supratidal environment is ruled
out due to the presence of poorly sorted angular clasts with no apparent grading. Two
non-depositional brecciation processes could be responsible for the chert breccias in
the Gregory cores: (1) caliche brecciation and/or (2) solution-evaporite-collapse
brecciation. Caliche breccias form in situ in arid to semi-arid climates controlled by
soil-forming processes that include extensive weathering, erosion, solution and
shrinkage (Blount et al., 1969). Clasts containing blurry clasts/matrix boundaries are
indicative of caliche brecciation. Solution-evaporite-collapse breccia is a product of
bed collapse due to the removal of soluble sediment within the beds, such as
evaporites. This is the primary theory for the brecciation seen in the cores due to the
moderate to poor fitting of clasts, dominance of sharp clast/matix boudaries, clast
angularity, and lack of grading and sorting.
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Facies C-6 is an important interval in that it may represent a disconformity of
unknown chronostratigraphic significance.

Whether time significant or not, the

collapse breccia interval is indicative of a change in relative sea level and represents a
disconformable boundary between the underlying detrital quartz poor, deeper water
facies of the Bois Blanc Formation (described below) and overlying shallow, detrital
quartz rich, peritidal facies of the Sylvania Sandstone.
Debris/Lag
Facies C-7
Observations: Dolomitic and/or limey debris or fossil lag-dominated intervals
are recognized in the Gregory cores by concentrations of bioclastic and/or lithoclastic
debris (figure 23). These intervals make up approximately 4% of the total core and
range in thickness from 6.10 cm (0.2ft) to 1 m (3.4 ft) and are randomly present
throughout all three cores (Appendix A). The debris lags can be correlated from well
to well with the exception of a few thin intervals. Facies C-7 generally contains sharp
basal contacts though both the upper and lower contacts are typically obscured by the
presence of large stylolites.
Recrystallized bivalves, brachiopods, and various other undifferentiated
bioclasts along with rounded rip-up clasts are common components in debris layers.
Silica commonly replaces these grain rich intervals leaving behind ghost textures of
grains and molds (figure 24).
Interpretations: Debris lags are the result of periodic, high energy currents
due to storms that were capable of ripping up underlying sediment and transporting
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Figure 23. Core photo from Gregory #1 at
4773.0 ft representative of a
thick interval of facies C-7,
debris lag. Predominantly
composed of bioclastic debris
(bivalves,
brachiopods).
Multiple stylolites. S=Stylolite.
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Figure 24. A) Core photo from Gregory #2 at 4771.8 ft representative of a silicified
facies C-7 underlying facies C-3. B) Plane-polarized and C) crosspolarized photomicrograph from Gregory #2 at 4771.8 ft representative of
silicified facies C-7. Silica outlines of various bivalves, brachiopods, and
other undifferentiated skeletal 74
fragments. High abundance of moldic and
microcrystalline porosity. S=Stylolite, MO=Moldic porosity

large bioclasts and lithoclasts. Rock (2011) suggested a distal proximity to the
shoreline for lags dominated by rip-up clasts, rugose corals and crinoids and a
proximal setting to the shoreline for lags dominated by disarticulated bivalves,
brachiopods, and quartz sands.
Massive Carbonate
Facies C-8
Observations: The Massive Carbonate facies C-8, dominates a majority of the
Gregory cores at 23% (Appendix A).

C-8 is recognized as massive quartzose

dolomite and/or limestone intervals containing no observable primary sedimentary
structures (figure 25). These beds are present throughout the core and range in
thickness from anywhere between 0.3 m (1 ft) to 3 m (10 ft). The massive carbonate
is generally a buff tan that contains a relatively high abundance of very fine-grained
to fine-grained detrital quartz grains mixed with dolomitic and/or limey sediments.
Interpretations: Since no primary sedimentary structures are observed, an
environmental interpretation of this facies cannot be made. The massive texture of
this facies could be due to high sedimentation rates, complete biogenic reworking of
sediments, and/or complete fabric destructive dolomitization. Where ghost burrows
are present, it may be safe to assume that facies C-8 is a completely dolomitized
version of facies C-2.
Bois Blanc Formation
Of the three Gregory wells, Gregory #2 is the only well that contains any
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Figure 25. (previous page) Core photo from the Gregory #3 core at 4826.0 ft - 4820.5
ft illustrating massive carbonate facies C-8. No discernible primary
sedimentary structure or carbonate grains are identified in core or thin
section observations. Abundance of molds. Ghost burrow outline may
suggest intense bioturbation. S=Stylolite.
cored portion of the lower to Middle Devonian Bois Blanc Formation and Upper
Silurian Bass Island Formation. The total depth of the Gregory #2 well is 5046 ft
with the Bass Island Formation present from 5046 ft to 5001 ft and the Bois Blanc
Formation, though not continuously cored, present from 5001 ft to roughly 4859 ft.
Within the Bois Blanc strata, a large interval from 4965 ft to 4879 ft and a small
interval from 4878 ft to 4876 ft are missing (not cored).
The contact between the Bois Blanc Formation and the Bass Island Formation
is represented by a large stylolite at approximately 5001 ft within the Gregory #2 well
(figure 26) This contact, nearly as sharp as the contact observed within the St.
Charlton 4 – 30 well in northern Lower Michigan (Otsego County), represents the
Tippecanoe-Kaskaskia unconformity separating the Upper Silurian strata from, in this
well, lower-Middle Devonian strata since no lower Devonian Garden Island
Formation is present.
The contact between the Bois Blanc formation and the Sylvania Sandstone is
observed at approximately at 4859 ft within the Gregory #2 well (figure 27). This
contact location is based upon the beginning of brecciation, defining the base of the
Sylvania Sandstone and illustrating an unconformity between these two facies related
formations within this portion of the Michigan Basin. A possible rapid sea-level drop
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Figure 26. Core photo from the Gregory #2 well from 5007.4 ft – 4999.1
ft illustrating the contact between the Upper Silurian Bass
Island Formation and the lower-Middle Devonian Bois
Blanc Formation. This sharp stylolitic contact represents
the
Tippecanoe-Kaskaskia
unconformity
sequence
boundary.
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Figure 27. Gregory #2 core photos from 4973 ft – 4853 ft illustrating the
boundary between the more basinal strata of the Bois Blanc
Formation and shallower, peritidal strata of the Sylvania
Sandstone. The contact between the two formations is placed at
approximately 4859 ft where brecciation begins.
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produced an exposure and eventual karstification resulting in a non-conformable
boundary.
Bois Blanc Formation in the Gregory #2 well is comprised of moderately to
extensively bioturbated, silica-rich, dolomitic mudstone to bioclastic wackestone
facies. Off-white altered chert is only present in the top 6 m (20 ft) in conjunction
with the altered brecciated chert of the overlying Sylvania Sandstone. Though much
more dolomitic, this upper portion of the Bois Blanc exhibits similar characteristics,
such as nodular chert surrounded by altered chert, found within the Bois Blanc strata
seen in St. Charlton 4 – 30 Well in Otsego County, northern Lower Michigan (figure
28A). The remaining cored portions of Bois Blanc strata within Gregory #2 well
contain very little to no altered chert but still have a significant amount of nodulitic,
dense, blue-gray silica.

Crab (?) burrows, up to 6 cm in diameter, filled with

bioclastic storm debris (tubular tempestites?) have been preferentially replaced by
silica. This preferential replacement is quite obvious within Bois Blanc of the St.
Charlton 4 – 30 well and upper portions of the Gregory #2 well.
Thin section observations from the Bois Blanc Formation within the St.
Charlton 4 – 30 well illustrate an abundance of sponge spicules (figure 28B - C).
This abundance of silica bioclasts may have provided an offshore source for silica
within the Sylvania strata should these two formations be in facies relationship.
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Figure 28. (previous page) Core photos and photomicrographs from St. Charlton
4 - 30 (P#57916) in Otsego County in northern Lower Michigan
illustrating Bois Blanc strata. A) Two core photos from 3437 ft
(left) and 3405 ft (right) illustrating bioturbated nodular, dense blue
gray chert and gray-white dolomitic limestone. Differential
compaction around early lithified chert nodules. Off-white
microporous chert surrounds dense darker chert nodule. B) Plane
polarized photomicrographs at 3410.25 ft and C) 3401.0 ft (C)
illustrating abundance of siliceous sponge spicules.
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Table 6. Summary of lithofacies characteristics and their interpreted
depositional environment.
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STRATIGRAPHIC IMPLICATIONS
Facies Stacking Analysis
Vertical stacking patterns or vertical sequence of facies, and lateral
relationships help in the determination of larger depositional processes (Tucker, et al.,
1990), such as shallowing or shoaling upward packages.

Small fluctuations in

relative sea-level (controlled by eustatic and/or tectonic processes) can leave a
marked effect on the depositional regime (Tucker et al., 1990) especially within tidal
flat environments where low relief depositional environments can be laterally
extensive. Previous work by Rock (2011) suggested that logfacies in the Sylvania
Sandstone formation stack vertically in a series of repeated, and orderly sequences,
which can be observed in wireline logs in some locations in the basin (figure 29). The
ideal progradational stacking pattern for this depositional system is represented by,
from bottom to top, a basal limestone overlain by a mixture of tripolitic chert and/or
dolostone/mix capped by sandstone. Using Gardner’s (1974) depositional model
(figure 6), Rock (2011) interprets these repeatedly stacked lithologies as series of
flooding surface-bounded shallowing-upward parasequences that are more easily
correlated along depositional strike from the southeast to the northwest than along
depositional dip from the southwest to the northeast (figure 30). Using Gardner’s
(1974) model, it was assumed that the limestone lithologies represented off-shore,
more distal deposits while sandstone lithologies represented shoreface sandstones.
Flooding surfaces were interpreted to be represented by relatively sharp increases in
gamma ray API and sharp lithologic shifts from shoreface sandstone to off-shore
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Figure 29. Stacking of logfacies illustrates a series of repeated ordered
‘parasequences’. Green line represents top Sylvania Sandstone, blue
line represents top Bois Blanc Formation, and dashed red lines
represent interpreted flooding surfaces using wire line log signatures
and established logfacies. Red triangles define packages of shoaling
upward ‘parasequences’ (Rock, 2011).
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Figure 30. Cross sections from the Michigan Basin illustrating correlation of
parasequences parallel to (A) depositional strike (southeast to
northwest) and (B) depositional dip (southwest to northeast) using
flooding surfaces as bounding surfaces. Green line=top Sylvania
Sandstone, blue line=top Bois Blanc Formation, and red
lines=interpreted flooding surfaces using wire line log signatures and
established logfacies (Rock, 2011).
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limestone.
Due to the large abundance of massive facies C-8, which provides little to no
evidence as to a depositional setting, difficulty in identifying grain types through
dolomitization, and narrow range of data that core provides, no unequivocal
indication of shoaling upward packages were recognized in the Gregory #1 to #3
wells. Sylvania facies in Midland, County represent deposition within dominantly
subtidal to intertidal environments with an absence of supratidal deposits. Possible
meter-scale shoaling upward packages may be represented in the Gregory cores
where relatively deep water, bioturbated lime-rich shelfal lagoon facies, C-4,
transition to bioturbated sediment of the subtidal zone (facies C-3 and C-2). Within
these cores, the horizontal laminated sediments of the intertidal zone represent the
deposition in the shallowest waters where current strengths are at their peak. Subtle
shifts from facies C-2 to C-1 is quite common at the meter-scale but this may not
necessarily be an indication of shoaling due to relative sea-level, but a lateral
autocyclic shift in depositional settings.
The vertical sequence of facies within the Gregory #1 to #3 wells suggests an
overall deepening trend consistent with a transgressive systems tract.

Horizontal

laminated, intertidal facies dominate the lower portions of the core and transition up
section into dominantly subtidal, bioturbated strata (figure 31).
Siliciclastic-rich intervals contain no evidence of allocyclic controls and are
thus interpreted as resulting from autocyclic effects. The upper siliciclastic sandstone
bed is present in each core and is correlated with high confidence across all three
wells. Generally, most of the siliciclastic intervals, especially intervals well mixed
with carbonate facies lower in the core, are not correlatable from one well to another.
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Figure 31. Gregory #1 to #3 wells with discrete well logs graphically
illustrating lithofacies. Track one=measured depth (ft), track
two=lithofacies. Lithofacies color legend to the top right. Red
wavy line represents the possible disconformity between
subjacent Bois Blanc strata and overlying Sylvania strata.
Black lines mark possible parasequence boundary between
underlying shallow water intertidal facies transitional to
relatively deeper water subtidal facies. Absence of observable
flooding surfaces.
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These non-correlatable siliciclastic facies are most probably controlled by sediment
supply with the greatest siliciclastic abundance present in the Gregory #3 well.
Regional Stratigraphic Implications and Significance
Regional cross sections from Upper Silurian through lower Middle Devonian
strata to (Bass Island Group upper contact through Amherstburg) show a generally
transgressive systems track (figures 32 - 34). The Sylvania Sandstone represents a
regressive pulse along the basin margin in the Sylvania-Bois Blanc interval from the
northwest to the southeast adjacent to the depositional strike (also referred to a
depositional hingeline by Gardner, 1974). The Emsian and Eifelian, (late Early
Devonian into early Middle Devonian) are represented in Euramerica by dominantly
transgression seas with a small regressive pulse during late Emsian time (Johnson, et
al., 1985; figure 35).
The Silurian Bass Islands is separated from and onlapped by the overlying
strata of the Sylvania, Bois Blanc, Garden Island, and Amherstburg formations across
the base Kaskaskia Unconformity. The Amherstburg formation overlies the Sylvania
to the west and southeast, the Bois Blanc in the north and northeast, and the Upper
Silurian Bass Island Group in the southwest. The base Amherstburg Formation, also
known as the Meldron member of Gardner (1974), represents a significant, basin
wide flooding event.
The distinctive sandstone and porous cherty dolomite of the Sylvania
Sandstone defines the northwest to southeast oriented depositional trend (hingeline).
The lithologic assemblage of the Sylvania Sandstone comprises a high energy, mixed
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Figure 32. Left) West to east regional cross section (parallel to depositional dip) from northern Lower Michigan
illustrating the distribution and stratigraphic relationship of Sylvania and Bois Blanc strata using wireline
logs. Pink=Sylvania strata, Blue=Bois Blanc strata. Bois Blanc strata is subjacent in the West and
adjacent in the East to Sylvania Strata. Right) Map of lower Michigan with cross section A to A’. Faded
lines illustrate other cross sections. Displayed wells have lower Devonian top picks.
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Figure 34. (previous page) West to east regional cross sections B – B’ and C – C’
(parallel to depositional dip) from middle to southern Lower Michigan
illustrating the distribution and stratigraphic relationship of Sylvania
and Bois Blanc strata using wireline logs. Pink=Sylvania strata,
Blue=Bois Blanc strata. Top) B to B’ is similar to A - A’ illustrating
Sylvania strata overlying Bois Blanc strata in the West and adjacent to
Bois Blanc strata to the East. Bottom) C to C’ located in the lower
portions of lower Michigan illustrates an absence of Bois Blanc strata.
Right) Map of lower Michigan with cross section B to B’ and C to C’.
Faded lines illustrate other cross sections. Displayed wells have lower
Devonian top picks.

Figure 33.(next page) Left) North to south regional cross sections D – D’ and E – E’
(parallel to depositional strike) from upper Lower Michigan to lower
Lower Michigan illustrating the distribution and stratigraphic
relationship of Sylvania and Bois Blanc strata using wireline logs.
Pink=Sylvania strata, Blue=Bois Blanc strata. Both cross sections D D’ and E – E’ illustrate a continuance of Sylvania and Bois Blanc
strata from the north to the south across the Michigan basin. Cross
section D to D’ contains log indicated parasequences. Right) Map of
lower Michigan with cross section D - D’ and E - E‘. Faded lines
illustrate other cross sections. Displayed wells have lower Devonian
top picks.
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Figure 35. Devonian qualitative eustatic sea-level curve illustrating T-R
(transgressive-regressive) cycles and their relationship with conodont
zones. Late Early Devonian Emsian and early Middle Eifelian represent
an overall transgressive system. Late Emsian (Ib) contains a small
regressive pulse that may be responsible for the deposition of the
Sylvania Sandstone (Johnson, et al., 1985).
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carbonate-siliciclastic, tidally influenced strata that is transitional to a more basinal,
subtidal, mixed carbonate and biogenic chert facies of the Bois Blanc Formation
downdip to the northeast. Regional cross sections of the Sylvania and Bois Blanc
formations reveal biosiliceous basinal strata of the Bois Blanc below peritidal shallow
water strata of the Sylvania Sandstone in all but the southwestern portions of the
Michigan Basin. In the northeast portions of Lower Michigan, those peritidal shallow
water facies are absent and in the southeastern portions of Lower Michigan, the
biosiliceous basinal facies are absent. This regional distribution of Sylvania and Bois
Blanc strata is indicative of shoreline facies (Sylvania) transitional to off-shore,
basinal strata (Bois Blanc). In up-dip areas, such as cores examined in this study, a
disconformity of unknown chronostratigraphic significance is present between
subjacent biosiliceous basinal strata and overlying peritidal shallow water strata. This
disconformity most probably is transitional down-dip to conformable strata in basinal
settings where no Sylvania facies are present.
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CHAPTER V DIAGENESIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Most primary carbonate sediment in the Sylvania Sandstone in core from the
Gregory #1 - #3 wells is altered, by pervasive recrystallization, to authigenic dolomite
and silica minerals.

Most primary textures, structures and fabrics in carbonate-

dominated strata are highly altered at both mega- and microscopic scale. Rock (2011)
established, on the basis of petrophysical well log analysis, the presence of large
volumes of dolomite and mixed siliciclastic-carbonate strata in the Sylvania
Sandstone, progressively and increasing at the expense of quartz sandstone, from
Southeast to Northwest in the basin in Lower Michigan. This lithologic transition is
interpreted to reflect primary depositional patterns resulting from south-easterly
derivation of quartz sand, decreasing to the northwest.
Diagenesis and degree of diagenetic alteration clearly dominates reservoir
properties to the point where homogenization, by fabric destructive diagenetic
alteration of primary depositional lithofacies, has occurred (Rock, 2011). In order to
understand the geological controls and more confidently predict reservoir quality
distribution it is important to understand the diagenetic processes and paragenesis that
produced regional alteration in the Sylvania Sandstone. The origin and flow patterns
of diagenetic fluids are key geological controls on the spatial patterns of
dolomitization and silicification. The spatial distribution of alteration compared to
depositional facies patterns is also important and may provide additional insight into
reservoir quality distribution (Lucia, 2007).
The objective of this chapter is to describe diagenetic features in core and thin
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sections to better understand dolomitization and silicification in the Sylvania
Sandstone. Potassium ferricyanide was applied to lapped core surfaces and thin
sections in order to discriminate iron-bearing (ferroan) from non-ferroan calcite and
dolomite. In many cases, ferroan carbonates are associated with burial conditions due
to Fe enriched dolomitizing fluids (Allan et al., 1993).

A small sample set of

dolomite was analyzed for stable oxygen and carbon isotopic composition to evaluate
geological factors responsible for dolomitization. The work presented here will better
constrain authigenic mineral paragenesis and the possible geological controls on new
formed minerals.

More extensive studies utilizing other analytical techniques,

including more extensive stable isotope and geochemical analyses would be needed
to determine, with more confidence, the diagenetic history of this unit.
DOLOMITIZATION
Petrography and Core Observations
Observations: Carbonate-rich facies in the Sylvania Sandstone from the
Gregory #1 & #3 cores are dominated by crystal supported unimodal to polymodal
non-mimic (non-pseudomorphic), planar-euhedral to planar-subhedral dolomite
crystals. Fabrics range from dominantly planar-euhedral rhombic dolomite (figure
36A - C) with intercrystalline porosity (sucrosic fabric; figure 36B) to mosaics of
unimodal to polymodal planar-subhedral, interconnected crystals with low porosity
(figure 36D - E). Sucrosic dolomite is a common fabric seen throughout the Gregory
wells. This fabric comprises dominantly planar-euhedral, equigranular rhombic
crystals. Sucrosic dolomite is non-pseudomorphic and retains little to no
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Figure 36. (previous page)Morphological characteristics of dolomite crystals from
various petrophysical facies. Red=calcite stain, Blue=porosity. A)
Gregory #1 at 4724.3 ft representative of limestone-dominate
petrophysical facies with unimodal planar-euhedral dolomite and less
common planar-subhedral dolomite. Intercrystalline areas filled with
calcite cement/grains (?) B) Gregory #1 at 4741.9 ft representative of
dolomite-dominant petrophysical facies (with high admix of detrital
quartz grains) with unimodal planar-euhedral dolomite (sucrosic) and
less common planar-subhedral crystals. Intercrystalline areas are porous.
C) Gregory #1 at 4760 ft representative of altered chert-dominated
petrophysical facies with polymodal planar-euhedral dolomite and less
common planar-subhedral grains. Intercrystalline porosity filled in with
silica cement. Moldic porosity common. D) Gregory #1 at 4760 ft in
cross-polarized light. Unimodal dolomite contains fuzzy grain edges.
Planar-subhedral dolomite is dominant, but hard to distinguish the crystal
interfaces within this interval. Intercrystalline areas commonly filled in
with micro-crystalline silica cement. E) Gregory #1 at 4817.3 ft
representative of dolomite-dominant petrophysical facies with mosaic of
dominantly polymodal planar-subhedral crystals with rare non-planaranhedral crystals. Intercrystalline areas are porous.
characteristics of the primary sediment. Intercrystalline porosity is abundant within
sucrosic dolomite-dominated samples and has the best reservoir properties.
Where associated with altered chert, intercrystalline porosity is typically filled
with microcrystalline silica cement. Where altered chert is the dominant lithology,
dolomite crystals float in a siliceous microcrystalline matrix and have irregular,
nonplanar-anhedral to dominantly planar-subhedral crystal boundaries (figure 36D).
Saddle dolomite is rarely observed in partially filled fractures within
siliciclastic facies and in large vugs/molds within the carbonate facies. Though the
coarse crystals appeared lobate under binocular microscopy, no method was
employed to verify nature of the crystal face. Dolomite rhombs are commonly zoned
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with cloudy cores and relatively clear, or limpid, outer (CCCR) rims (figure 37).
Some dolomite rhombs contain multiple zonations (figure 37A - B). Dolomitization
is almost always fabric destructive or non-pseudomorphic, and has destroyed most
evidence of primary depositional fabrics and textures. The confident distinction
between altered primary carbonate sediment from strictly authigenic (pore filling)
cements is difficult because of pervasive destructive replacement of primary
components by dolomite.
In most thin section samples of the Sylvania Sandstone there is little to no
chemical reaction with potassium ferricyanide.

Rare portions of cored intervals

showed reaction with the staining agent, staining a deep cobalt blue, indicative of
ferroan carbonate (figure 38).
Interpretation: Based on Gregg and Sibley’s hypothesis that dolomite texture
is related to temperature of formation, the dominance of planar dolomite in the
Gregory cores is suggestive of low temperature growth at or below 50 oC. Gregg and
Sibley (1984) state that the development of planar fabrics and mosaics of euhedral
and subhedral crystals result from low temperature growth and that mosaics of
anhedral crystals or nonplanar fabrics result from temperatures above a “critical
roughening temperature” (CRT) hypothesized to be >50o C.

Planar fabrics may

form above the CRT when crystal faces are stabilized adjacent to pore space or by
impurities such as organic material or clay minerals (Gregg and Sibley, 1984).
The fabric destructive nature of replacement dolomitization indicates that
there were few dolomite nuclei available (Sibley, 1982). Initially the few nucleations
may have been in optical continuity with the host but then subsequent growth into
larger crystals may have grown into and replaced portions of the host with different
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Figure 37. Examples of cloudy core, clear rimmed dolomite (CCCR) with dashed
lines for emphasis. Note some samples contain multiple zonations (A
and B). Red=calcite stain, Blue=porosity.
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Figure 38. Core photographs from Gregory #1 and #2 stained with Potassium
Ferricyanide (PF, blue) and Alizarin red-S (ARS, red). (A) Gregory #1 at
4734.5 ft representative of dolomite-dominant petrophysical facies with
high admixes of detrital quartz and altered chert (rusty off-white).
Ferroan carbonate is concentrated along laminations at the top of the
core but is more homogenously distributed within the altered chert. (B)
Ferroan carbonate-rich dolostone-dominant interval at 4780 ft in
Gregory #1 (C) Mixed interval of dolostone and altered chert (off white)
at 4815.3 ft in Gregory #2. Ferroan carbonate is concentrated along the
lithologic contacts and is more abundant in altered chert.
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optical orientations (Sibley, 1982). Though rare and generally uncommon, some
dolomite replaced grains are identifiable. This pseudomorphic replacement indicates
that there were a large number of dolomite nuclei that allowed retention of the
crystallographic array of the host fossil and/or grain (Sibley, 1982).
Sibley (1982) states that CCCR dolomite rhombs result from the initial growth
stages concentrated with undigested host rock mineral inclusions at the center of the
dolomite crystals. If dolomitization was eogenetic, or pre-deep burial, Kyser et al.
(2002), who studied relatively shallow and young dolomites in the Gambier, present
an attractive explanation CCCR dolomite in the rock record that illustrates multigeneration crystal growth. They suggest that CCCR dolomite initially forms during
short-lived mixed-water periods forming metastable, inclusion rich dolomite crystals.
Once formed, the dolomite can grow inclusive free during times when sediments are
filled with seawater. Alternatively, Warren (2000) lists several other explanations on
the formation of CCCR dolomite including: 1) formed from voids created by Mgcalcite dissolution, 2) fluid-filled micro-cavities, 3) trace element differences between
the core and clear rims (Land et al., 1975). If no inclusions are present, this texture
could indicate rim precipitation from solutions that were under-saturated with respect
to low-Mg calcite (Sibley, 1980), or reflect crystal growth rate changes or
dissolution/re-precipitation of the outer portions of precursor crystals.
Potassium ferricyanide staining indicates rare to no ferrous carbonate in thin
sections studied to date, though core stains revealed homogenously distributed to
concentrated amounts of ferrous carbonate within various petrophysical facies (figure
38).

Though not exclusive, ferroan dolomite is indicative of deep burial

dolomitization due to the association of ferrous carbonate with burial (reduced) fluids
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which are commonly enriched with respect to Fe. The fact that previous work by
Rock (2011) and a majority of thin section staining revealed no reaction to the
potassium ferricyanide staining agent, core staining done in-house for this study may
have been defective.
Rare coarsely crystalline saddle dolomite is observed within partial fracture
fills and vugs/molds however. This coarse saddle dolomite is commonly associated
with formational conditions at elevated temperatures (Flugel, 2004).
Isotope Analysis
Several factors control the oxygen isotopic composition of carbonates
including original

18

O composition of formational seawater, thermodynamically

controlled fractionation, and diagenetic alteration (Faure, 1986). This study will focus
on temperature and diagenetic controls on the oxygen isotope values. Temperature
controls how readily an 18O bond is broken, so at higher temperatures, 18O bonds are
more readily broken than at lower temperatures (fractionation).

Alteration of

carbonates by elevated temperatures (burial) and rarely by meteoric water (“meteoric
effect”) can push the oxygen isotope compositions to more negative values (figure 39;
Taylor, 1974, in Allan et al., 1993).

18

O and

16

O fractionation between parent fluid

and mineral becomes less and less effective at elevated temperatures resulting in
similar 18O/ 16O ratios of parent fluid and mineral (Allan et al., 1993).
Modeling the temperature of dolomitization is possible using an equation from
Friedman and O’Neil (1977) which contains the calculated dolomitization
temperature (T), the measured δ 18O dolomite (δ 18O dol), and an estimated value for δ 18O
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Figure 39. Summary of the effects of temperature, evaporation, and dilution of the
dolomitizing fluid relative to marine carbonate baseline (center circle)
with input of CO2 derived from methanogenesis and organic matter
oxidation (Allan et al., 1993).
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water (δ

18

O water).

Equation 3

[3.2
δ 18O

water

T-2] -1.5 = δ 18O dol - δ 18O water

can be back calculated by determining the other unknown, T (in

Kelvin), via fluid inclusion homogenization temperature from samples that contain
both fluid inclusion and isotope measurements. The dolomitization temperature (T)
can be calculated by assuming δ 18O water via geologic reasoning, but this estimation of
δ

18

O

water

may produce a large error due to the uncertainty of the assumed value

(Allan et al., 1993).
Allan et al. (1995) suggests two empirical approaches for a general distinction
between high-temperature and low-temperature dolomitization. The first approach
compares unknown dolomites with marine carbonates and the second approach
compares unknown dolomites to other dolomites of known origin. This study utilizes
the second approach since many examples with established origins exist for strata
surrounding the Sylvania Sandstone within the Michigan Basin (figure 40).
Stable isotope data from dolomite samples acquired from the Gregory cores
are plotted on a cross plot of δ 18O o/oo (PDB) versus δ 13C o/oo (PDB) with an overlay from
Allan et al. (1993) illustrating regions of where most high temperature dolomite plots
versus regions of where most low temperature dolomite plots, along with regions of
overlap (figure 40B).

The cross plot contains plotted isotope data from the

Trenton/Black River (TRBR), Dundee (DUND), and Burnt Bluff (BBLF) formations
from the Michigan Basin, all of which contain stable isotope analyses and calculated
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Figure 40. A) Stratigraphic location of the Dundee formation (DUND), Burnt Bluff (BBLF), and Trenton Black River
(TRBR) formations which contain stable isotope data and fluid inclusion analyses relative to the Sylvania
Sandstone which contains only stable isotope data (Luczaj et al., 2006). B) Cross plot of δ18O o/oo versus
δ13C o/oo data values from stratigraphic intervals listed in (A). Overlain on the graph are regions (gray
versus white) of where most high temperature dolomite and low temperature dolomite plots, with a region
of overlap from -6.5o/oo to -2.5o/oo (From Allan et al., 1993). Sylvania Sandstone data (green triangles) are
labeled with a description of where the dolomite was sampled from (yellow circles). Fracture fill isotope
values plot in the region of high temperature dolomite, while half of the vug filled values and matrix values
fall between high temperature dolomite region and the overlap region.
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dolomitization temperatures from fluid inclusion studies. All dolomite sampled from
fracture fill (n=5) plot in the ‘high temperature dolomite’ region while half of the vug
fill (n=2) and two-thirds of the matrix samples (n=3) plot in the overlap region
between high temperature and low temperature dolomite.
Figure 41 illustrates δ18O o/oo

(PDB)

versus dolomitization temperature with a

contoured overlay of isotopic composition of water (Davies et al., 2006) in isotopic
equilibrium with dolomite. On this figure, there are boxed regions representing
analyzed dolomite from various formations within the Michigan Basin with known
δ18O o/oo (PDB) and dolomitization temperature (derived from fluid inclusion analyses).
This graph shows that dolomite from these stratigraphically surrounding formations
relative to the Sylvania Sandstone, all formed from water enriched to strongly
enriched in δ 18O o/oo (PDB) (+5 δ 18O o/oo (PDB) to +10 δ 18O o/oo (PDB)) compared with the
estimated isotopic composition of Devonian seawater (Davies et al., 2006). From the
isotope, fluid inclusion, and petrographic analyses of dolomite within these
formations, it was concluded that the dolomite within these formation was
hydrothermal in origin (Luczaj, et al., 2006).
Previous work by Rock (2011) suggested early burial diagenesis for small
subhedral to euhedral dolomite crystals recognized in Sylvania equivalent lithofacies
(petrophysical facies). He also noted trace amounts of saddle or baroque dolomite
associated with larger dolomite rhombs, suggesting late burial diagenesis. Rock
(2011) concluded that since studied core intervals contained non-ferroan dolomite,
the late burial diagenesis was a contradictory interpretation since late burial
dolomitization commonly contains ferroan dolomite.
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Figure 41. Cross plot of fluid-inclusion homogenization temperature (Th) versus δ18O
o
/oo (PDB) with ranges of data established from previous work (Luczaj et
al., 2006) of various formations within the Michigan Basin. Contoured
overlay illustrates the isotopic composition of water in isotopic
equilibrium with dolomite (contoured overlay; Davies et al., 2006). The
graph shows that dolomite from these formations formed from water
enriched to strongly enriched in δ18O (hydrothermal fluids of
approximately +5 δ18O to +10 δ18O) compared with estimated isotopic
composition of Devonian seawater (Davies et al., 2006). (DUND)
Dundee, (NGRN) Niagaran, (BILD) Bass Island, (TRBR) Trenton/Black
River, and (BBLF) Burnt Bluff Formation.
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Dolomitization Summary
The morphological characteristics of the dolomite crystals (dominance of
planar-euhedral to planar-subhedral crystals) from this study suggest low temperature
(<50o C), shallow or eogenetic dolomitization. The presence of rare saddle dolomite
within fracture fill, ferroan carbonate revealed from core stains using PF, and highly
negative δ 18O o/oo (PDB) values suggest deep or mesogenetic burial or hydrothermal,
dolomitization at elevated temperature. The occurrence of hydrothermal dolomite in
surrounding formations in some areas of the Michigan basin provides circumstantial
evidence for dolomitization at elevated temperatures within the Sylvania Sandstone,
although eogenetic dolomite is also common in the basin.

It is likely that the

dolomite of the Sylvania Sandstone does not exclusively represent shallow diagenesis
or exclusively burial diagenesis, but is a product of both marine and/or meteoric
eogenetic and burial mesogenetic diagenesis.
In order to more confidently constrain the environments in which
dolomitization occurred, more methods, including trace elements analysis, stable
isotope analysis of un-altered fossils, cathodoluminescence, and fluid inclusion
analyses are necessary.
SILICIFICATION
One of the most striking and interesting features of the lower Middle
Devonian formations in the Michigan Basin is the abundance of authigenic chert,
much of which has undergone alteration forming chalky, off-white porous chert
referred to as ‘tripolitic’ chert. Where the upper Bois Blanc Formation is represented
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by the Sylvania Sandstone to the northwest (figure 42), a thick ‘tripolitic’ chert is
present and “found in a highly complex and variable mixture of chalky-white micrite
and dolomicrite with distinctive brown dolomite rhombs and finely disseminated
chert.” –Gardner (1974).

The use of ‘tripolitic’ or tripolite to describe the chalky,

off-white altered chert found in these strata may be misleading though. Mazzullo et
al. (2010) writes an excellent summary on the definitions of chert, tripolite, spiculite,
and chat. He concludes that the term ‘tripolite’ is “weathered chert, and in order to
form, it must have had a chert precursor that subsequently was diagenetically altered
in the meteoric environment; and that precursor chert may be spiculitic or nonspiculitic.”

This definition contains a genetic connotation for the formation of

tripolite or ‘tripolitic’ chert, so until one can define how the original un-altered chert
was altered within the Sylvania Sandstone, the use of ‘tripolitic’ to describe the
altered chert should be used with caution.
Almost all of the chert within what is considered Sylvania equivalent
lithologies in the Gregory cores is found as altered chert with rare to no unaltered
chert at all. Since a majority of the core contains this altered form of chert, ‘tripolitic’
or altered chert is herein referred to as simply chert.

The chert comprises

approximately 3% of all the cores (Sylvania equivalent strata), with the greatest
concentration of chert in facies C-6. A transition from altered chert to unaltered chert
takes place at the base of facies C-6 in the Gregory #2 core (figure 43). Altered and
un-altered silicified bioclasts/lithoclasts that appear as nodules are present below the
brecciated interval containing both unaltered and altered chert.
Aside from the thick, silicified brecciated interval, chert is present as small,
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Figure 42. Ratio of lithofacies with a contoured isopach (ft) overlay of Sylvania
Sandstone and Bois Blanc formations. Anomalous thick ‘tripolitic’
chert development in the sandy Sylvania facies shown in yellow
and orange (Rock, 2011 modified from Gardner, 1974).
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Figure 43. Gregory #2 core photo at approximately 4760 ft - 4869.4 ft
illustrating various chert with areas of unaltered dense chert
outlined in red. Altered chert appears chalky and off white
while unaltered chert is a dense, dark blue. Much of the
unaltered chert contains altered rims or is in close proximity
with altered chert. Scale is in tenths of feet.
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sub meter-scale interbeds throughout the cores, commonly associated with
dolomitized lithologies. These intervals are a mix of nodular and bedded chert,
though in most cases the chert is neither nodular nor bedded and is of irregular shape,
often disseminated within the surrounding sediment. In rare instances, sediment
surrounding the chert appears deformed. In many instances the chert cross-cuts
sedimentary structures and commonly retains bedding characteristics (figure 38A - C;
figure 44B). Often chert is well disseminated within the surrounding sediment (figure
44A). It is common to fine facies C-7 silicified with large molds and vugs (figure
44C).
Altered chert takes on a variety of morphologies in thin section.

The

authigenic silica is predominantly microcrystalline but also occurs as megaquartz and
fibrous silica or chalcedony, which is more common at lower positions in the cores.
Microquartz in cross polarized light is white to black birefringent and speckled infill
between dolomite crystals and detrital quartz grains or, where dominant, very low
birefringent matrix with floating dolomite crystals and detrital quartz grains (figure
45).

Microquartz appears predominantly as cement or infilling between grains,

though the microquartz could have also replaced precursor carbonate sediment or
cements. Megaquartz, more common lower in the core, is either infilling of molds
and vugs or is a replacement of fossil fragments (figure 46) though discriminating
replacement from growth into void space is problematic. Megaquartz ranges from
anhedral to euhedral and is polymodal.

Rare euhedral to subhedral crystal

terminations are observed in megaquartz cement (figure 46B). Commonly there are
two growth stages of quartz observed for cement fill of fossil molds or replacement of
fossils. Figures 46 and 47 illustrate the two stages with the outer rim dominantly
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Figure 44. Gregory #2 core photos illustrating various chert seen in the Sylvania strata. Chert is typically a chalky,
off-white to tan color. A) Disseminated chert at 4778 ft within predominantly dolomite sediment. B)
White colored altered chert at 4813 ft that contains preserved laminations and burrow structures. C)
Altered chert and abundant macro molds in a debris layer at 4788 ft.
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Figure 45. A) Gregory #1 at 4760 ft showing off-white, chalky altered chert with
dolomite rich laminations. B) Gregory #1 cross polarized
photomicrograph at 4760 ft showing white to black speckled
microquartz infill between grains. Rare megaquartz. C) Gregory #2
core image at 4850 ft showing silicified facies C-6 with preserved
dolomite rich laminations. D) Gregory #2 cross polarized
photomicrograph at 4850 ft showing black and white speckled
microquartz matrix with floating planar-euhedral to sub-hedral
dolomite rhombs.
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Figure 46. Cross polarized photomicrographs from Gregory #1 at 4760 ft from an interval containing preserved
laminations and silicified fossil fragments. Two stages of quartz growth are observed: small outer rim
composed of microquartz-fibrous silica transitional to inner rim growth composed of megaquartz. A)
Silica cement of fossil mold. Micro- to megaquartz infill's between dolomite crystals within the fossil.
B) Zoomed in photomicrograph from (A) illustrating euhedral to semi-euhedral crystal terminations
(circled).
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Figure 47. Cross polarized photomicrographs from the Gregory #2 core at 4867.9’ illustrating the various crystal
morphologies of silica. A) Multiple crystal forms of silica that replace or infill skeletal fragment.
Microquartz matrix surrounding skeletal fragment. B) “Zebraic” chalcedony surrounded by microquartz
and with megaquartz at center (vug/mold/replacement?).
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composed of micro- or fibrous quartz and the inner growth as megaquartz. In deeper
portions of the core near the base of facies C-6, megaquartz is composed of relatively
larger grains, approaching 0.5 mm in length. Chalcedony and “zebraic” chalcedony is
common deeper in the core (figure 47).
Though still poorly documented, it is inferred that chert is derived from one or
more of the following processes: 1) biotic extraction of silica from seawater, 2)
dissolution of volcanic ash, 3) silica expelled from submarine volcanic vents, and/or
4) silica deposited by post-burial fluid flow (see reviews by Hesse, 1990; Carozzi,
1993; Knauth, 1994, Cecil, 2004). Cecil (2004) suggests that eolian dust could be a
possible source of silica as well. Determining the origin of authigenic silica is
incredibly variable and complicated and using various diagenetic schemes from one
geologic setting to represent another should be cautioned (Knauth, 1994).
Multiple theories are postulated for the origin of silica within the SylvaniaBois Blanc system ranging from dominantly inorganic to organic means. Previous
researcher's theories include Lusk’s (1958) conclusion that silica was derived from
desert rivers and Hixon’s (1964) consideration that detrital quartz grains provided a
source for silica. Briggs’ (1959) theory states that silica washed into the Bois Blanc
Sea from bordering landmasses and was subsequently precipitated by organic or
inorganic means. Gardner (1974) favor’s Briggs’ conclusion of silica supplied from
the bordering landmasses using the evidence of high concentrations of chert along the
margins of the basin (figure 48). Both Briggs and Gardner agreed upon colloidal
silica or silica gel supplied to the basin and subsequentially undergoing near shore
flocculation and replacement of carbonate due to temperature and pH changes.
Evidence has mounted to suggest that nodular chert probably forms as a replacement
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Figure 48. Lithofacies map composite of Bois Blanc and Sylvania
formations illustrating the percent thickness distribution of
sand, chert, and carbonate facies. The presence of chert is
highlighted by areas shaded by blue, which is notably
distributed along the periphery or marginal areas of the
basin (modified from Briggs, 1959).
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of limestone rather than crystallization from colloidal silica or gel (Knauth, 1994). If
eolian dust could be a source for silica as Cecil (2004) preliminarily proposed, this
would provide a useful theory for the origin of chert within the Sylvania strata since
dust blown eolian quartz grains are prevelant throughout the Sylvania facies. Silica
provided by post-burial fluid flow may have also allowed for the precipitation of
chert especially since hydrothermal processes are known throughout the strata of the
Michigan Basin. Rock (2011) noted the presence of sponge spicules within some of
his lithofacies that contained ‘tripolitic’ chert.

Possible sponge spicules were

observed in cherty units at 4817.6 ft in the Gregory #1 core (figure 49).
Remobilization of biosiliceous sediment deposited offshore (Bois Blanc) may have
been a source of the Sylvania silica. Biosiliceous (spiculitic) basinal deposits of the
Bois Blanc Formation illustrate silica enriched waters and enhanced organic silica
generation. This derivation of silica enriched waters may be analogous to deposits
seen in shallow-water Early-Mississippian (Osagean) facies in Kansas where-by
heterozoan carbonate and spiculitic deposits were due to abundant nutrients and
dissolved silica derived from basinal and/or terrestrial settings (Franseen, 2006).
Knauth (1994) presents a schematic diagram of major authigenic silica phases
and their possible diagenetic pathways (figure 50). Since the Sylvania represents
deposition in an epicontinental environment rather than deep sea environment,
authigenic silica probably follows a diagenetic pathway most similar to “B” and “C”
illustrated in the schematic. Silica most probably formed as early microcrystalline
diagenetic chert during shallow burial, replacing carbonate sediment. Evidence of soft
sediment deformation surrounding rare chert nodules may be indicative of early
silicification. Knauth (1994) presents a generalized scenario for microquartz in
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Figure 49. Photomicrographs from Gregory #1 core at 4817.3 ft illustrating elongate fossils, most probably sponge
spicules (circled). Blue=porosity. A) Leached sponge spicules with moderate dissolution porosity and
microporosity. B) Chert replaced and dissolved sponge spicules surrounded by abundant dissolution
porosity and microporosity.
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Figure 50. Schematic illustrating various authigenic silica phases and their possible
diagenetic transformations. Vertical and horizontal scales are
qualitative. Deep sea environments lie to the left and epicontinental
deposits lie toward the right. Silica within the Sylvania strata most
probably followed diagenetic pathways similar to pathways “B” and
“C” (redrafted from Knauth, 1994).
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nodular chert formation illustrated by figure 51. Meteoric water that infiltrates the
carbonate sediment is enriched with respect to silica due to dissolution of sponge
spicules or quartzose dust (Cecil, 2004).

With adequate saturation, quartz can

precipitate into voids or replace carbonates as they undergo contemporaneous
dissolution due to stabilization, mixing zone undersaturation, pH decreases, or from
some other process (Knauth, 1994). Greatest silica precipitation and replacement
would occur along zones of greatest permeability where fluid flux would be high.
The transformation from micro- or fibrous quartz into megaquartz commonly seen in
thin section observations may suggest a decrease in silica concentration and/or
decrease in crystal growth possibly due to decreased fluid flow through the cavity
(Folk, 1952; Heaney, 1993).

Knauth (1994) suggests that the formation of

megaquartz may also occur from the metamorphism or hydrothermal alteration of
microquartz though megaquartz can grow in voids at any stage of burial which may
be the case due to the abundance of megaquartz within molds.
It is the transformation of the chert into the porous, altered or ‘tripolitic’ chert
that is quite difficult to explain. Tripolitic chert of the Mississippian chat reservoirs
in north-central Oklahoma were formed in similar shallow water depositional settings
(inner shelf) and have lithologic characteristics similar to chert seen in the Gregory
wells.

The Mississippian chat formed from the erosion and/or the weathering of

cherty carbonates with uplift and erosion controlling the distribution of carbonate
available for silica replacement (Rogers, 2001). Two models, each with two stages,
were proposed describing depositional and diagenetic scenarios for two chat
lithologies: small-scale debris flows and subaerial exposure (figure 52). The first
setting involves the silicification of eroded material followed by the dissolution of
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Figure 51. Generalized schematic illustrating nodular microquartz chert formation in limestones from Knauth (1994).
Meteoric waters infiltrate coastal carbonate sediments and become enriched with respect to silica via
dissolution of siliceous bioclasts. Enriched fluids flow along zones of highest permeability and silica
precipitates in voids and/or replaces carbonate sediment dissolved during stabilization or in response to
126 force of crystallization at quartz/carbonate interfaces.
mixing zone undersaturation, pH decreases, and/or
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Figure 52. (previous page) Two depositional and diagenetic models proposed for the
two chat lithologies of the Mississippian chat reservoir in north-central
Oklahoma. Setting one involves (A) redeposition of eroded fore-reef
and/or shelf debris and setting two (B) involves weathering-in-place on
paleo-highs. Diagenesis includes two stages: stage one (C, D) is
silicification of calcite and stage two (E, F) is the infiltration of meteoric
waters and subsequent leaching and dissolution of remaining calcite
(Rogers, 2001). Setting two provides a theoretical analogous setting for
porous chert observed within the Sylvania strata in the Gregory wells.
remaining calcite via meteoric leaching.

The second setting, which is more

applicable to Sylvania strata, involves weathering in-place forming collapse breccia,
undergoing silica replacement, and then infiltration of meteoric waters dissolving any
remaining calcite, creating moldic and vuggy porosity (Rogers, 2001). It is the
dissolution of remaining calcite within silicified intervals in the meteoric environment
that produced the porous chat (Rogers, 2001).

Though this seems an applicable

process, the altered chert is observed throughout the entirety of the Sylvaina strata
and is not just limited to the brecciated interval where draw down might have allowed
meteoric infiltration. Since hydrothermal fluid activity is noted in the Michigan
Basin, hydrothermal fluids depleted in respected to silica may have allowed for
leaching of the silica post-burial.
Silicification Summary; Sylvania Sandstone
Silica sources for the chert within the Sylvania Sandstone may have been
derived from 1) silica enriched meteoric waters that infiltrated shallow water
carbonates during draw down/ low sea-level condistions and flowed along zones of
greatest permeability allowing for the contemporatneous dissolution of limestone and
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precipitation of microcrystalline chert, 2) Remobilization of silica rich sediment
deposited off shore. Abundant sponge spicules provides evidence for silica enriched
offshore waters allowing for the enhanced generation of biosilicious tests, 3)
Dissolution of eolian quartzose dust or other terrestrial origins such as silica-rich
desert rivers as suggested by Lusk (1958) and Briggs (1959).
Alteration of the chert into off-white, chalky tripolitic chert may have
occurred due to 1) subaerial exposure of cherty limestones that lead to the meteoric
leaching of remaining calcite and resulted in vug and moldic rich porous, tripolitic’
chert. Subaerial exposure or drawdown is evident in the brecciation (facies C-6) of
carbonate strata. 2) Leaching of silica may have also occurred during burial from
which hydrothermal fluids flowed along highly permeable zones.
PETROPHYSICAL FACIES AND PETROPHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION
Diagenetic processes, especially dolomitization, have resulted in the dramatic
modification of reservoir properties in most of the depositional facies of the Sylvania
Sandstone. Similar depositional facies typically have variable reservoir quality
whereas petrophysical facies defined here contain distinct and predictable reservoir
quality (figure 53). Four petrophysical facies are identified in core observations: (1)
Quartz Sandstone (QTZ), (2) Limestone (LM), (3) Dolostone (DOLO), and (4)
Tripolitic Chert (CHRT). Each petrophysical facies is identified by the recognition of
a dominant lithology but due to the heterogeneous nature of the system, each
petrophysical facies contains various admixing of two or more lithologies. Figure 54
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Figure 53. Lithofacies (0-9) versus porosity (0.0-0.3) with a permeability scale as color. Diagenesis has resulted in the
homogenization of reservoir quality resulting in most of the depositional lithofacies containing varying
reservoir quality. Other than facies C-5 (6) and C-6 (7), a majority of the reservoir properties overlap with
one another and have a wide range of quality.
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Figure 54. Vertical distribution of petrophysical facies and their corresponding
porosity, permeability and grain density properties. Flattened relative
to 0 measured depth (ft). Porosity (0.0-0.3), Permeability (0.011000mD), RHOG (2-3 g/cc)
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illustrates the vertical distribution of petrophysical facies alongside conventional core
analysis data (permeability, porosity, and grain density) from Gregory #1 - #3 wells.
Quartz Sandstone (QTZ)
The quartz sandstone petrophysical facies (QTZ) is composed of the
siliciclastic facies S-1A and S-1B and is distributed in the Gregory wells as a
relatively large interval at the top of each core and as thinner interbeds throughout
larger carbonate units. QTZ is defined by a dominance of detrital quartz grains with
varying abundances of both calcite and dolomite sediment.

To re-iterate, the

bioturbated carbonate rich quartz sandstone facies, S-1B, is commonly well mixed
with dolostone sediment. QTZ makes up a total of 23% of all the Gregory wells and
increases in percentage from Gregory #1 to Gregory #3 (figure 54).
Porosity ranges from 1.10% to 23.2% with an average of 10.8% ± 3.33% in
the QTZ petrophysical facies from all wells. Extreme high and low data values are
attributed to subjective core discrimination of petrophysical facies where mixing of
siliciclastic and carbonate sediment complicates identification of dominant lithology.
QTZ contains a bimodal distribution of porosity values due to varying pore systems
(figure 55). QTZ samples representative of higher porosity quartz sandstone contain a
pore system dominated by dissolution enhancement of carbonate cement and/or
primary grains, moldic, and interparticle porosity (figure 56A). These high porosity
QTZ samples are dominantly quartz grain supported but contain a high percentage of
quartz grains with multiple boundaries not in contact with other grains. Large pores
that are equal to or greater in size than the surrounding quartz grains probably formed
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Figure 55. Distribution of porosity values in the QTZ (Quartz Sandstone) petrophysical facies. QTZ
displays a bimodal distribution of porosity. Black line is the distribution curve.
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Figure 56. Core and photomicrographs representative of the QTZ
petrophysical facies within Gregory #1 illustrating varying pore
characteristics. Red=calcite stain, Blue=porosity A) High
porosity QTZ petrophysical facies sample from 4712.1 ft.
Porosity dominated by solution enhanced interparticle and
moldic porosity. Porosity=11.8 % , K=26.2 mD, and
RHOG=2.66 g/cc. B) Low porosity QTZ petrophysical facies at
4731.5 ft. Mechanically compacted quartz grains with long
contacts, no quartz overgrowths, and rare interparticle porosity.
Porosity=1.10 %, K=0.400 mD, and RHOG=2.66 g/cc.
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from the dissolution of primary carbonate grains. Small, irregular grain bounding
pores may have originated as carbonate cement that has since dissolved away leaving
behind solution enhanced porosity. QTZ samples from low porosity intervals contain
mechanically compacted quartz grains with long contacts between grains and very
little porosity (figure 56B). A large majority of quartz grains are in contact with other
quartz grains on all sides. Solution enhancement, moldic pores, and intergranular
porosity is rare.
Based on the QTZ porosity distribution curve (figure 55), a value of 11.0%
was used to separate the two distributions of porosity with the QTZ petrophysical
facies creating a high porosity (HQTZ) and low porosity (LQTZ) QTZ petrophysical
facies. Porosity versus permeability cross plots of HQTZ and LQTZ reveal unique
reservoir properties for each petrophysical facies (figure 57). The LQTZ averages
8.66% ± 1.90% porosity (ranges 1.10% to 11.0%) while the HQTZ averages 13.8% ±
2.46% (ranges 11.1% to 23.2%) for all wells. The LQTZ contains permeability
averaging 37.1 mD ± 59.1 mD (ranges 0.200 mD to 282.0 mD) while the HQTZ has a
permeability average of 57.0 mD ± 81.4 mD (range of 3.90 mD to 441mD) for all
wells.
The two quartz sandstone petrophysical facies also have different average
grain density. LQTZ averages 2.66 g/cc ± 0.027 g/cc with a range of 2.59 - 2.74 g/cc
and HQTZ averages 2.70 g/cc ± 0.038 g/cc with a range of 2.63 - 2.80 g/cc for all
wells. The lower average grain density for LQTZ suggests generally carbonate poor
quartz sandstone while the higher average grain density for HQTZ indicates greater
abundance of carbonate. Reservoir properties of the HQTZ are controlled by the
response of carbonate to diagenesis, i.e. solution enhanced and moldic porosity,
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Figure 57. Cross plot of QTZ porosity vs permeability with petrophysical facies color overlay
from all wells (Gregory #1 - #3). Two distinct quartz petrophysical facies dominated
by two different porosity characteristics.
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resulting in enhanced reservoir quality. Since LQTZ contains less carbonate, early (?)
compaction and loss of intergranular porosity probably controls reservoir quality.
Dolostone (DOLO)
The quartzose dolostone (DOLO) petrophysical facies is characterized by a
dominance of dolomite with varying admixture of detrital quartz grains, calcite, and
altered chert. DOLO contains thin interbeds of QTZ and CHRT (below) and is
commonly well mixed with QTZ. DOLO is comprised of many lithofacies including
laminated carbonate (C-1), bioturbated carbonate (C-2), massive stylo-wispy
carbonate (C-3), collapse breccia (C-6), debris lags (C-7), and massive carbonate (C8). DOLO dominates a majority of all the cores at 50% of all wells (figure 54).
Porosity distribution curves reveal an overlap of values for the DOLO and
QTZ petrophysical facies (figure 58).

The second ‘hump’ in the QTZ bimodal

distribution curve overlaps with the distribution of lower porosity DOLO values.
Porosity versus permeability cross plots of DOLO, LQTZ and HQTZ illustrate that a
majority of the HQTZ data cloud coincides with the lower porosity and permeability
values of DOLO (figure 59). Porosity averages 14.8% ± 3.68% (range of 1.50% 26.7%) and permeability measurements average 62.0 mD ± 85.0 mD (range of 0.100
mD – 850 mD) for all wells. The overlap of HQTZ and lower values of DOLO in the
porosity distribution curves and porosity and permeability cross plots indicates
similar reservoir quality. Planar-euhedral, equigranular unimodal sucrosic fabrics
with abundant intercrystalline porosity in the DOLO petrophysical facies contain the
greatest reservoir quality (figure 60A). Subordinate values of porosity are present
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Figure 58. Distribution of QTZ (pink) and DOLO (green) porosity values with
distribution curves (black lines). The second ‘hump’ of the bimodal
QTZ distribution, which is defined as the HQTZ, directly overlaps with
the lower porosity values of DOLO. This is attributed to a high admix of
carbonate sediment within the HQTZ petrophysical facies and a
dominance of pore types attributed to the diagenesis of carbonate
sediments (dissolution enhancement, moldic, and intercrystalline
porosity).
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Figure 59. Porosity versus permeability cross plot of DOLO (purple), LQTZ (orange)
and HQTZ (yellow) petrophysical facies. A majority of the HQTZ data
cloud overlaps with the lower property values of the DOLO data cloud.
This overlap is attributed to similarities of the reservoir properties between
the HQTZ and DOLO petrophysical facies.
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Figure 60. Photomicrographs representative of DOLO
petrophysical facies (high admixes of
detrital quartz) from Gregory #1 well
illustrating porosity types. Red=calcite
stain, Blue=porosity. A) DOLO at 4741.9
ft illustrating dominance of unimodal
planar-euhedral dolomite crystals with
subordinate amount of subhedral crystals.
Intercrystalline porosity dominates B)
DOLO at 4817.3 ft illustrating a mosaic
of dominantly polymodal planarsubhedral crystals with few anhedral or
non-planar crystals. Intercrystalline to
moldic porosity dominates.
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within DOLO fabrics dominated by mosaics of dominantly planar-subhedral dolomite
with lower intercrystalline porosity (figure 60B).
Limestone (LM)
Limestone (LM) petrophysical facies is characterized by a high
percentage of calcite relative to the rest of the core, with varying admixes of detrital
quartz, dolomite, and tripolitic chert. LM is dominantly composed of debris lags (C7), laminated carbonate (C-1), interbedded cemented 'nodules' and stylolitic bounded
burrows (C-5), and fossiliferous discontinuous wavy laminated quartzose carbonate
lithofacies (C-4). This petrophysical facies takes up 23% of all cores and is generally
present as two thick intervals, beneath the upper quartz sandstone and above the
brecciated carbonate (figure 54). LM lacks porosity due to blocky calcite cement and
recrystallization. The rare pores present are due to dissolution of grains and/or
cement (figure 61).
Porosity averages 4.52% ± 4.25% (range of 0.50% - 22.9%), permeability
averages 3.84 mD ± 10.7 mD (range of 0.020 mD - 56.8 mD), and grain density
averages 2.75 g/cc ± 0.076 g/cc (range of 2.66 g/cc – 2.84 g/cc). Cross plot of LM
porosity versus permeability reveals extreme values which account for the high
deviations of porosity and permeability average values (figure 62). Core analysis
measurements within the Gregory #2 well from 4732.0 ft – 4733.0 ft represent
erroneous data, yielding extreme permeability, porosity, and grain density values
within the LM petrophysical facies.
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Figure 61. Gregory #1 core and photomicrographs representative of LM from lithofacies C-5 at 4820.8
ft. Red=calcite stain, Blue=porosity. Rare dissolution enhancement porosity. Porosity=5.8
%, K=0.300 mD, and RHOG=2.75 g/cc.
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Figure 62. Porosity versus permeability cross plot of LM petrophysical facies. A
majority of the data points plot with relatively low permeability and
low porosity but there are a few extreme measurements which may
be due to error or a high percentage of moldic porosity at sampling
point.
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‘Tripolitic’ Chert (CHRT)
The ‘tripolitic’ chert (CHRT) petrophysical facies is characterized by a
dominance of micro-porous chert with varying admixture of detrital quartz grains,
dolomite, and calcite. CHRT predominantly makes up the brecciated carbonate facies
(C-6) but is present as small, sub meter-scale beds in debris lags (C-7), laminated
carbonate (C-1), and bioturbated carbonate (C-2).

This petrophysical facies

comprises 4% of all the cores but a majority of the CHRT is below the resolution of
the core analysis data measurements, so this petrophysical facies is generally only
present at the base of the cores within the C-6 interval. To reiterate, petrophysical
facies were only documented where core analysis data was present within the
Sylvania Sandstone strata. Bois Blanc equivalent facies in the Gregory #2 core
contains several more meters of the tripolitic chert within bioclastic dolomitic
mudstone to wackestone.
CHRT has average porosity of 14.1% ± 5.16% (range of 6.10% - 22.2%).
Porosity is dominated by micro-porosity and less common moldic/dissolution
enhanced porosity (figure 63). Permeability averages 7.41 mD ± 8.69 mD (range of
0.500 mD - 27.7 mD). Grain density averages 2.76 g/cc ± 0.041 g/cc (range of 2.67
g/cc- 2.80 g/cc) for all wells. CHRT cross plot of porosity versus permeability show
poorer reservoir quality relative to DOLO and QTZ but better reservoir quality
relative to LM. The average CHRT porosity is greater than the average porosity of
QTZ as well (figure 64).
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Figure 63. Same photomicrograph from 4760 ft representative of CHRT petrophysical facies from the Gregory #1 well
within laminated/brecciated carbonate lithofacies. Red=calcite stain, Blue=porosity. A) Plane polarized
light. B) Cross polarized light. Altered porous chert is dominated by microporosity and moldic porosity.
Porosity=11.2 %, K=2.30 mD and RHOG=2.79 g/cc.
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Figure 64. Porosity versus permeability cross plot of CHRT petrophysical facies.
Note the extreme scatter which may be due to the extreme mixed
nature of the system. Data points generally contain relatively high
porosity but lower permeability measurements relative to other
petrophysical facies.
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Petrophysical Facies Summary
From the evaluation of reservoir properties, porosity and permeability, the
DOLO petrophysical facies is considered the primary reservoir with the greatest
porosity and permeability values (table 7).

The DOLO petrophysical facies

comprises the majority of the reservoir and most brine produced is probably from this
lithology rather than the QTZ dominant lithologies, for which the formation is named
(Sylvania Sandstone) within Midland, County, Michigan. Mixed dolomite and quartz
lithologies, designated as the HQTZ petrophysical facies, have good reservoir quality
controlled by mineral dissolution including dissolution enhanced pores, moldic and
intercrystalline porosity.

Where quartz sandstone contains little carbonate,

mechanical compaction of the original quartz–rich sand destroyed most intergranular
porosity resulting in poor reservoir quality. Low porosity and permeability values in
LM petrophysical facies are of poor reservoir quality and can be considered sealing or
flow baffling units. Though data values ranged greatly for the CHRT petrophysical
facies due to measurement resolution issues and abundance of mixed sediment, this
petrophysical facies contains high porosity and low permeability, and could be
considered an unconventional reservoir.
Mercury injection capillary pressure injection analyses should be conducted
on limestone units within the Sylvania Sandstone and overlying Amherstburg
Formation to test the viability of the limestones to act as stratigraphic seals.
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Table 7. Summary of petrophysical facies characteristics.
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MERCURY INJECTION CAPILLARY PRESSURE ANALYSIS
Effective pore throats within reservoir rock types (dolomite- and quartz
sandstone-dominant lithologies) were analyzed via capillary pressure mercury
injection analyses in order to further evaluate reservoir rock quality. The reservoir
capillary-pressure relationships are estimated using mercury injection that simulates
wetting characteristics of the formation before injection or migration of a nonwetting
fluid (Vavra et al., 1992). Mercury is injected in a step-wise manner while recording
injection pressure and pore volume saturated by mercury thus creating a mercuryinjection curve. Using equation (1) (described above in Methods), values from the
mercury-injection curve are used to approximate the distribution of effective pore
throats.
All tested samples reached 100 percent mercury saturation at pressures less
than 2,000 psia injection pressure. Porosity values range from 5.3% to 10.7% for the
quartz dominated samples and 14.6% to 15.7% for the dolomite dominated samples.
Figure 65 illustrates the MICP measurements as curves plotted as Mercury
Cumulative Injected/Total Mercury Cumulative Injected (%) versus Pressure (psia)
with pore throat type and pore throat size as a secondary y-axis. All samples contain
a fairly narrow range of pore throat size and exhibit a similar curve characteristics to
a ‘well sorted’ curve profile (figure 66A, hypothetical examples of capillary pressure
curves with varying pore throat size sorting, Hartmann, et al, 1999). Curve
characteristics of the three quartzose dolostone samples 1B, 2B, and 3B all exhibit
very similar cumulative curve shape. Sample 3B has the highest entry pressure of
approximately 9 to 10 psia and sample 1B has the lowest entry pressure of
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approximately 6 psia. Dominant pore throat sizes for the quartzose dolostone samples
range from 6μm to 20 μm or from small mega-pore throats to large macro-pore
throats.
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Figure 65. Plotted mercury injection capillary pressure data with mercury
cumulative injected/total cumulative injected (%) versus pressure
(psia) with pore throat types and pore throat radius (um) as a
secondary axis to the right. Curve profiles illustrate that all
samples contain well sorted pore throat sizes with similar entry
pressures.
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Figure 66. A) Hypothetical capillary pressure curves for rocks with
varying pore throat sizes. Well-sorted samples have flat
curves while poorly sorted samples have steepened profiles
(Hartmann et al, 1999). B) MICP criteria for reservoir rock
vs. nonreservoir rock. All samples from this study fit the
criteria for reservoir rock (Vavra et al., 1992).
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Though the overall curve shape of the quartz sandstone sample 1T closely
resembles that of the quartzose dolostone samples, it does contain a higher overall
entry pressure of approximately 12 psia with dominant pore throat sizes within the
macro-pore throat size range. Quartz sandstone sample 3T is somewhat bimodal.
Mode 1 covers 10 to 30% of the cumulative mercury injected and requires an
injection pressure of approximately 5.5 psia. Mode 2 covers everything above 30%
and requires a substantially higher injection pressure of approximately 20 psia.
Dominant pore throat sizes of sample 3T are approximately 9μm for mode 1 and 2.5
μm for mode 2. This bimodal distribution of dominant pore throat radii suggests a
dual pore system within the quartz sample. This supports the interpretation that two
different controls exist on porosity development within the QTZ petrophysical facies.
Pores derived from carbonate dissolution and from the formation of moldic porosity
have very similar curve characteristics as compared to the curve characteristics from
the dolomite dominant samples.

Where quartz samples contain less carbonate

sediment, intergranular pores between quartz grains control the pore system, resulting
in smaller pore throats (higher injection pressures). All samples are considered good
quality reservoir rock (figure 66B), though it is the quartzose dolostone samples,
dominated by intercrystalline, and moldic porosity due to mineral dissolution, that
contain the best reservoir quality.
Typically during analyses of mercury-injection data, mercury saturation is
based upon the percentage of pore volume saturated (with wetting phase) to total pore
volume. In this case, the mercury saturation percentage is based upon the ratio of total
mercury injected to last measured mercury volume injected. This calculated mercury
percent causes all tested samples to reach 100 percent mercury saturation at pressures
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less than 2,000 psia injection pressure. This, unfortunately, does not allow for the
calculation of total effective pore volume.
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CHAPTER VI SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
SUMMARY CONCULSIONS
The Sylvania Sandstone in southwestern Midland County, Michigan,
comprises tidally influenced, shallow water, peritidal facies deposited in depositional
environments ranging from dominantly subtidal to intertidal. Facies C-5 and C-4
represent quiet water, shelf lagoon environments dominated by suspension settled
lime mud. Facies C-3 and C-2 are intensely bioturbated leaving little or no evidence
of primary sedimentary structures and primary depositional mechanisms. Horizontal
laminated, heterolithic facies C-1 represents a lower intertidal environment where
quartz sand, skeletal carbonate grains (?) and lime mud/silt were deposited under the
highest but alternating energy conditions. Multiple bioclastic-rich debris lags of facies
C-7 are common throughout the entire cored interval and represent common storm
events capable of reworking and re-depositing coarse, grainy sediment. Facies C-8 is
massively bedded and structure-less primarily due to destructive dolomitization, but
probably represents intense bioturbation due to the presence of ghost burrows.
Laterally discontinuous (on a scale of the distance between the cored wells used in the
study), siliciclastic-rich beds are interpreted to have been controlled by autocyclic
processes and sediment supply within the depositional environment. Facies C-6 is
represented by silicified collapse breccia and is interpreted as a product of subaerial
exposure due to relative sea level draw down and the resulting karstification of cherty
limestone. In this study, facies C-6 is identified as a disconformity (of unknown
chronostratigraphic significance) separating subjacent, deeper water facies of the Bois
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Blanc Formation from overlying shallow water, peritidal facies of the Sylvania
Sandstone. Strata below the breccia lack significant detrital quartz sand, a primary
characteristic defining the Sylvania Sandstone.
Possible meter-scale parasequences are represented in the studied cores by
subtle shifts from subtidal facies transitional up-section to intertidal facies in the
absence of observable flooding surfaces. These poorly defined cycles may,
alternatively, represent autocyclic controlled lateral shifting of depositional
environments. The overall vertical stacking of facies with dominant intertidal facies
shifting up core into dominantly subtidal facies is suggestive of a retrogradationaltransgressive system tract, which is consistent with Emsian and Eifelian eustatic
curves of Euramerica (Johnson, et al., 1985). The regression of generally shallow
water peritidal facies of the Sylvania may have resulted from a small, regressive,
relative sea level event recorded during late Emsian time (Johnson, et al., 1985). The
disconformity (facies C-6) separating subjacent basinal Bois Blanc strata from
overlying shallow water peritidal Sylvania strata may be transitional down-dip into a
conformable sequence where no Sylvania facies are present.
Morphological characteristics of dolomite crystals suggest low temperature,
shallow burial dolomitization. A dominance of planar-euhedral to planar-subhedral
crystals indicates dolomitization temperatures <50oC. In contrast, rare saddle
dolomite crystals, mainly found in vugs and fracture fill, with curved faces, ferroan
carbonate, and highly negative δ

18

O o/oo

(PDB)

values all indicate elevated

dolomitization temperatures. These indicators of contrasting mechanisms for the
formation of pervasive dolomite in the Sylvania Sandstone suggest multiple phases of
dolomitization, including both eogenetic (low temperature) and possible, minor (?)
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hydrothermal dolomitization.
Microcrystalline silica may have originate via precipitation from silica
enriched, meteoric fluids, remobilization of biosiliceous sediment from the Bois
Blanc Formation, and/or silia enriched hydrothermal fluids . Highest meteoric fluid
flux and thus silica precipitation occurred along zones of greatest permeability.
Silica-laden offshore waters allowed for the enhanced generation of biogenic silica
(sponge spicules). Silica may have been derived from the remobilization of silica
from these biosilicious Bois Blanc sediments deposted off-shore. Quartzose eolian
dust and terrestrial silica derived from rivers may have also provided a source of
silica. Subaerial exposure or leaching from elevated temperatures at depth may have
contributed to the alteration of chert into microporous, ‘tripolitic’ chert.
Dolomite dominated lithologies comprise the best reservoir quality with the
greatest porosity and permeability values in the Sylvania Sandstone. Porosity is
interpreted to be controlled by precursor, intercrystalline carbonate and the
subsequent formation of dissolution porosity, especially where planar-euhedral
sucrosic dolomite fabrics dominate. Dolomite petrophysical facies also comprises a
majority of the core and are the primary reservoir rock type. Where quartz dominant
lithologies contain a high admixture of carbonate sediment the distribution of porosity
is interpreted to have been controlled by a precursor carbonate mud sediment and/or
cement with subsequent formation of dissolution porosity (i.e. molds, intercrystalline
porosity) and good reservoir quality.

Clean quartz dominant lithologies contain

mechanically compacted quartz grains with reduced intergranular porosity resulting
in lower reservoir quality in a secondary reservoir petrophysical facies. Lithologies
dominated by chert have relatively high microporosity and less common
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vuggy/moldic porosity. Chert petrophysical facies are generally low permeability,
comprise less than 4% of the Sylvania in the studied cores, and are considered an
unconventional reservoir. Multiple intervals of limestone dominant lithologies create
low flow or baffling units due to low porosity and permeability values.
Mercury injection-capillary pressure analysis illustrates a homogeneous
distribution of porosity within two different principal reservoir petrophysical facies.
All samples contain a well sorted porosity distribution. Quartzose dolomite samples
contain pore throat radii approximately 6 μm to 20 μm (large macropore to small
megapore). Quartz sample 3T contains a high admix of dolomite sediment creating a
bimodal distribution in pore throats. Mode 1 is controlled by dissolution porosity,
which creates pore throat radii of approximately 9 μm while mode 2 contains small
intragranular pores of approximately 2.5 μm thus needing a higher injection pressure.
FUTURE WORK
Though this research provided a better understanding of the lithologic
properties, depositional environment, and reservoir characteristics of the Sylvania
Sandstone in southwest Midland County, Michigan, a number of questions were
brought forward throughout the course of this study. Further investigation is needed
to develop models that describe in detail the complex carbonate and siliciclastic
sediment mixing and constrain the diagenetic history of this strata. Consideration for
future work includes:
1. Fluid inclusion analyses in order to constrain dolomitization and
silicification temperatures of formation.
2. Constrain the chronostratigraphic ages of both the Sylvania Sandstone
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and Bois Blanc Formation with palynology and/or biostratigraphy.
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APPENDIX A
Graphical Core Descriptions
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APPENDIX B
Written Core Descriptions
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Abbreviations and Definitions
Core descriptions are written as follows:
(Depth) = (Facies Code). (Dominant Lithologies). (Descriptive Facies Name)
Description of interval
TS indicates location of thin section

Facies Code:
S-1A: Laminated Carbonate Rich Quartz Sandstone
S-1B: Bioturbated Carbonate Rich Quartz Sandstone
C-1: Laminated Quartzose Carbonate
C-2: Bioturbated Quartzose Carbonate
C-3: Massive Stylo-Wispy Quartzose Carbonate
C-4: Discontinuous Wavy Laminated Bioturbated Carbonate.
C-5: Interbedded Cemented 'Nodules' and Stylolitic Bounded Burrows
C-6: Collapse Breccia
C-7: Debris/Lag
C-8: Massive Carbonate

Acronyms:
IP-Interparticle
IX-Intercrystalline
V- Vuggy
M-Moldic
MX-Microcrystalline
F-Fracture
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Gregory #1 – Michigan Chloride Sales
Permit #M0233, Midland County, Michigan
Cored Interval: 4708.0’ – 4749.0’; 4758.0’ – 4781.0’; 4808.0’ – 4830.0’; 4833.0’ –
4836.0’
Formation: Sylvania Sandstone
4708.0’ - 4717.8’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light tan to light gray, Medium dark gray, moderately to
intensely bioturbated, well sorted with sub-angular to rounded, very fine to
fine grained detrital quartz, bivalves, macro-scale undifferentiated skeletal
fragments, rare coral debris. Carbonate content is generally <5% and is
concentrated around stylolites (dominantly planary-euhedral to subhedral
dolomite). Wispy to large stylolites occur throughout the interval, some
stylo-laminations. Burrows range in size from mm-scale to cm-scale and
range from vertical to horizontal burrows, backfilled with quartz grains.
<0.5’ Interbeds of horizontal to inclined laminations and trough cross
laminations moderately burrowed. Truncated surfaces. Two 2” cemented
intervals at 4709.5’ and 4716.7’ with macro-scale molds and vugs, stylolite
bounded. Vertical fractures filled with coarsely crystalline dolomite. Low to
moderate porosity IP and V, minor M. Sharp basal contact.
TS 4712.1’
4717.8’ – 4720.1’ = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Discontinuous
Wavy Laminated Bioturbated Carbonate. Medium to dark gray,
moderately to intensely bioturbated, bivalves, macro-scale undifferentiated
skeletal fragments. Skeletal fragments replaced by blocky calcite. Very fine
to fine grained, sub-angular to rounded detrital quartz grains scattered
throughout interval (15%-20%). Wispy stylolite and stylo-laminations
common. Irregular layer of altered chert (off-white) at 4719.1’ – 4719.4’ and
at 4719.8’ – 4720.1’, contains unidentifiable silica replaced carbonate grains.
Blocky calcite replacement and euhedral to subhedral dolomite crystal.
Minor porosity, minor V. Sharp basal contact, burrowed.
TS 4719.1’
4720.1’ – 4720.4’= Facies C-7. Dolomitic Limestone. Debris/Lag. Medium gray,
bivalves, macro-scale undifferentiated skeletal fragments, rip-up clasts. Fine
grained detrital quartz. Wispy stylolites. Altered chert at top. Minor porosity.
Sharp basal contact.
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4720.4’ – 4722.2’ = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Discontinuous
Wavy Laminated Bioturbated Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, moderate
bioturbation, macro-scale undifferentiated skeletal fragments. Skeletal
fragments replaced by blocky calcite. Very fine to fine grained, sub-angular
to rounded detrital quartz grains scattered throughout interval. Stylolites and
stylo-laminations common throughout. Altered chert nodule (cm-scale) at
4721.1’. Minor porosity. Gradational base.
4722.2’ – 4723.0’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Laminated
Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, brownish gray, rare to no bioturbation,
rare bivalves and macro-scale skeletal fragments. Very fine to fine grained,
sub-angular to rounded detrital quartz grains scattered throughout interval.
Rare wispy laminations. Horizontal parallel planar interlaminations of
dolomitic limestone and quartz rich dolomitic limestone. Layers of dolomitic
limey altered chert (brownish gray and off-white) at 4722.2’ – 4722.3’ and
4722.7’ – 4722.8’. Minor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4723.0’ – 4723.2’ = Facies C-7. Dolomitic Limestone. Debris/Lag. Medium gray,
abundant skeletal debris, bivalves, undifferentiated skeletal fragments, fine
grained detrital quartz. Large, intense stylolites swarm at base. Minor
porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4723.2’ – 4723.4’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Alternating
lamination of medium to dark gray, no bioturbation, rare macro-scale
undifferentiated bivalves and skeletal fragments confined to basal debris
layer. Horizontal to slightly inclined parallel interlaminations of dolomitic
limestone and quartz rich dolomitic limestone, truncated surfaces. Small
(0.1’) debris layer (bioclasts) at base of interval that grades into laminations.
Minor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4723.4’ – 4724.0’ = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Discontinuous
Wavy Laminated Bioturbated Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, rare to
moderate bioturbation, macro-scale undifferentiated skeletal fragments. Very
fine to fine grained, sub-angular to rounded detrital quartz grains scattered
throughout interval. Stylolites and stylo-laminations common throughout.
Debris interval? (0.1’) at 4723.9 - 4724.0’ containing rip-up clasts? and
calcite replaced skeletal fragments. Minor porosity. Gradational base.
4724.0’ – 4725.2’ = Facies C-1. Limey Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated
Carbonate. Medium brownish gray, medium to dark gray, rare to no
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bioturbation, bivalves and undifferentiated skeletal fragments contained to a
debris layer (0.1’) at 4724.9’ – 4725.0’ with sharp base and top contacts.
Very fine to fine grained, sub-angular to rounded detrital quartz grains
scattered throughout (<20%). Horizontal to slightly inclined parallel planar
interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone (medium brownish gray) and quartz
poor limey dolostone (medium dark gray). Some truncated surfaces. Minor
porosity (M, IX, V). Gradational basal contact.
TS 4724.3’
4725.2’ – 4726.1’ = Facies C-3. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Stylo-Wispy
Quartzose Carbonate. Buff tan, massive (intense bioturbation?), rare
macro-scale undifferentiated skeletal fragments, wispy stylolite swarms to
wispy stylolites. Abundant very fine to fine grained detrital quartz grains
scattered throughout. Minor Porosity. Sharp stylolite bounded basal contact.
4726.1’ – 4727.1’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Laminated
Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, rare to moderate bioturbation, rare to no
skeletal fragments. Fine to very fine grained detrital quartz grains scattered
throughout. Horizontal to slightly inclined parallel interlamination of quartz
rich limey dolostone (medium gray) and quartz poor limey dolostone (dark
gray). Minor Porosity. Sharp stylolite swarm bounded basal contact.
4727.1’ – 4727.6’ = Facies C-3. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Massive Stylo-Wispy
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium gray to brownish gray, massive (intensely
bioturbated?), rare undifferentiated skeletal debris scattered throughout
interval. Abundant very fine to fine grained detrital quartz grains scattered
throughout. Stylowispy swarms. Minor porosity. Gradational basal contact.
4727.6’ – 4728.2’ = Facies C-7. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Debris/Lag. Medium
brownish gray, intensely bioturbated (?), abundant calcite replaced bivalves,
large coral fragments, and macro-scale undifferentiated skeletal debris. Very
fine to fine grained detrital quartz grains scattered throughout interval.
Stylolite bounded skeletal fragments and burrows (?) and wispy stylolite
swarms. Minor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4728.2’ – 4730.6’ = Facies C-3. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Massive Stylo-Wispy
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium gray to brownish gray, massive (intensely
bioturbated?), common bivalves and undifferentiated maco-scale skeletal
debris scattered throughout interval. Skeletal fragments very abundant from
4730’ - 4730.6’. Abundant very fine to fine grained detrital quartz grains
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scattered throughout. Wispy stylolites, intense stylolites, and stylo-wispy
swarms very common. Small (<0.1’) debris intervals at 4729.5’ – 4729.6’
with a sharp stylolite bounded base. Minor porosity. Gradational basal
contact.
4730.6’ – 4731.5’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Buff tan, medium gray, dark gray, sub-angular to
rounded, well to moderately sorted, fine to very fine grained detrital quartz,
moderately bioturbated with crinoids, bivalves, rare coral debris,
undifferentiated skeletal fragments, lithoclasts, blocky calcite and coarse
crystal dolomite replacement. Stylolites and wispy stylolites common. Minor
porosity (IP, M/V). Basal contact missing.
TS 4731.5’
4731.5’ – 4732.9’ = Facies C-3. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Massive Stylo-Wispy
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, massive (intense bioturbation?),
Abundant very fine to fine grained detrital quartz scattered throughout, rare
macro-scale undifferentiated skeletal debris with abundant undifferentiated
skeletal fragments at base of interval, Wispy stylolites and wispy stylolite
swarms. Minor porosity. Gradational basal contact.
4732.9’ – 4733.3’ = Facies C-7. Quartzose Dolomite Limestone. Debris/Lag.
Medium to dark gray, light gray, detrital quartz grains, macro-scale
calcite/dolomite replaced bivalves and undifferentiated skeletal fragments,
Large and intense stylolites. Sharp basal contact.
4733.3’ – 4734.5’ = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Discontinuous
Wavy Laminated Bioturbated Carbonate. Dark gray, light gray, buff tan,
scattered bivalves and other rare undifferentiated skeletal fragments,
moderately to intensely bioturabted with some preserved horizontal to
slightly inclined mm- to cm-scale interlaminations of quartz rich limey
dolostone and quartz poor limey dolostone, truncated surfaces. Minor
porosity. Gradational basal contact.
4734.5’ – 4735.0’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Dolomitic Chert. Laminated
Carbonate. Medium gray, light buff tan, off-white colored altered chert, rare
to moderate bioturbation, cm-scale bivalves rare, horizontal to slightly
inclined and curved cm- to mm-scale interlaminations of quartz rich
dolostone and quartz poor dolostone with high angle laminated bedsets
truncated, large and intense stylolite separates dolostone dominant lithology
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from chert dominant lithology, altered chert from 4734.7’ – 4735.0’ with
preserved laminations, gradational basal contact.
4735.0’ – 4736.6’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Carbonate.
Medium buff gray, medium to dark gray, moderately to intensely bioturbated
(almost massive in areas), rare to no macro-scale skeletal fragments, stylolite
bounded burrows, cm-scale burrows commonly have a thick dark lining.
Scattered detrital quartz grains. Porosity IP, IX, V/M. Gradational basal
contact.
4736.6’ – 4736.8’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Carbonate.
Medium buff gray, medium gray, rare to moderate bioturbation, Rare to no
skeletal fragments, horizontal to slightly inclined interlaminations of quartz
poor dolostone and quartz rich dolostone. Macro-scale molds, porosity IP,
IX, V/M. Sharp basal contact.
4736.8’ – 4742.7’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Carbonate. Buff
tan, rare to no observable macro-scale skeletal fragments, massive (intensely
bioturbated?), Abundant detrital quartz content, sub-angular to rounded,
moderate sorting, silt to fine grained detrital quartz (30%-40%). Microstylolites with concentrations of coarsely crystalline subhedral to euhedral
dolomite, Stylolite bounded burrows, wispy stylolites, some stylolite swarms.
Slight horizontal laminations, though incredibly faint at 4742.5’. Contact
between quartz rich sediment and quartz poor sediment at 4738.8’ looks like
a truncated surface. Euhedral to subhedral sucrosic dolomite. Great porosity
IP, V/M, MX. Basal contact missing?
TS 4741.9’
4742.7’ – 4743.4’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Limey Dolostone/Altered Chert.
Laminated Bioturbated Carbonate. Brown, medium gray, off-white
altered chert, rare observable skeletal fragments, macro-scale skeletal debris
concentrated at base in a debris interval. Horizontal wavy laminations with
slight to moderate bioturbation, stylolite laminations, wispy stylolites
abundant, instense stylolite separating basal debris unit from laminated unit
above. Altered chert nodule preserving laminations in center of interval with
more the base of the interval completely altered chert. Vertical micro
fractures (partially filled) steming away from intense stylolite (all within the
altered chert). Macro-scale M/V porosity. Basal contact missing (?).
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4743.4’ - 4744.1’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Carbonate. Buff
tan, massive (intensely bioturbated?), observable burrows often thickly lined
with dark gray sediment, .rare to no observable macro-scale skeletal
fragments, wispy stylolites to micro stylolite swarms, abundant very fine to
fine grained, sub angular to rounded, well to moderately sorted detrital quartz
grains (40%). Great Euhedral to subhedral sucrosic dolomite. Great porosity
IP, V/M. Sharp basal stylolite contact.
4744.1’ – 4744.3’ Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated
Carbonate/Altered Chert. Buff tan gray, rare bioturbation, base of interval
is a debris lag that grades into interlaminated quartzose dolostone. Abundant
very fine grained to fine grained detrital quartz (40%). Great porosity IP,
M/V, MX where altered chert is dominant (base of interval). Undulating
sharp scoured basal contact.
4744.3’ – 4745.0’ = Facies C-3. Quartzose Carbonate. Massive Stylo-wispy
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, rare to no observable skeletal
fragments, massive (moderate to intense bioturbation?), abundant very fine to
fine grained detrital quartz grains, abundant wispy stylolites and stylolite
swarms (especially at the base). Great porosity IP, M/V.. Lower contact not
slabbed.
4745.0’ – 4747.7’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Off-white to very light tan, medium gray (carbonate),
Moderately to predominantly intensely bioturbated, Very fine to fine grained,
well to moderately sorted, sub-rounded to rounded detrital quartz grains
(50%-60%). Quartz backfilled burrows that contain a carbonate lining of
dolomite. Euhedral to subhedral sucrosic dolomite crystals. Small
interbedded interval (0.1’) of greater carbonate abundance. Moderate
porosity IP, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
TS 4745.8’
4747.4’ – 4749.0’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Dolostone. Medium gray, buff tan, medium to dark gray, moderately to
predominantly intensely bioturbated, rare to no observable skeletal
fragments, a few intense stylolites. Abundant very fine to fine, well to
moderately sorted, sub-rounded to rounded detrital quartz grains (30%-40%).
Detrital quartz grains back fill cm to mm-scaled burrows. Dark gray
carbonate thickly lined burrows. Moderate porosity IP, M/V. Basal contact
missing.
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4749.0’ – 4758.0’ = Missing interval
4758.0’ - 4759.0’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Bioturbated Dolostone. Medium gray,
buff tan, medium to dark gray, moderately to predominantly intensely
bioturbated, rare to no observable skeletal fragments, a few intense stylolites.
Abundant very fine to fine, well to moderately sorted, sub-rounded to
rounded detrital quartz grains (30%-40%). Detrital quartz grains back fill cm
to mm-scaled burrows. Dark gray carbonate thickly lined burrows. Moderate
porosity IP, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4759.0’ – 4759.6’ = Facies C-3. Quartzose Carbonate. Massive Stylo-wispy
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, rare to no observable skeletal
fragments, massive (moderate to intense bioturbation?), abundant very fine to
fine grained detrital quartz grains, abundant wispy stylolites and stylolite
swarms. Moderate porosity IP, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4759.6’ – 4760.6’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Limey Dolostone/ Altered Chert.
Laminated Quartzose Limey Carbonate. Medium to dark gray,
moderately to slightly bioturbated (Skolithos), micro stylolites, horizontal to
slightly inclined interlaminations of quartz rich limey dolostone and quartz
poor limey dolostone with truncated surfaces. Abundant altered chert
intervals (4759.6’ – 4760.3’ and 4760.5’ – 4760.6’). Silicified debris/lag
interval at 4759.8’ – 4760.0’ containing preserved silicified allochemical
grains of bivalves, ostracods, and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments.
Abundant MX within altered chert intervals, moderate porosity in laminated
dolostone IP, V/M. Sharp basal contact.
TS 4760.0’
4760.6’ – 4762.9’ = Interbedded Facies C-1, C-2, C-8, C-7. Quartzose Limey
Dolostone/Altered Chert. Bioturbated, Laminated, and Massive
Quartzose Limey Carbonate. Medium buff gray to medium gray, skeletal
debris is concentrated to the small (<0.1’) debris lags, Wispy stylolites within
massive stylo-wispy intervals (0.1’), moderate to intense bioturbation in
bioturbated intervals (top of interval), massive (intensely bioturbated?).
Cemented interval at 4762.1’ – 4762.3’ containing abundant macro-scale
molds and vugs? Overlain by a wispy stylolite swarmed interval. Laminated
carbonate at base. Sharp basal contact?
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4762.9’ – 4764.6’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone/ Altered Chert. Biotubated
Carbonate Rich Quartz Sandstone. Tan to medium gray, moderate to
predominantly intensely bioturbated, burrows backfilled with quartz grains
and lined by thick carbonate lining, common bivalves and other
undifferentiated skeletal fragments scattered throughout the interval, intense
stylolites and some micro wispy stylolties. Altered chert at base of interval
(4764.4’ – 4764.5’) containing macro-scale skeletal fragments. Preserved
slightly bioturbated laminated unit at base of interval (4764.5’ – 4764.6’).
Poor to moderate porosity IP, M/V. MX within the altered chert. Sharp basal
contact.
4764.6’ – 4772.5’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Massive
Carbonate. Medium gray, medium to dark gray, off-white altered chert,
buff gray, predominantly massive (intensely bioturbated?) with some obvious
bioturbated intervals throughout, rare to no observable skeletal fragments,
abundant wispy stylolites (brown) and stylolite swarms and some stylolaminations. Scatted detrital quartz (eolian dust?). Irregular blebs of altered
chert are commonly interbedded throughout the interval (altered burrows?).
Odd medium to dark gray cemented? layer (.04’) surrounded by abundant
wispy stylo-laminations swarms. Sucrosic dolomite. Great porosity IX, IP,
M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4772.5’ – 4774.5’ = Facies C-7. Quartzose Dolomitic Limestone. Debris Lag.
Medium to dark gray, dark buff gray, abundant intense and wispy stylolites,
greatly abundant blocky calcite recrystallized and dolomitized bivalves and
undifferentiated skeletal fragments, interbeds (0.1’ – 0.2’) of massive stylowispy layers. Very rare ‘pockets’ of dolomite mud. Silt to fine grained
detrital quartz grains (5%-10%). Small silicified debris lag interval (<0.1’).
Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
TS 4773.4’
4774.5’ – 4775.4’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Cemented Massive
Quartzose Carbonate. Light to medium buff gray, massive (intensely
bioturbated?), recrystallized skeletal fragments scattered throughout interval,
cemented interval, abundant wispy stylolite swarms. Moderate porosity
V/M. Sharp stylolite bounded basal contact.
4775.4’ – 4776.1’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium gray, rare to no bioturbation, no observable macroscale skeletal fragments, few stylo-laminations. Horizontal to slightly
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inclined interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor dolostone.
Rare macro-scale molds/vugs. Moderate porosity IG, IX, M/V. Sharp basal
contact.
4776.1’ – 4778.5’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, massive (intensely bioturbated?), rare to no
observable macro-scale skeletal fragments, abundant small wispy stylolites,
detrital quartz grains scattered throughout interval (eolian dust?). Great
porosity IP,IX, M/V. Sharp stylolitic basal contact.
4778.5’ – 4778.7’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, medium to dark gray, rare
bioturbation, rare observable skeletal fragments, rare intense stylolites.
Horizontal to slightly inclined interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and
quartz poor limey dolostone. Rare macro-scale molds/vugs. Poor to slight
porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4778.7’ – 4780.0’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium gray to medium buff, light tan, moderate to intensely
bioturbated, abundant wispy stylolites. Abundant fine grained detrital quartz
grains (up to 50% in well mixed sediment), small interval (0.2’) at 4779.2’ –
4779.4’ of bioturbated laminated quartz sandstone. Sucrosic dolomite. Great
porosity IP, IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4780.0’ – 4780.6’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, no observable skeletal fragments, rare to no
bioturbation, abundant stylolite laminations and wispy stylolites. Small
interval containing more bioturbation and less preservation of laminations
(<0.1’). Horizontal to slightly inclined and wavy interlaminations of quartz
rich dolostone and quartz poor dolostone. Sucrosic dolomite. Great porosity
IP, IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4780.6’ – 4781.0’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, massive (intensely bioturbated?), rare to no
observable macro-scale skeletal fragments, detrital quartz grains scattered
throughout interval (eolian dust?). Great porosity IP,IX, M/V. Basal contact
missing.
4781.0’ – 4808.0’ = Missing interval
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4808.0’ – 4809.5 = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, light gray, rare to no bioturbation, no
observable skeletal fragments. Small interval (<0.1’) bioturbated interval at
4809.3’. Abundant very fine to fine grained detrital quartz grains. Horizontal
to slightly inclined interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor
dolostone with common truncation surfaces. Euhedral to subhedral sucrosic
dolomite. Great porosity IP, IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4809.5’ – 4811.0’ = Interbedded Facies C-1 and C-2. Quartzose Dolostone.
Laminated and Bioturbated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff
gray, upper interval mostly intensely bioturbated with small (~0.1’)
laminated interbeds throughout interval, some micro-scale wispy stylolites
and some stylo-laminations. Greatly abundant in fine to very fine, subangular to sub-rounded, moderately sorted detrital quartz grains (30%-40%)
which dominantly back fill burrows. Laminated intervals contain horizontal
interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor dolostone. Euhedral
to subhedral sucrosic dolomite. Moderate porosity IP, IX, M/V. Sharp
stylolite bounded basal contact.
TS 4809.7’
4811.0’ – 4817.5’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/ Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, rare to no observable
skeletal debris, rare to no bioturbation. Abundant very fine to fine grained,
sub-angular to sub-rounded, moderately sorted detrital quartz grains (5%20%). Small layers (<0.1’) of altered chert and some laminations that have
been silicified commonly throughout the entire interval. Horizontal to
slightly inclined parallel interlaminations of quartz poor dolostone and quartz
rich dolostone. Common truncation surfaces. Rare small interbeds of
bioturbation. Subhedral to dominantly euhedral sucrosic dolomite rhombs.
Great porosity IX, IP, M/V. MX where altered chert is present. Sharp basal
contact.
TS 4814.5’
TS 4817.3’
4817.5’ – 4818.9’ = Facies C-4. Quartzose Limey Dolostone/Altered Chert.
Discontinuous Wavy Laminated Bioturbated Carbonate. Medium to dark
gray, moderate to intense bioturbation, stylolite bounded burrows, common
recrystallized macro-scale bivalves and other undifferentiated skeletal
fragments. Wavy and wispy bioturbated laminations. Fine to very fine
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grained detrital quartz. Altered chert at the base of the interval. Slight to
mostly poor porosity. MX porosity in the altered chert. Gradational basal
contact.
4818.9’ – 4819.5’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, moderate to slight
bioturbation, some slumpage?, rare recrystallized macro-scale bivalves at top
of interval. Detrital quartz grains scattered throughout interval. Horizontal to
slightly inclined parallel interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz
poor limey dolostone, common truncated surfaces. Slight to poor porosity.
Sharp basal contact.
4819.5’ – 4822.4’ = Facies C-5. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Interbedded
Cemented ‘Nodules’ Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, light gray matte
nodules, moderate to intense bioturbation surrounding the nodules with
wispy stylolite bounding the burrows, sporadically concentrated macro-scale
recrystallized bivalves and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments. Detrital
quartz grains scattered throughout (eolian dust; <5%). Nodules consist of
recrystallized blocky calcite, hard to identify any precursor allochemical
grains. Euhedral to subhedral dolomite rhombs (10%-20%) within nodules.
Small nodule at 4821.1’ of altered chert. Poor porosity. Gradational basal
contact.
TS 4820.8
4822.4’ - 4824.1’ = Facies C-3. Quartzose Limey Dolostone/Dolomitic and Limey
Altered Chert. Massive Stylo-Wispy Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to
dark gray, moderate to intense bioturbation?, common macro-scale
recrystallized bivalves and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments
concentrated in a debris lag at the top of the interval, abundant wispy
stylolites and stylolite laminations, some strong stylolites at base and top of
interval. Large limey and dolomitic altered chert interval from 4822.4’ 4822.7’ that preserve burrows. Some preserved laminations? Poor porosity.
Good MX within chert. Sharp stylolite bounded basal contact.
TS 4822.6
4824.1’ – 4824.4’ = Facies C-7. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Debris Lag.
Light gray, medium to dark gray, massive abundance of bivalves and
undifferentiated skeletal fragments (grainstone), all blocky calcite
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recrystallized fossil debris, some lithoclasts at the base and top of the interval
bounded by stylolites. Poor porosity. Sharp stylolite bounded basal contact.
4824.4’ – 4825.4’ = Facies C-3. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Massive StyloWispy Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark buff gray, generally massive
(moderate to intense bioturbation?), common macro-scale recrystallized
bivalves and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments scattered throughout,
abundant wispy stylolites and stylolite laminations, some strong stylolites at
base and top of interval. Some preserved laminations? Odd cemented in
layer? At 4824.8’ or just some skeletal fragments. Poor porosity. Gradational
base.
4825.4’ – 4825.9’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, light tan to brown, rare to
no bioturbation, rare bivalves and other undifferentiated skeletal fragment
concentrated at the base of the interval, abundant micro-stylolites and some
strong stylolites. Horizontal to slightly inclined interlaminations of quartz
rich cherty dolostone and quartz poor cherty dolostone with truncation
surfaces. Moderately to poorly sorted, sub-angular to sub-rounded, silt to
upper fine grained detrital quartz grains (<10%). Moderate to good porosity
IX, MX, V/M. Very sharp basal contact.
TS 4825.6
4825.9’ – 4829.8’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Carbonate.
Medium to light buff gray, dark gray, off-white altered chert, interval of
obvious intense bioturbation, generally massive (intensely bioturbated?), rare
obvious macro-scale bivalves, abundant stylolites and wispy stylolite
swarms, some stylolite laminations, scattered detrital quartz grains, euhedral
to subhedral sucrosic dolomite. Altered chert layer at 4828.0’ with possible
preserved undifferentiated skeletal fragments. Possibly some quartz rich
layers where lighter colors persist. Great porosity IX, IP, V/M, MX. Sharp
basal contact.
4829.8’ – 4830.4’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Altered Chert. Laminated Carbonate.
Off-white altered chert to medium to light gray sucrosic dolomite, moderate
to slight bioturbation, no observable macro-scale skeletal debris. Detrital
quartz grains scattered throughout interval (eolian dust?). Horizontal to
slightly inclined parallel interlaminations of dolostone and altered chert.
Great porosity MX, IX, V/M. Basal contact missing.
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4830.4’ – 4833.0’ = Missing Interval
4833.0’ – 4835.5’ = Facies C-6. Dolomitic Altered Chert. Collapse Breccia. Depth
interval markings are unknown. Medium to dark gray, off-white altered
chert, clasts are poorly sorted, very angular, range in size, contain very sharp
contacts with surrounding matrix sediment (sucrosic dolomite), are generally
well fitted to poorly fitted, contain preserved laminations with a few of the
clasts as well as preserved burrows. Preserved interlaminations of altered
chert and dolostone persist at the base of the interval. Sucrosic dolomite
matrix sediment appears affected by soft sediment deformation around some
clasts (indicative of early lithification and karstification). Scattered silt to
very fine grain detrital quartz grains throughout (eolian dust?). Some macroscale M and V. Great porosity MX, IX, V/M.
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Gregory #2 – Michigan Chloride
Permit #M0234, Midland County, Michigan
Cored Interval: 4705.7’ – 4723.0’; 4727.0’ – 4879.0’; 4965.0’ – 5046.0’
Examined Interval: 4705.7’ – 4723.0’; 4727.0’ – 4879.0’
Formation: Sylvania Sandstone
Amherstburg Equivalent Strata?
4705.7’ – 4706.1’ = Facies C-7. Limestone. Debris Lag. Medium gray, abundant
bivalves, ostracods, undifferentiated skeletal debris (pack-grainstone?),
wispy stylolites, generally massive, recrystallized limestone. Poor porosity.
Sharp stylolite bounded basal contact.
4706.1’ – 4710.0’ = Facies C-8. Limestone/Altered Chert. Massive Carbonate.
Medium gray, off-white chert, concentrations of skeletal debris (<0.1’),
abundant wispy stylolites and stylo-laminations. Recrystallized limestone.
Altered chert nodules and beds at 4707.5’ and at 4709.8’. Poor porosity.
Debris rich sharp basal contact.
4710.0’ – 4710.2’ = Facies C-1. Limestone/Altered Chert. Laminated Carbonate.
Medium to dark gray, off-white brownish altered chert, slightly curved
parallel to slightly wavy laminations, rare skeletal fragments. Recrystallized
limestone. Poor porosity. Sharp stylolite bounded basal contact.
4710.2’ – 4710.4’ = Facies C-7. Limestone. Debris Lag. Medium gray, abundant
bivalves, ostracods, undifferentiated skeletal debris (pack-grainstone?),
lithoclasts? bounded by wispy stylolites, recrystallized limestone. Poor
porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4710.4’ – 4713.4’ = Facies C-1. Limestone/Altered Chert. Laminated Carbonate.
Medium gray, dark gray, off-white brownish altered chert, rare bivalves and
undifferentiated skeletal fragments scattered throughout though some are
concentrated into small (0.05’) layers. Disseminated altered chert at 4711.1’
– 4711.4’ and a layer of bedded chert at 4712.7’. Predominantly horizontal
to slightly inclined parallel laminations that contain truncation surfaces.
Laminations commonly appear faint . Poor porosity. Gradational contact.

Sylvania Equivalent Strata
4713.4’ -4714.6’ = Facies C-7. Quartzose Limestone. Debris Lag. Medium gray,
light gray, dark gray, brownish gray, large (>4.0”) recrystallized tabulate
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coral fragments, recrystallized bivalves and other undifferentiated skeletal
fragments with some grading from large skeletal fragments at the base to
more common smaller skeletal fragments near the top of the interval, large
stylolites common, greater abundance of detrital quartz near base of interval.
Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4714.6’ – 4715.1’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Medium to dark brown gray, soft sediment at the top
due to large fossil fragments deposited above, skeletal rich fragments (coral
and bivalves) at base. Horizontal to highly inclined parallel to slightly wavy
laminations with an undulating truncated surface making the laminations
appear herringbone. Poor porosity. Basal contact missing? Or just very
sharp.
4715.1’ – 4715.6’ = Missing Interval
4715.6’ – 4717.5’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff tan, dark gray, large (>0.1’) coral debris
(tabulate and rugose), bivalves, intensely bioturbated appearing massive in
some areas especially around the coral debris. Vertical micro fractures.
Abundant carbonate, stylolites throughout. Poor to moderate porosity IG.
Gradational basal contact.
4717.5’ – 4720.5 = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff tan, rare large coral fragments, bivalves and
other undifferentiated skeletal fragments scattered throughout though
typically concentrated in areas between laminated bedsets. Rare bioturbation
though there are some moderately to intensely bioturbated intervals
throughout that are generally <0.1’. High angle inclined parallel to slightly
wavy laminations. Laminations appear very faint in some areas. Laminated
bedsets are bi-directional in some areas. Vertical fractures partially filled
with carbonate cement. Stylolites common. Poor to moderate porosity IP,
M/V, F. Sharp basal contact.
4720.5 – 4721.0’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff tan, dark gray, bivalves, intensely bioturbated
appearing massive in some areas especially around the coral debris. Vertical
micro fractures. Abundant carbonate, stylolites throughout. Poor to moderate
porosity IG. Gradational basal contact.
4721.0 ‘ – 4724.5’ = Not Slabbed. Quartz Sandstone
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TS 4723.0’ (2)
4724.5 ‘ – 4727.0’ = Missing Interval
4727.0’ - 4728.1’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light to medium light tan, buff gray, medium to dark
gray, moderately to intensely bioturbated (some Skolithos), rare scattered
skeletal fragments. Stylolites common. Slightly preserved laminations appear
discontinuous and wavy. Poor to moderate porosity IP, V/M. Gradational
basal contact.
4728.1’ – 4728.5’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light tan, medium to dark gray, rare scattered bivalves,
rare bioturbation, horizontal to slightly inclined parallel to slight wavy
laminations with bi-directional bedsets and truncated surfaces. Poor to
moderate porosity IP, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4728.5’ – 4729.5’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light to medium light tan, buff gray, medium to dark
gray, moderately to intensely bioturbated (some Skolithos), quartz filled
burrows with carbonate sediment lining, rare to no observable skeletal
fragments. Stylolites and wispy stylolties common. Poor to moderate
porosity IP, V/M. Sharp basal contact.
4729.5’ – 4730.4’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light tan, medium to dark gray, rare scattered bivalve s
scattered throughout, rare to no bioturbation, predominantly horizontal and
slightly inclined parallel to slightly wavy laminations. Poor to moderate
porosity IP, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4730.4’ – 4730.8’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light to medium light tan, buff gray, medium to dark
gray, moderately to intensely bioturbated (some Skolithos), quartz filled
burrows with carbonate sediment lining, rare bivalves and other
undifferentiated skeletal fragments scattered throughout. Poor to moderate
porosity IP, V/M. Gradational basal contact.
4730.8’ – 4731.3’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Bioturbated
Carbonate Rich Quartz Sandstone. Light tan, medium to dark gray, rare to
no scattered bivalve s scattered throughout, slight bioturbation,
predominantly horizontal and slightly inclined dominantly wavy laminations
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due to common bioturbation. Poor to moderate porosity IP, M/V. Sharp
basal contact.
4731.3’ – 4731.6’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light to medium light tan, buff gray, medium to dark
gray, moderately to intensely bioturbated (some Skolithos), rare skeletal
fragments. Quartz filled burrows with carbonate sediment lining. Poor to
moderate porosity IP, V/M. Gradational basal contact.
4731.6’ – 4731.9 = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Bioturbated
Carbonate Rich Quartz Sandstone. Light tan, medium to dark gray, rare
scattered bivalve, possible coral fragment, slight to moderate bioturbation,
predominantly horizontal, dominantly wavy laminations due to common
bioturbation. Some soft sediment deformation around large skeletal
fragment. Poor to moderate porosity IP, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4731.9’ – 4733.3’ = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Carbonate. Fossiliferous
Discontinuous Wavy Laminated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark
buff gray, dark gray, rare scattered coral and bivalve skeletal fragments,
moderately to intensely bioturbated but with some preserved horizontal to
slightly inclined wavy laminations with truncation surfaces common.
Stylolites and wispy stylolites common throughout. Two cemented interval
(<0.1’) with mudcracks? synersis fractures? at 4732.0’ and 4723.5’. Subangular to rounded, moderately sorted, very fine to fine grained detrital
quartz grains (20%-30%). Subhedral to euhedral dolomite. Poor porosity.
Basal contact missing.
TS 4733.0’
4733.3’ – 4733.7’ = Missing Interval.
4733.7’ – 4733.9’ = Facies C-8. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Massive
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium gray, generally massive (probably from
intense bioturbation?), skeletal fragments concentrated at base. Wispy
stylolites common. Poor porosity. Sharp stylolite bounded basal contact.
4733.9’ – 4734.3’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium gray, dark gray, no skeletal fragments.
Horizontal to slightly inclined parallel laminations. Poor porosity. Sharp
basal contact.
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4734.3’ – 4736.7 = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Carbonate/ Altered Chert.
Fossiliferous Discontinuous Wavy Laminated Quartzose Carbonate.
Medium to dark buff gray, dark gray, scattered coral and bivalve skeletal
fragments, Altered chert nodules/beds randomly throughout with soft
sediment deformation surrounding the nodules/beds, moderately to intensely
bioturbated but with some preserved horizontal to slightly inclined wavy
laminations commonly bioturbated. Burrows appear to be backfilled with
fine to very fine grained detrital quartz. Stylolites and wispy stylolites
common throughout with some stylo-laminations and stylolite bounded
burrows. One cemented interval (<0.1’) with mudcracks? synersis fractures?
at 4734.5’. Sub-angular to rounded, moderately sorted, very fine to fine
grained detrital quartz grains (20%-30%). Subhedral to euhedral dolomite.
Poor porosity. Gradational basal contact.
4736.7’ – 4737.0 = Facies C-3. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Massive StyloWispy Quartzose Carbonate. Medium gray, dark gray, generally massive
with slight laminations near top, abundant wispy laminations. Poor porosity.
Sharp basal contact.
4737.0’ – 4737.4’ = Facies C-7. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Debris Lag.
Medium to light gray, dark gray, abundant bivalve and other undifferentiated
skeletal fragments (grainstone?), some lithoclasts (0.1’). Poor porosity.
Bounded above and below by stylolites. Sharp basal contact.
4737.4’ – 4738.0’ = Facies C-3. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Massive StyloWispy Quartzose Carbonate. Medium gray, dark gray, generally massive
(intensely bioturbated?) with slight laminations near the middle of the
interval, abundant wispy laminations. Poor porosity. Basal contact missing.
4738.0’ – 4738.5 = Missing Interval.
4738.5’ – 4740.2’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/ Altered Chert.
Laminated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium gray, dark gray, off-white
dolomitic limey altered chert, rare bivalve fragments with some relatively
small fragments concentrated at 4740.0’ and slight soft sediment deformation
below that, horizontal parallel laminations, altered chert beds preserve
laminations. Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4740.2’ – 4740.4’ = Facies C-8. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Massive
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light gray, abundant wispy stylolites, no
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skeletal fragments observable, massive (intensely bioturbated?). Poor
porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4740.4’ – 4742.0’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/Altered Chert.
Laminated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, off-white altered
chert, large (<4.0”) coral fragment, rare to no other skeletal fragments.
Horizontal to slightly inclined or curve parallel to slightly wavy laminations,
altered chert preserves laminations. Altered Chert nodules? at 4741.7’ with
preserved laminations. Detrital quartz scattered throughout though slightly
concentrated in some laminations (5%-10%). Poor porosity. Sharp stylolite
bounded basal contact.
TS 4741.0’
4742.0’ – 4743.1’ = Facies C-3. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Massive StyloWispy Quartzose Carbonate. Medium gray to medium buff gray, abundant
bivalves and undifferentiated skeletal fragments, abundant wispy stylolites
and stylo-laminations, abundant detrital quartz grains scattered throughout.
Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4743.1’ – 4743.4’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/Altered Chert.
Laminated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, rare scattered
skeletal fragments, faint horizontal to slightly inclined laminations. Poor
porosity. Sharp stylolite bounded basal contact.
4743.4’ – 4744.5’ = Facies C-7. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Debris Lag.
Medium to light buff gray, abundant bivalves and other undifferentiated
skeletal fragments, coral fragments (pack to grainstone?). Abundant
stylolites and detrital quartz grains. Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4744.5’ – 4745.0’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolomitic Limestone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, dominated by
bioturbation but contains slightly preserved laminations, burrows backfilled
with quartz grains. Stylolites common. Poor porosity. Gradational basal
contact.
4745.0’ – 4745.4’ = Facies C-7. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Debris Lag.
Medium to light buff gray, abundant bivalves and other undifferentiated
skeletal fragments (pack to grainstone?). Some lithoclasts? Abundant
stylolites and wispy stylolites, abundance of detrital quartz grains. Poor
porosity. Sharp basal contact.
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4745.4’ – 4745.7’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolomitic Limestone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, slight bioturbation but
contains slightly preserved highly inclined parallel interlaminations of quartz
rich carbonate and quartz poor carbonate, burrows backfilled with quartz
grains. Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4745.7. – 4745.8’ = Faces C-7. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Debris Lag.
Medium to dark buff gray, abundance of stylolites, stylolites bounding the
base and top of interval, abundance of undifferentiated skeletal fragments
(grainstone?), some bryozoans observed in thin section observations.
Moderately sorted, sub-angular to sub-rounded, very fine to fine grained
detrital quartz grains. Poor porosity. Sharp stylolite bounded basal contact.
TS 4745.8’
4745.8’ - 4747.3’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Bioturbated
to Massive Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, medium to
dark brownish gray, brownish off-white altered chert, no observable skeletal
fragments, intensely bioturbated and slightly massive near top and base of
interval due to bioturbation, abundance of detrital quartz backfilling in
burrows (20%-30%), abundance of stylo-laminations and wispy stylolites.
Interval from 4746.3’ to 4746.9’ marks transition from calcite dominated
lithology into dolomite dominated lithology. Transitional from poor porosity
to moderate porosity IX, IP. Gradational basal contact.
TS 4747.0’
4747.3’ – 4748.4’ = Facies C-8. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/Altered Chert.
Massive Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, dark brownish gray,
brownish off-white altered chert, no observable skeletal fragments , generally
massive (intense bioturbation?) with some observed burrows and faintly
preserved laminations at 4747.7’ (<0.1’). Detrital quartz grains scattered
throughout (10%-15%). Moderate to good porosity IX, V/M.
TS 4747.6
4748.4’ - 4749.1’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Bioturbated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, brownish off-white altered chert,
no observable skeletal fragments, moderately to intensely bioturbated with
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burrows backfilled with quartz grains, slightly preserved wavy laminations
near base of interval, abundant wispy stylolites. Great porosity IX, V/M.
Gradational basal contact.
4749.1’ – 4749.9’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/ Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, brownish off-white altered
chert, no observable skeletal fragments, horizontal to slightly inclined
parallel interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor dolostone,
abundant wispy stylolites, altered chert concentrated into small (<0.1’)
laminations. Great porosity IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4749.9’ – 4757.7’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, light buff gray, dark gray, no
observable skeletal fragments, moderately to generally intensely bioturbated
with quartz filled burrows and burrows commonly containing a thick
carbonate lining, wispy stylolites common. Great porosity IX, M/V. Sharp
stylolitic bounded basal contact.
4757.7’ – 4758.5’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, no observable skeletal fragments,
generally massive (intense bioturbation?) but some burrows are observable,
abundant stylo-laminations, especially toward the base of the interval. Great
porosity IX, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4758.5’ – 4766.3’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Bioturbated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, light buff gray, dark gray,
off-white brownish altered chert, no observable skeletal fragments,
moderately to generally intensely bioturbated with quartz filled burrows and
burrows commonly containing a thick carbonate lining, incredibly abundant
sub-rounded to sub-angular, well sorted, fine to very fine grained detrital
quartz grains (30%-50%), wispy stylolites, stylo-laminations, and strong
stylolites very common. Altered chert appears as a bed at 4758.7’ (0.15’) and
as disseminated chert at 4759.7’ – 4760.0’. Great porosity IX, M/V, some
MX. Gradational basal contact.
TS 4763.0’
4766.3’ – 4766.7’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light tan, medium gray, no observable skeletal
fragments, intensely bioturbated with detrital quartz backfilled burrows.
Great to moderate porosity IG, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
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4766.7’ – 4768.0’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, light buff gray, dark gray, rare
bivalves, moderately to generally intensely bioturbated with quartz filled
burrows and burrows commonly containing a thick carbonate lining,
incredibly abundant fine to very fine grained detrital quartz grains becoming
more prevalent towards the base of the interval. Good to moderate porosity
IX, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4768.0’ – 4768.3’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light tan, medium gray, no observable skeletal
fragments, intensely bioturbated with detrital quartz backfilled burrows.
Good to moderate porosity IG, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4768.3’ – 4769.5’ – Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, light buff gray, dark gray, rare
bivalves, moderately to generally intensely bioturbated with quartz filled
burrows and burrows commonly containing a thick carbonate lining,
incredibly abundant fine to very fine grained detrital quartz grains becoming
more prevalent towards the base of the interval. Strong stylolites common.
Moderate porosity IX, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4769.5’ – 4770.8’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light tan, medium gray, rare undifferentiated skeletal
fragments scattered throughout, intensely bioturbated with detrital quartz
backfilled burrows. Carbonate rich interval (<0.2’) at 4770.5’ that contains a
burrowed (bored?) surface with quartz infilling. Moderate to poor porosity
IG, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4770.8’ – 4771.8’ = Facies C-3. Quartzose Dolostone/ Altered Chert. Massive
Stylo-Wispy Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, light
brownish tan, off-white altered chert, abundant wispy stylolites and stylolaminations common, rare scattered skeletal debris but common to see
bivalve and other undifferentiated skeletal molds, generally massive (intense
bioturbation?) with some quartz backfilled burrows and dark carbonate
linings observed. Abundant sub-angular to rounded, moderate to well sorted,
fine to very fine grained detrital quartz (20%-30%). Altered chert layer at
4771.8’ – 4772.4’ that contains preserved laminations and silicified skeletal
debris. Porosity transitions from moderate to good IX, V/M, MX. Sharp
contact with underlying silicified debris interval.
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TS 4771.2’
4771.8’ – 4772.0’ = Facies C-7. Dolomitic Altered Chert. Debris Lag. Off-white
altered chert, abundant silicified bivalves, brachiopods, and other
undifferentiated skeletal debris (wacke- to packstone). Detrital quartz grains
(<5%). Sharp basal contact.
TS 4771.9’
4772.0’ – 4774.8’= Facies C-3. Quartzose Dolostone/ Altered Chert. Massive
Stylo-Wispy Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, light
brownish tan, off-white altered chert, abundant wispy stylolites and stylolaminations common, rare scattered skeletal debris but common to see
bivalve and other undifferentiated skeletal molds, generally massive (intense
bioturbation?) with some quartz backfilled burrows and dark carbonate
linings observed. Abundant sub-angular to rounded, moderate to well sorted,
fine to very fine grained detrital quartz (20%-30%). At 4773.5’ there is an
interval that contains a high amount of macro-scale skeletal molds. Porosity
transitions from good to great IX, V/M, MX. Sharp stylolite bounded basal
contact.
TS 4773.5
4774.8’ – 4775.8’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Medium to light buff tan, dark gray, common scattered
bivalves and skeletal debris throughout interval, wispy stylolites common,
bioturbation ranges from moderate to intense while some preserved
laminations are observed. Laminations appear horizontal to slightly inclined
and wavy due to bioturbation. Porosity ranges from good to moderate IP, IX,
M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4775.8’ – 4776.0’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Medium to light buff tan, dark gray, rare to no scattered
skeletal debris, wispy stylolites common, horizontal to slightly inclined
parallel laminations of carbonate rich quartz sandstone and carbonate poor
quartz sandstone. Moderate porosity IP, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4776.0’ – 4776.4’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Medium to light buff tan, dark gray, rare to no skeletal
debris, wispy stylolites common, bioturbation ranges from moderate to
intense. Moderate porosity IP, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
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4776.4’ – 4777.1’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, dark to medium gray, no observable
skeletal debris, wispy stylolites common and abundant near base of interval,
detrital quartz filled burrows, burrows contain relatively thick lining,
becomes more massive and less quartz rich towards base of interval.
Moderate to good porosity IX, IP, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4777.1’ – 4778.7 = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Massive
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, dark gray, off-white altered chert,
rare to no observed skeletal fragments, generally massive (intense
bioturbation?) with some burrows observable. Altered chert appears
disseminated with irregular contacts in certain intervals and contains a high
amount of dolomite. Some chert has preserved burrows? that are filled with
dolomite. Rare floating chert nodules. Moderate to good porosity IX, IP,
M/V. Sharp basal contact.
TS 4777.6’
TS 4778.3
4778.7’ - 4779.0’ = Facies C-1. Altered Chert. Laminated Quartzose Carbonate.
Off-white dolomitic altered chert with preserved laminations of dolomite and
detrital rich chert and dolomite and detrital poor chert. Great amount of
detrital quartz grains (10%-30%) Abundance of ghost grains with silica
outlining. Excellent MX. Sharp basal contact.
TS 4778.9’
4779.0’ – 4782.0’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Massive
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, dark gray, off-white altered chert,
rare to no observed skeletal fragments, generally massive (intense
bioturbation?) with some burrows observable. Abundance of wispy stylolites
and stylolaminations. Altered chert layers appear disseminated with irregular
contact. Good to moderate porosity IX, MX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4782.0’ – 4782.2’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, light buff gray, no observable skeletal
fragments, wispy stylolites, horizontal to slightly deformed parallel to
slightly wavy (due to slight bioturbation) interlaminations of quartz rich
dolostone and quartz poor dolostone. Good porosity IX, IP, M/V. Sharp
stylolitic basal contact.
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4782.2’ – 4782.4’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, light buff gray, slightly massive but
burrowing is observable, micro wispy stylolites. Good porosity IX, IP, V/M.
Gradational basal contact.
4782.4’ – 4782.7’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Bioturbated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, dark gray, no observable
skeletal fragments, wispy stylolites, slightly to high angle horizontal parallel
interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor dolostone with
slight bioturbation disrupting the laminations. Good porosity IX, M/V. Sharp
stylolitic basal contact.
4782.7’ – 4783.5’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Bioturbated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, light buff gray, slightly massive
but burrowing is observable especially within silicified intervals, wispy
stylolites, stylolite bounded burrows, stylolite laminations. Good porosity IX,
IP, V/M. Sharp basal contact.
4783.5’ – 4785.3’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Bioturbated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, off-white dolomitic
altered chert, slight to moderate bioturbation, horizontal to slightly inclined
wavy to parallel interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor
dolostone. Laminations are much less obvious at top of interval (maybe due
to bioturbation). Laminated bedsets are bi-directional with truncating
surfaces. Silicification of laminated bedsets common. Good porosity IX,
V/M. Great MX porosity within silicified intervals. Sharp basal contact.
4785.3’ – 4786.5’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Bioturbated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, light buff gray, slightly massive
but burrowing is observable especially within silicified intervals, silicified
brachiopods, bivalves, and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments, macroscale molds of skeletal fragments common, wispy stylolites very common.
Vertical fractures partially filled with carbonate cement. Good porosity IX,
IP, V/M. Sharp basal contact.
4786.5’ – 4787.5’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Bioturbated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, off-white dolomitic
altered chert, slight to moderate bioturbation, horizontal to slightly inclined
wavy or deformed (due to bioturbation) to parallel interlaminations of quartz
rich dolostone and quartz poor dolostone. Some truncated surfaces.
Moderately bioturbated layer within middle of the interval with stylolite
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bounded burrows and a stylolite bounded top. Massive near base (due to
dolomitization or bioturbation?) Good porosity IX, V/M. Great MX porosity
within silicified intervals. Sharp basal contact.
4787.5’ – 4787.8’ = Missing Interval.
4787.8’ – 4788.3’ = Facies C-7. Dolomitic Quartzose Altered Chert. Debris Lag.
Off-white to medium to light buff gray, stylolites common, bioturbated near
top, abundant bivalves, and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments
(grainstone). Abundant skeletal molds and vugs. Silica molds of
undifferentiated skeletal grains (possible peloids, ooids, pellets) observed in
thin section observations.
TS 4788.0’
4788.3’ – 4788.7’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, medium gray, no skeletal fragments,
horizontal to slightly inclined parallel interlaminations of quartz rich
dolostone and quartz poor dolostone with truncated surface. Good porosity
IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4788.7’ – 4789.7’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Massive
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, off-white dolomitic altered chert,
abundant wispy stylolites, no observable skeletal debris, generally massive
(intense bioturbation?) with a few observable burrows bounded by stylolites.
Burrows backfilled with detrital quartz grains. Abundant wispy stylolites and
some stylolaminations and strong stylolites. Moderate to good porosity IX,
M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4789.7’ – 4790.0’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/ Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, off-white altered chert, wispy
stylolites, some stylolaminations, horizontal to inclined laminations.
Moderate to good porosity IX, M/V. Sharp stylolitic basal contact.
4790.0’ - 4793.6’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone/ Altered Chert. Massive
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, off-white altered chert,
wispy stylolites very common, some stylolaminations, generally massive
(intensely bioturbated?), no observable skeletal fragments. Altered chert is
irregularly bedded and occurs as a few floating nodules. Moderate to
generally good porosity IX, IP, M/V. Some macro-scale molds. Gradational
basal contact.
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4793.6’ – 4795.0’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Bioturbated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, light buff, no observable
skeletal fragments but abundance of macro-scale skeletal molds, horizontal to
slightly inclined interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor
dolostone with some truncated surfaces. Moderate to slight bioturbation
disturbs some of the laminations. Sub-angular to rounded, moderately to well
sorted, very fine to fine grained detrital quartz ((10%-20%). Good porosity
IX, IP, V/M. Basal contact missing.
TS 4794.75’
TS 4795.0’ (2, one with and one without blue epoxy)
4795.0’ – 4797.0’ = Missing Interval.
TS 4797.0’
4797.0’ – 4799.0’ = Not Slabbed. Quartzose Dolostone.
4799.0’ – 4801.0’ = Missing Interval.
TS 4800.0’ (no blue epoxy)
4801.0’- 4801.2’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, off-white altered chert, wispy
stylolites, inclined wavy to parallel interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone
and quartz poor dolostone. sub-angular to rounded, well sorted, fine to very
fine grained detrital quartz (<10%), fibrous silica rimmed molds, Good
porosity IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
TS 4801.0’ (no blue epoxy)
4801.2’ – 4802.2’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, small wispy stylolites, generally massive,
abundant macro-scale molds of bivalves and other undifferentiated skeletal
fragments, Rip-up clasts? at 4801.9’. Good porosity IX, M/V. Sharp basal
contact.
4802.2’ – 4802.9’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, dark gray, moderately bioturbated with
slightly preserved slightly inclined laminations, mud lining burrows,
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abundance of detrital quartz grains. Good to moderate porosity IX, IP, M/V.
Gradational basal contact.
4802.9’ – 4803.3 = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Bioturbated
Carbonate Rich Quartz Sandstone. Light buff tan, medium to light buff
gray, bioturbated top of interval, horizontal to highly inclined parallel to
wavy laminated carbonate rich quartz sandstone and carbonate poor quartz
sandstone. Wavy-ness is attributed to slight bioturbation. Truncation
surfaces. Moderate porosity IP, M.V. Sharp basal contact.
4803.3’ – 4803.9’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Laminated
Carbonate Rich Quartz Sandstone. Light buff tan, medium to light buff
gray, carbonate mud lined burrows, abundant stylolites, slightly laminated
near base of interval. Good to moderate porosity IP, M/V. Gradational basal
contact.
4803.9’ – 4804.4’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff tan, medium to light buff gray, rare
burrowing, horizontal to slightly inclined laminations, stylolitic laminations
near base with large stylolite at 4804.3’ with micro-fractures propagating
away from stylolite. Increase in carbonate content near base (<0.1’) with
floating detrital quartz grains <10%. Good to moderate porosity IP, M/V.
Sharp basal contact.
TS 4804.4
4804.4’ – 4808.0’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff tan, medium to light buff gray, sub-angular to
rounded, well sorted, fine to very fine grained detrital quartz, intensely
bioturbated with clean quartz fill of burrows and carbonate mud lining rare.
Rare preservation of horizontal laminations at 4805.2’ and 4806.1’.
Abundant stylolites and small wispy stylolites Large Skolithos burrow at
4805.1’. Chondrities ? burrows throughout. Good to moderate porosity IP,
M/V. Gradational basal contact.
TS 4806.1’
4808.0’ – 4808.7’= Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff tan, medium buff gray, bi-directional
horizontal to slightly inclined parallel interlaminations of carbonate poor and
carbonate rich quartz laminations. Slight bioturbation at 4808.5’ with some
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mm-scale non destructive Chondrities? burrows at 4808.0’ – 4808.2’. Rare
undifferentiated molds scattered throughout. Moderate to good porosity IP,
M/V. Sharp undulating scoured basal contact.
4808.7’ – 4809.4’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, intensely bioturbated, almost massive,
detrital quartz rich, carbonate lined burrows, wispy stylolites throughout.
Good porosity IX, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4709.4’ – 4811.8’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Massive
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium gray, medium buff gray, brownish off-white
altered chert, generally massive with ghost burrows containing carbonate
mud linings, abundant wispy stylolites, odd graded trough? laminations? At
4810.1’ – 4810.2’. Altered chert preserves dolomite filled burrows and faint
laminations. Base of interval appears ‘cloudy’ (possible exposure surface?)
and somewhat brecciated. Moderate to good porosity IX, M/V. Sharp
exposure? brecciated? basal contact.
4811.8’ – 4812.4’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, brownish gray, very faintly preserved
horizontal to slightly inclined laminations. No observable skeletal fragments.
Moderate to good porosity IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4812.4’ – 4813.9’ = Facies C-8. Altered Chert/Quartzose Dolostone. Massive
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, off-white altered chert, faintly
preserved laminations (<0.1’) at base of interval, sucrosic dolomite is
massive with rare soft sediment deformation around altered chert, altered
chert appears as bedded, disseminated, mottled, and nodular, commonly with
preserved burrows and laminations. Undifferentiated skeletal molds in chert.
Moderate to poor porosity IX, M/V, MX in altered chert. Sharp? basal
contact.
4813.9’ – 4814.2’ = Facies C-7. Altered Chert. Debris lag. Off-white altered chert,
abundant silicified bivalves and undifferentiated skeletal fragments (pack- to
grainstone). Good porosity MX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4814.2’ – 4816.5’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, light buff gray, brownish offwhite chert, bi-directional horizontal to slightly inclined interlaminations of
quartz rich and quartz poor sucrosic dolostone, angular to sub-rounded fine to
very fine detrital quartz (<10%), subhedral to dominantly euhedral sucrosic
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dolomite. Laminations slightly wavy at 4815.4’ – 4815.5’. Commonly
laminations are faint due to fabric destructive dolomitization. Some
truncation surfaces. Rare vertical fractures. Altered chert at 4816.1’ – 4816.3’
with preserved inclined laminations. Large stylolite at 4815.9’. Good
porosity IX, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
TS 4815.0’
4816.5’ – 4817.5’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, completely massive though most probably
originally laminated but dolomitization destroyed any primary structure.
Good porosity IX. Sharp basal contact.
4817.5’ – 4820.4’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, light buff gray, brownish offwhite chert, bi-directional horizontal to slightly inclined interlaminations of
quartz rich and quartz poor sucrosic dolostone, angular to sub-rounded fine to
very fine detrital quartz (<10%), subhedral to dominantly euhedral sucrosic
dolomite. Commonly laminations are faint due to fabric destructive
dolomitization. Two intervals (<0.1’) at 4817.5’ and 4718.9’ silicified debris
lags with abundance of silicified bivalves and undifferentiated skeletal
fragments and molds with sharp basal contacts and gradational upper
contacts. Laminated chert at 4818.9’ – 4819.0’. MM-scale molds/vugs?
scattered throughout but concentrated at 4818.8’. Altered chert nodule? at
4819.7’ along with a concentration of skeletal fragments (<0.1’). Good to
great porosity IX, M/V, altered chert MX. Gradational basal contact?
4820.4’ – 4821.0’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, completely massive, probably originally
bioturbated at top of interval and more laminated at the base. Good to great
porosity IX, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4821.0’ – 4822.4’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Bioturbated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, light buff gray, slightly
bioturbated intervals with truncated tops at 4821.7’ and 4821.9’ (<0.1’), bidirectional horizontal to slightly inclined parallel interlaminations of quartz
rich and quartz poor sucrosic dolostone, high abundance of sub-angular to
sub-rounded, fine to very fine detrital quartz (40-50%), subhedral to
dominantly euhedral sucrosic dolomite. Great porosity IX, M/V. Gradational
basal contact.
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TS 4821.9’
4822.4’ – 4823.0’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, intensely bioturbated, slightly massive, small
wispy stylolites, Good porosity IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4823.0’ – 4823.7’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, stylolites, slightly inclined parallel
interlaminations of quartz rich and quartz poor sucrosic dolomite. Good
porosity IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4823.7’ – 4824.7’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, intensely bioturbated, almost massive,
detrital quartz rich, carbonate lined burrows appear ‘squished’, wispy
stylolites throughout. Good porosity IX, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4824.7’ – 4825.5’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, stylolites, slightly
inclined parallel interlaminations of quartz rich and quartz poor sucrosic
dolomite. Soft sediment deformation around altered chert bed? Altered chert
preserves laminations and soft sediment deformation? Good to moderate
porosity IX, M/V. MX. Sharp basal contact.
4825.5’ – 4825.9’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, intensely bioturbated, almost massive,
detrital quartz rich, carbonate lined burrows appear ‘squished’, wispy
stylolites throughout, large stylolite in middle of interval. Good to moderate
porosity IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4825.9’ – 4828.1’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, medium to dark gray,
off-white to brownish off-white altered chert, no observable skeletal
fragments, slightly inclined to horizontal bi-directional parallel
interlaminations of quartz rich and quartz poor dolostone which changes to
almost entirely composed of altered chert with preserved laminations from
4827.0’ – 4828.0’. Partially filled vertical fractures within chert. Good
porosity within dolostone IX, M/V, MX within chert. Basal contact missing?
4828.1’ – 4828.5’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Carbonate Rich Quartz
Sandstone. Light tan, brownish light tan to gray, slightly inclined horizontal
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parallel laminations. Hard to distinguish this detrital quartz from altered chert
above. Moderate porosity IP, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4828.5’ – 4828.8’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Bioturbated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark brownish gray, offwhite altered chert, horizontal to deformed horizontal laminations with
deformation around chert blebs/nodules. Quartz filled solitary burrows, wavy
laminations below altered chert. Moderate to good porosity IX, IP, M/V.
MX. Basal contact missing?
4828.8’ – 4830.5’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Carbonate Rich Quartz
Sandstone. Light buff tan, carbonate rich portions are light buff gray,
horizontal wavy-parallel interlaminations of carbonate rich and carbonate
poor quartz sandstone with increasing carbonate with depth. Somewhat
massive around 4830.0’. No observable skeletal fragments.
Stylolaminations? at top of interval? Good to poor porosity IP, M/V. Sharp
basal contact.
TS 4829.0’
4830.5’ – 4830.9’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. . Light buff tan, carbonate rich portions are light buff
gray, moderately bioturbated with rare preserved laminations, carbonate mud
lined burrows, quartz filled burrows. Moderate porosity IP, M/V. Sharp
scoured basal contact.
4830.9’ – 4831.9’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, dark gray, brownish rusty
altered chert, no observable skeletal fragments, horizontal to tangential to
slightly inclined parallel laminations, multiple truncated laminated bedsets,
altered chert nodules at 4831.2’ and layered altered chert at 4831.8’.
Floating sub-rounded to angular, fine grained detrital quartz (<10%). Poor
porosity. Sharp basal contact. (Core analysis data of porosity, permeability,
and grain density anomalous)
TS 4831.1’
4831.9’ – 4836.0’ = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/Altered Chert.
Discontinuous Wavy Laminated Bioturbated Quartzose Carbonate.
Medium to dark gray, off-white altered chert, wavy to discontinuous
laminations, some parallel laminations bedsets (<0.1’) at 4832.7’ and at
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4834.0’. Sporadic bivalves and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments
throughout. Stylolitic bounded burrows. Poor porosity. Gradational basal
contact.
4836.0’ – 4837.0’ = Facies C-5. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/Altered Chert.
Interbedded Cemented 'Nodules' and Stylolitic Bounded Burrows.
Medium to dark gray, light gray nodules. Stylolitic bounded burrows
surrounding nodules. Abundant wispy stylolites. Skeletal fragments
throughout. Poor porosity. Gradational basal contact.
4837.0’ – 4838.5’ = Facies C-8. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/Altered Chert.
Massive Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, abundance of wispy
stylolites, stylolite bounded burrows? Generally massive but appears as if
intensely bioturbated. Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4838.5’ – 4839.2’ = Facies C-7. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Debris Lag.
Medium to dark gray, light gray, large stylolites, abundant bivalves,
brachiopods and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments. Poor porosity.
Gradational basal contact.
4839.2’ – 4840.1’ = Facies C-8. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/Altered Chert.
Massive Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, abundance of wispy
stylolites, stylolite bounded burrows? Generally massive but appears as if
intensely bioturbated. Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4840.1’ – 4842.2’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone to Limey
Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated Quartzose Carbonate.
Medium to dark gray, medium to dark brownish to buff gray, off-white
altered chert, rare bivalves and undifferentiated skeletal debris, horizontal to
slightly inclined and tangential bidirectional parallel interlaminations of
quartz rich to quartz poor laminations. Detrital quartz sub-rounded to
angular, moderately to poorly sorted, upper fine grained to lower very fine
grained (<10%). Multiple truncated surfaces. Rare burrowing. Altered chert
from 4840.5’ – 4840.7’ that contains preserved laminations. Abundant
crinkly stylolites. Increase in quartz with depth. Poor porosity. Gradational to
sharp basal contact.
TS 4840.7’
TS 4841.9’
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4842.2’ – 4842.9’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Medium buff tan, buff gray, moderately to intensely
bioturbated, slightly preservation of laminations at top of interval, common
bivalve and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments scattered throughout,
abundant wispy to strong stylolites, quartz filled burrows, increase in
carbonate content with depth. Poor to moderate porosity IP, IX, M/V.
Missing basal contact.
4842.9’ – 4845.0’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Bioturbated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, moderately to generally
intensely bioturbated, carbonate mud lined burrows, some quartz filled
burrows, abundant stylolites and wispy stylolites, stylolite bounded burrows,
rare skeletal fragments. Good to great porosity IX, M/V. Gradational basal
contact.
4845.0’ – 4846.0’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium gray, generally massive, rare ghost burrows, stylolites
uncommon. Generally angular to sub-rounded, moderately to poorly sorted,
generally fine to rare lower medium detrital quartz grains. Good porosity IX,
M/V. Sharp basal contact?
TS 4845.5’
4846.0’ – 4847.3’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, off-white tan altered
chert, generally composed of altered chert with preserved horizontal to
slightly inclined bidirectional lamination. Large collapsed vug? at 4846.7’ –
4847.0’. Laminations are very faint within dolomite at 4846.6’ – 4847.0’ and
are better preserved within dolomite. Good to great porosity IX, M/V, MX.
Sharp basal contact.
4847.3’ – 4866.5’ = Facies C-6. Altered Chert, Quartzose Dolostone, and Unaltered Chert. Brecciated Quartzose Carbonate. Off-white altered chert
clasts, medium buff gray sucrosic dolomite matrix, primary sedimentary
structures and burrow structures commonly preserved within altered chert,
angular clasts, well fitted to poorly fitted clasts, sharp clast/matrix boundary
though a few blurry boundaries sporadic throughout, veins filled with
surrounding dolomitic sediment, detrital quartz grains scattered throughout,
sucrosic matrix appears burrowed. Excellent porosity MX, M/V. Sharp basal
contact.
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TS 4858.7’
TS 4850.0’
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Gregory #3 – Michigan Chloride
Permit #M0234, Midland County, Michigan
Cored Interval: 4730.5’ – 4787.0’; 4794.0’ – 4857.0’
Formation: Sylvania Sandstone
4725.0’ – 4739.7’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. White to very light tan, medium to dark gray, rare large
(4”) tabulate coral debris and scattered bivalve and undifferentiated skeletal
fragments. Abundant stylolites (pressure solution?) with common microfractures stemming away from larger stylolites. Fractures common partially
to fully filled with coarse calcite and dolomite cement. Rare Skolithos
burrows, small interbeds (0.1’) of bioturbated intervals with no preserved or
slightly preserved laminations. Sub-angular to rounded, well sorted, very
fine to fine grained detrital quartz. Horizontal to high angle parallel to
slightly wavy laminations with abundant truncated surfaces. Flaser (?)
laminations at 4736.0’ – 47370’. Poor to moderate porosity IP, V/M. Sharp
basal contact.
4739.7’ – 4741.1’ = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Fossiliferous
Discontinuous Wavy Laminated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark
gray, moderate to intense bioturbation with stylolite bounded burrows that
are backfilled by detrital quartz grains, wispy stylolites very common, some
stylolite swarms. Slightly preserved wavy to discontinuous laminations,
scattered recrystallized tabulate coral, bivalve, and undifferentiated skeletal
fragments. Poor to moderate porosity IP, V/M. Gradational basal contact.
4741.1’ – 4741.7’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, medium buff gray, rare
bioturbation, rare scattered recrystallized undifferentiated skeletal fragments.
Predominantly horizontal parallel to slightly wavy interlaminations of quartz
rich dolomitic limestone and quartz poor dolomitic limestone. Poor
porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4741.7’ – 4742.6’ = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Fossiliferous
Discontinuous Wavy Laminated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark
gray, moderate to intense bioturbation with stylolite bounded burrows that
are backfilled by detrital quartz grains, wispy stylolites very common, some
stylolite swarms. Slightly preserved wavy to discontinuous laminations,
scattered recrystallized bivalve and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments.
Poor to moderate porosity IP, V/M. Gradational basal contact.
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4742.6’ – 4742.8’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff tan, rare bioturbation, common scattered
recrystallized bivalves, micro-stylolites. Preserved laminations are only
slightly obvious. Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4742.8’ – 4743.2’ = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/Altered Chert.
Fossiliferous Discontinuous Wavy Laminated Quartzose Carbonate.
Medium to dark gray, off-white chert, moderate to intense bioturbation with
stylolite bounded burrows that are backfilled by detrital quartz grains, wispy
stylolites very common, some stylolite swarms. Slightly preserved wavy to
discontinuous laminations, scattered recrystallized bivalve and other
undifferentiated skeletal fragments. Cemented interval at 4743.1‘ – 4743.2’
that is light to medium gray and contains recrystallized bivalve with sharp
basal and upper contact. Altered chert nodule at 4742.9’. Poor porosity.
Gradational basal contact.
4743.2’ – 4743.7’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Light buff tan, rare to moderate bioturbation,
recrystallized bivalves and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments
concentrated at base of interval, micro-stylolites and abundant stylolaminations. Horizontal parallel to slightly wavy laminations. Poor porosity.
Sharp stylolite bounded basal contact.
4743.7’ – 4744.3’ = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/Altered Chert.
Fossiliferous Discontinuous Wavy Laminated Quartzose Carbonate.
Medium to dark gray, no observable macro-scale skeletal fragments,
moderate to intense bioturbation with stylolite bounded burrows that are
backfilled by detrital quartz grains, wispy stylolites very common, some
stylolite swarms. Poorly preserved wavy to discontinuous laminations. Poor
porosity. Gradational basal contact.
4744.3’ – 4745.7’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, rare to moderate bioturbation,
some interval contain moderate to intense bioturbation with poorly preserved
laminations, recrystallized bivalves, coral? and other undifferentiated skeletal
fragments concentrated at base of interval, micro-stylolites and abundant
stylo-laminations. Horizontal parallel to slightly wavy laminations with
some truncated surfaces. Poor porosity. Sharp stylolite bounded basal
contact.
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4745.7’ – 4746.7’ = Facies C-4. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/Altered Chert.
Fossiliferous Discontinuous Wavy Laminated Quartzose Carbonate.
Medium to dark gray, scattered macro-scale bivalve and other
undifferentiated skeletal fragments, moderate to intense bioturbation with
stylolite bounded burrows that are backfilled by detrital quartz grains, wispy
stylolites and stylolite swarms very common. Poorly preserved wavy to
discontinuous laminations. Poor porosity IP, V/M. Gradational basal contact.
4746.7’ – 4746.9’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, medium buff gray, rare to no
bioturbation, no observable skeletal fragments, micro-stylolites and stylolaminations common. Horizontal to slightly inclined parallel to slightly wavy
interlamination of quartz rich carbonate and quartz poor carbonate. Base
contains lithoclasts/rip-up clasts. Poor porosity. Sharp stylolite bounded
basal contact.
4746.9’ – 4747.6’ = Facies C-3. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Massive StyloWispy Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, gray, massive
(intense bioturbation?) with moderate to intense stylolite bounded
bioturbation near base of interval, scattered to rare macro-scale bivalves and
other undifferentiated skeletal fragments with a concentration of bivalves at
the base (debris unit), wispy stylolites common with some stylolite swarms.
Abundant detrital quartz grains. Altered chert nodules, some disseminated
chert in center of interval. Poor porosity. Sharp stylolite bounded basal
contact.
4747.6’ – 4749.5’ = Facies C-1. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/ Dolomitic
Altered Chert. Laminated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray
transitional to more dolomite rich medium to light buff gray at base, offwhite altered chert, abundant stylolite laminations and micro wispy stylolites,
rare scattered bivalves. Horizontal to slightly inclined interlaminations of
quartz rich dolomitic limestone and quartz poor limey dolomite transitional
to interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor limey dolostone.
Abundant layers of silicified sediment with irregular to sharp contacts
commonly full of dolomite. Some of the altered chert contains preserved
laminations. Poor to moderate porosity IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4749.5’ – 4750.2’ = Facies C-7. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Debris Lag.
Medium to dark buff gray, abundant recrystallized bivalves, base contains
stylolite bounded lithoclasts, some stylolite swarms, some altered chert at the
base. Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
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4750.2’ – 4750.6’ = Facies C-3. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Massive StyloWispy Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, abundant scattered
bivalves and other undifferentiated skeletal fragments, generally massive
(intense bioturbation?), abundant wispy to intense stylolites with some
stylolite swarms. Abundant detrital quartz. Poor porosity. Gradational basal
contact.
4750.6’ – 4752.4’ = Facies C-7. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Debris Lag.
Medium to dark gray, abundant bivalve and other recrystallized
undifferentiated skeletal debris (grainstone?), small interbeds (<0.1’) of
laminated carbonate that contain sharp basal contacts and gradational tops
with some truncated surfaces. Abundant strong and intense stylolites. Poor
porosity. Sharp stylolite bounded basal contact.
4752.4’ – 4755.1’ = Facies C-3. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Massive StyloWispy Quartzose Carbonate. Light buff gray, massive (intense
bioturbation?) with moderate to intense stylolite bounded bioturbation near
base of interval, scattered to rare macro-scale bivalves, tabulate coral, and
other undifferentiated skeletal, abundant wispy stylolites with some stylolite
swarms. Abundant detrital quartz grains. Poor porosity. Sharp basal
contact.
4755.1’ – 4755.4’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, medium to dark gray,
some bioturbation with stylolite boundaries, large (0.2’) tabulate coral
fragment and bivalves, abundant stylolite laminations and a few intensely
strong stylolites. Horizontal parallel to wavy interlaminations of quartz rich
dolostone and quartz poor limey dolostone. Poor porosity. Sharp basal
contact.
4755.4’ – 4756.5’ = Facies C-8. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Massive
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium gray to buff gray, generally massive
(intense bioturbation?) with a few interval (<0.1’) that have preserved
horizontal parallel laminations and a few intervals (0.1’) with obvious
bioturbation with stylolite bounded burrows. Rare to no obvious skeletal
fragments. Abundant stylolites and some stylolite laminations. Poor
porosity. Gradational basal contact.
4756.5’ – 4757.0’ = Facies C-1. Limey Quartzose Dolostone/ Altered Chert.
Laminated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, light buff gray, rare
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scattered bivalves, rare to no bioturbation, horizontal parallel to wavy
interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor limey dolostone.
Abundant stylolites and stylolite laminations. Becomes bioturbation near the
base with a strong stylolite. Poor porosity. Gradational basal contact.
4757.0’ – 4757.4’ = Facies C-7. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Debris Lag. Medium
to light buff gray, abundant recrystallized bivalves and coral fragments, base
contains stylolite bounded lithoclasts, moderate stylolite bounded
bioturbation. Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact. Sharp basal contact.
4757.4’ – 4761.0’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Bioturbated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark buff gray transitional to light buff
gray, moderately to intensely bioturbated with stylolite bounded burrows that
are backfilled by fine to very fine detrital quartz grains. Burrows contain
relatively thick (mm- to cm-scale) linings (mud?). Transition to more
massive appearance. Some small (<0.1’) layers of laminations at 4759.9’ –
4760.0’. Poor to poor-moderate porosity IG, IX, V/M. Basal contact
missing?
4761.0’ – 4761.7’ = Facies S-1A. Carbonate Rich Quartz Sandstone. Laminated
Carbonate Rich Quartz Sandstone. Light buff gray to light gray, rare to no
bioturbation, horizontal to slightly inclined parallel to slightly wavy
interlaminations of carbonate poor quartz sandstone and carbonate rich
quartz sandstone. Very fine to fine detrital quartz grains. Altered chert layer
at 4761.3’. Moderate porosity IG, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4761.7’ – 4763.0’ Facies = C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbation Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, no observable skeletal fragments,
moderate to intense bioturbation, burrows backfilled with very fine to fine
grained detrital quartz. Abundant stylolites and stylolite bounded burrows.
Moderate to great porosity IX, IP, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4763.0’ – 4768.7’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone/ Altered Chert. Massive
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, off-white colored altered chert,
dominantly massive (intense bioturbation?), no observable skeletal
fragments, some strong stylolites and some smaller wispy stylolites.
Abundant detrital quartz grains scattered. Rare burrows observed with thick
lining. Some altered chert blebs (possibly replacing burrows?) at around
4765.0 – 4766.1’. Great porosity IX, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
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4768.7’ – 4768.9’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium buff gray, light buff gray, moderate to intense
bioturbation with burrows backfilled with fine to very fine detrital quartz
grains, no observable skeletal fragments. Great porosity IP, IX, M/V. Sharp
basal contact.
4768.9’ – 4770.1’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff gray, medium gray, intensely bioturbated fine
grained to very fine grained detrital quartz sandstone, burrows lined with
carbonate sediment, no observable macro-scale skeletal fragments. Some
rare macro-scale molds. Moderate porosity IP, V/M. Sharp burrowed basal
contact.
4770.1’ – 4772.0’ =Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to dark buff gray, light buff gray, intensely bioturbated
with fine to very fine grained detrital quartz grain back filling in burrows
which sometimes contain thick linings. Abundant stylolites bounding the
burrows. Small layers contain much more quartz grains. Moderate porosity
IP, IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4772.0’ – 4772.8’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff gray, medium gray, intensely bioturbated
with burrows dominantly back filled with fine to very fine grained detrital
quartz grains. Burrows commonly have carbonate sediment linings that can
be relatively thick. Moderate porosity IP, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4772.8’ – 4775.6’ =Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, medium gray, intensely bioturbated
with very fine to fine grained detrital quartz grain back filling in burrows that
sometimes contain thick linings. Some stylolites. Areas are commonly a
mix of 50% detrital quartz grains and 50% carbonate sediment. Some areas
that are relatively thin (<0.1’) contain a slight dominance of quartz grains.
Moderate to poor porosity IP, IX, M/V. Gradational basal boundary.
4775.6’ – 4776.4’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff gray, light gray, rare to moderate bioturbation
but contains a prevalence of preserved laminations of quartz sandstone and
carbonate rich quartz sandstone. Top of interval appears cemented with some
macro-scale molds/vugs. No observable skeletal fragments. Poor to slightly
moderate porosity IP, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
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4776.4’ – 4777.2’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Massive
Quartzose Dolostone. Medium to dark gray, off-white altered chert,
massive (intensely bioturbated?), some obvious burrows lined by thick
carbonate sediment, scattered bivalve and other undifferentiated skeletal
fragments, dolomitic altered chert layer from 4776.6’ – 4776.9’ that contains
abundant skeletal molds. Detrital quartz grains scattered. Poor to moderate
porosity IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4772.2’ – 4778.5’ = Facies = S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate
Rich Quartz Sandstone. Medium to light buff gray, intensely bioturbated
with burrows lined with dark gray carbonate sediment, large and intense
stylolites and abundant wispy stylolites. Darker appearance illustrates
abundance of carbonate sediment and creates an almost 50%-50% mixing of
siliciclastic and carbonate sediment. Poor to moderate porosity IP, IX, M/V.
Gradational basal contact.
4778.5’ – 4778.7’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Bioturbated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, off-white altered chert,
intensely bioturbated with burrows preferentially? silicified, abundant microstylolites, no apparent skeletal fragments. Poor to moderate porosity, MX, IP,
IX, V/M. Sharp basal contact.
4778.7’ – 4780.3’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Dolostone. Medium gray, medium buff gray, generally massive (intensely
bioturbated?), detrital quartz grains, abundant stylolites, wispy stylolites
swarms. Two cemented? layers at 4779.7’ – 4779.8’ and 4780.2’ – 4780.3’
that contain abundant skeletal molds. Moderate porosity IX, IP, M/V. Sharp
basal contact.
4780.3’ – 4781.6’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Medium to light buff gray, medium to dark gray, fine to
very fine grained detrital quartz gains, intensely bioturbated with burrows
backfilled with detrital quartz grains and lined by carbonate sediment.
Carbonate rich layer at 4781.4’ – 4781.6’.
4781.6’ – 4783.6’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Medium to light buff gray, medium to dark gray, fine to
very fine grained detrital quartz gains, slight to moderate bioturbation but
dominantly preserved laminations and a few truncated surfaces. Horizontal
to slightly inclined parallel to wavy interlaminations of carbonate rich quartz
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and carbonate poor quartz sandstone. Carbonate rich layer at 4781.4’ –
4781.6’. Moderate porosity IP, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4783.6’ – 4785.8’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light gray, no observable skeletal
fragments but some molds near the top of the interval, rare bioturbation but
some moderately bioturabted intervals at 4785.0’ with poorly preserved
laminations, slightly massive due to dolomitization but dominance of
preserved horizontal to slightly inclined and some deformed parallel to wavy
interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor dolostone. Soft
sediment deformation? surrounding the chert nodules around 4785.0’.
Sucrosic dolomite. Moderate to good porosity IX, M/V. Basal contact not
slabbed.
4785.8’ – 4787.0’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light gray, generally massive (intense bioturbation?),
no observable skeletal fragments but some molds scattered throughout, wispy
stylolites, detrital quartz scattered throughout. Sucrosic dolomite. Moderate
to good porosity IX, M/V. Basal contact missing.
4787.0’ – 4794.0’ = Missing Interval
4794.0’ – 4795.7’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light gray, generally massive (intense bioturbation?),
no observable skeletal fragments but rare molds scattered throughout, wispy
stylolites and some stylolite laminations. Cemented layer at 4795.6’ with
skeletal molds. Detrital quartz scattered throughout. Sucrosic dolomite.
Moderate to good porosity IX, M/V. sharp basal contact.
4795.7’ – 4796.2’ = Facies C-7. Quartzose Limey Dolostone/ Altered Chert.
Debris Lag. Medium gray, abundantly full of bivalves and undifferentiated
skeletal fragments (grainstone?), silicified base. Moderate porosity MX,
M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4796.6’ – 4796.8’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, moderate bioturbated to generally
massive (intense bioturbation?), abundant stylolite laminations, no
observable skeletal debris though some molds scattered about. Moderate
porosity IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
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4796.8’ – 4799.3’ = Facies C-7. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone/Altered Chert.
Debris Lag. Medium to dark gray, brownish, light gray, off-white altered
chert, abundant bivalves and undifferentiated skeletal debris (grainstone?).
Abundance of micro-stylolites, wispy stylolites and strong stylolites. Altered
silicified interval at 4798.2’ – 4799.0’ with some preserved laminations at
4798.2’ – 4798.4’. Altered chert contains macro-scale molds and vugs. Poor
porosity in the limestone rich parts and abundant MX in altered chert
interval. Sharp to gradational basal contact.
4799.3’ – 4810.8’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Limey Dolostone/Altered Chert.
Massive Quartzose Carbonate. Dark to medium gray transitional to
medium to light gray at 4804.3’, off-white altered chert, generally massive
(intense bioturbation?) with some obvious bioturbated intervals throughout
(<0.1’). Rare to no observable skeletal fragments, but there is an abundance
of macro-scale bivalves. Cemented intervals (0.1’) at 4805.6’ at 4806.5’ that
contain a concentration of skeletal molds (could be a cemented up debris
lag). Abundant stylolites, stylolite laminations, wispy stylolite swarms, and
stylolite bounded burrows? Some obvious burrows with thick carbonate
linings. Some slightly preserved laminations within the altered chert and at
some smaller intervals (0.1’ - 0.2’). Moderate porosity IX, MX, V/M. Sharp
basal contact.
4810.8’ – 4812.3’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone. Laminated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, rare to no observable macro-scale
skeletal fragments but there are some rare skeletal molds scattered
throughout but concentrated in laminations near base of interval. Some small
wispy stylolites. Horizontal to slightly inclined parallel interlaminations of
quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor dolostone with some truncated
surfaces. Sucrosic dolomite. Moderate to poor porosity IX, Sharp basal
contact.
4812.3’ – 4817.5’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff tan, medium to dark gray, moderate to
generally intensely bioturbated, slightly massive in some areas, burrows
backfilled with detrital quartz grains, some scattered bivalves and other
undifferentiated skeletal debris, abundant skeletal molds. Some strong
stylolites and abundant wispy stylolites and some stylo-laminations.
Carbonate rich intervals. Cemented interval at 415.7’ – 4816.1’ and around
4817.0’ with some molds. Contact between clean quartz sandstone and
carbonate rich quartz sandstone common with burrowed surfaces. Moderate
porosity IG, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
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4817.5’ – 4826.5’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Light to medium buff gray, off-white altered chert, massive
(intense bioturbation?) with rare obvious bioturbated intervals throughout
with dark carbonate sediment linings. Base of interval contains obvious
bioturbation. Rare to no observable bivalves and other skeletal fragments.
Abundant stylolites, stylolite laminations, wispy stylolite swarms, and
stylolite bounded burrows? Some obvious burrows with thick carbonate
linings. Sucrosic dolomite. Moderate to good porosity IX, M/V. Gradational
basal contact.
4826.5’ – 4836.5’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, off-white altered chert,
rare to no skeletal fragments throughout, dominantly horizontal to slightly
inclined parallel to slightly wavy interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone
and quartz poor dolostone with common truncated surfaces. Rare
bioturbation throughout and some small (0.1’ – 0.2’) bioturbated intervals
that disrupt any previous laminations. Some quartz rich interval at 4830.2’ –
4830.4’ with quartz filled burrows. One altered chert interval preserving
laminations. Surface at 4833.7’ between quartz rich dolostone and quartz
poor dolostone with moderate bioturbation below that surface. Sucrosic
dolomite. Moderate to good porosity IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4836.5’ – 4837.1’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, rare to no skeletal fragments
observed, moderate to intense bioturbation with quartz filled burrows that
contain dark gray to medium gray carbonate sediment lining, very intense
stylolite near base. Massive near base due to intense bioturbation? Sucrosic
dolomite. Moderate to good porosity IX, M/V. Sharp to gradational base.
4837.1’ – 4838.8’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
quartzose Carbonate. Medium to light buff gray, off-white dolomitic chert,
no observable skeletal fragments, horizontal to slightly inclined parallel
interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz poor dolostone with a
few truncated surfaces. Sucrosic dolomite. Moderate to good porosity IX,
M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4838.8’ – 4840.4’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Light buff tan, dark to medium gray, moderately to
intensely bioturbated with quartz filled burrows, burrows have dark
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carbonate sediment lining, no observable skeletal fragments, some carbonate
laminations disrupted by bioturbation. Moderate porosity IP, IX, M/V. No
basal contact?
4840.4’ – 4841.0’ = Ftages off
4841.0’ – 4844.6’ = Facies C-1. Limey Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert.
Laminated Quartzose Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, off-white
dolomitic limey chert, some wispy stylolites, no observable skeletal
fragments, rare bioturbation with quartz filled burrows at top of interval,
dominantly horizontal parallel interlaminations of quartz rich limey
dolostone and quartz poor limey dolostone. Silicified layers at 4842.4’ –
4842.6’. Slightly wavy laminations near the base of the interval due to slight
bioturbation. Poor porosity. Sharp basal contact.
4844.6’ – 4845.2’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Bioturbated
Quartzose Carbonate. Medium buff gray, light buff gray, moderate to
intensely bioturbated with quartz backfilled burrows, some layers contain a
greater abundance of quartz grains, some stylolite bounded burrows, wispy
stylolites common. Poor porosity. Gradational basal contact.
4845.2’ – 4848.1’ = Facies S-1A. Quartz Sandstone. Laminated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Medium to light buff gray, medium gray, rare scattered
macro-scale bivalve fragments, strong stylolite, predominantly horizontal to
slightly inclined parallel to slightly wavy interlaminations of carbonate rich
quartz sandstone and carbonate poor sandstone, small intervals (<0.1’)
containing obvious quartz filled bioturbation, disrupting laminations. Poor
porosity. Gradational basal contact.
4848.1’ – 4848.3’ = Facies C-7. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Debris Lag.
Medium to dark gray, skeletal rich interval, bivalves and other
undifferentiated skeletal fragments, abundant quartz. Poor porosity. Sharp
basal contact.
4848.3’ – 4851.1’ = Facies C-8?. Dolomitic Quartzose Limestone. Massive to
Bioturbated Carbonate. Medium to dark gray, generally massive, abundant
wispy stylolites and stylolite swarms and laminations, stylolite bounded
burrows, rare scattered bivalves, some burrows with dark carbonate lining?.
Poor porosity. Gradational basal contact.
4851.1’ – 4852.0’ = Poor Labeling/Missing Interval?
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4852.0’ – 4852.7’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Limey Dolostone. Bioturbated
Quartzose Dolostone. Medium buff gray, moderately to intensely
bioturbated with stylolite bounded burrows that are backfilled predominantly
with detrital quartz grains, wispy stylolites common, rare to no observable
skeletal fragments. Sucrosic dolomite. Moderate to good porosity IX, M/V.
Missing basal contact or sharp basal contact?
4852.7’ – 4854.5’ = Facies C-1. Quartzose Dolostone/Altered Chert. Laminated
Quartzose Dolostone. Medium buff gray, dark to medium buff gray,
skeletal rich layer at 4853.1’ with bivalves, horizontal to slightly inclined
parallel to slightly wavy interlaminations of quartz rich dolostone and quartz
poor dolostone. Much more wavy laminations near middle of interval at
4853.0, 4853.8’ and at 4854.3’ around the skeletal rich layers (debris lag?).
Multiple truncated surfaces. Soft sediment deformation around altered chert
at 4853.7’ – 4853.8’ and at 4854.5’. Sucrosic dolomite. Moderate to good
porosity IP, IX, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4854.5’ – 4855.5’ = Facies S-1B. Quartz Sandstone. Bioturbated Carbonate Rich
Quartz Sandstone. Medium to light buff gray, moderate to intense
bioturbation with quartz filled burrows and carbonate linings, abundant
wispy stylolites, very carbonate rich. No observable skeletal fragments.
Moderate to poor porosity IP, M/V. Sharp basal contact.
4855.5’ – 4856.5’ = Facies C-2. Quartzose Dolostone. Bioturbated Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium to darkish gray, abundant stylolites and wispy
stylolites, generally moderately to intensely bioturbated with quartz filled
burrows but some preserved horizontal to slightly inclined laminations near
the top of the interval, no observable macro-scale skeletal debris. Sucrosic
dolomite. Moderate to good porosity. IX, M/V. Gradational basal contact.
4856.5’ – 4857.1’ = Facies C-8. Quartzose Dolostone. Massive Quartzose
Carbonate. Medium gray, massive (intense bioturbation?), no observable
skeletal fragments, some stylolites. Sucrosic dolomite. Great porosity IX,
M/V.
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APPENDIX C
Gregory #1 - #3 Conventional Core Analyses Data
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MD
(ft)
4709
4710
4711
4712
4713
4714
4715
4716
4717
4718
4719
4720
4721
4722
4723
4724
4725
4726
4727
4728
4729

Porosity
0.121
0.127
0.126
0.118
0.094
0.1
0.104
0.092
0.096
0.091
0.082
0.037
0.024
0.022
0.008
0.005
0.05
0.031
0.039
0.016
0.012

Gregory #1
Permeability
RHOG
(mD)
(g/cc)
50.4
2.69
61.2
2.69
30.8
2.68
26.2
2.66
14
2.65
42.8
2.66
9.2
2.67
4.5
2.69
2.5
2.67
34.9
2.68
2.2
2.69
0.3
2.75
2.2
2.74
0.02
2.76
0.4
2.72
0.02
2.73
0.02
2.79
0.02
2.77
0.02
2.77
0.02
2.72
0.2
2.73
223

RHOB
(g/cc)
2.5
2.46
2.46
2.47
2.47
2.47
2.45
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.53
2.67
2.7
2.71
2.72
2.73
2.67
2.7
2.68
2.69
2.71

Petrophysical
facies
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4730
4731
4732
4733
4734
4735
4736
4737
4738
4739
4740
4741
4742
4743
4744
4745
4746
4747
4748
4749
4750
4751
4752
4753
4754

0.01
0.011
0.038
0.019
0.015
0.13
0.146
0.143
0.164
0.176
0.172
0.183
0.19
0.156
0.134
0.088
0.168
0.098
0.174
0.087

0.02
0.4
0.1
0.3
0.4
47.7
109.8
77
65.3
176
98
146.2
184.5
91.5
69.3
5.8
184.5
16.4
130.3
0.9

2.69
2.66
2.75
2.71
2.7
2.7
2.71
2.69
2.74
2.71
2.74
2.71
2.75
2.74
2.69
2.66
2.72
2.65
2.76
2.65
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2.68
2.65
2.67
2.67
2.67
2.4
2.37
2.38
2.37
2.36
2.36
2.35
2.34
2.36
2.38
2.5
2.37
2.5
2.37
2.51

2
0
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
1
0
3
3

4755
4756
4757
4758
4759
4760
4761
4762
4763
4764
4765
4766
4767
4768
4769
4770
4771
4772
4773
4774
4775
4776
4777
4778
4779

0.097
0.112
0.176
0.148
0.149
0.086
0.156
0.098
0.143
0.13
0.142
0.138
0.125
0.095
0.044
0.051
0.121
0.082
0.125
0.13
0.118

1.9
2.3
15.1
97.7
11.6
2.7
73.3
42
18.4
70.4
80.3
49
25
5
0.2
0.1
40
0.9
52.8
47.6
32

2.67
2.79
2.65
2.73
2.75
2.67
2.65
2.7
2.74
2.71
2.72
2.79
2.77
2.72
2.79
2.75
2.83
2.74
2.75
2.75
2.72
225

2.47
2.56
2.33
2.46
2.46
2.48
2.36
2.6
2.42
2.52
2.51
2.52
2.6
2.64
2.69
2.65
2.6
2.62
2.6
2.59
2.61

4
3
3
3
1
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

4780
4781
4782
4783
4784
4785
4786
4787
4788
4789
4790
4791
4792
4793
4794
4795
4796
4797
4798
4799
4800
4801
4802
4803
4804

0.098
0.112
0.111

10.2
18.1
2.9

2.71
2.72
2.72
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2.65
2.57
2.58

3
3
3

4805
4806
4807
4808
4809
4810
4811
4812
4813
4814
4815
4816
4817
4818
4819
4820
4821
4822
4823
4824
4825
4826
4827
4828
4829

0.123
0.152
0.143
0.153
0.192
0.204
0.175
0.187
0.145
0.117
0.061
0.058
0.043
0.043
0.032
0.04
0.051
0.11
0.112
0.12
0.07

22.4
4.4
9
17.5
21.8
73.4
98
176
126
2.6
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.02
0.02
0.1
0.02
12.8
13.7
46.3
0.1

2.74
2.75
2.78
2.77
2.75
2.78
2.72
2.72
2.7
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.74
2.77
2.76
2.74
2.72
2.76
2.69
2.68
227

2.51
2.4
2.47
2.46
2.35
2.36
2.38
2.37
2.42
2.48
2.59
2.61
2.65
2.63
2.69
2.65
2.62
2.48
2.48
2.46
2.57

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

4830
4831
4832
4833
4834
4835
4836
4837

0.125
0.219
0.141
0.184
0.2
0.222
0.177
0.174

29.6
14
5.1
4.1
4.4
13.6
4.4
0.8

2.75
2.78
2.72
2.7
2.69
2.67
2.67
2.65
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2.43
2.28
2.4
2.31
2.26
2.28
2.35
2.34

4
4
4
4

MD
(ft)
4716
4717
4718
4719
4720
4721
4722
4723
4724
4725
4726
4727
4728
4729
4730
4731
4732
4733
4734
4735
4736
4737

Porosity
0.085
0.091
0.097
0.092
0.097
0.1
0.095
0.107
0.095
0.088
0.081
0.081
0.075
0.047
0.09
0.098
0.098
0.035
0.013
0.034
0.061
0.025

Gregory #2
Permeability
RHOG
(mD)
(g/cc)
12.3
2.69
54.7
2.67
281
2.67
282
2.65
96.5
2.64
33.8
2.67
33.4
2.68
29.7
2.67
10.9
2.69
9.5
2.66
19.7
2.64
12.3
2.65
6.3
2.67
6.7
2.59
23.5
2.65
15.3
2.69
25.9
2.69
0.3
2.71
0.1
2.71
0.02
2.73
0.3
2.71
0.1
2.75
229

RHOB
(g/cc)
2.55
2.52
2.5
2.5
2.48
2.49
2.53
2.48
2.52
2.51
2.51
2.52
2.55
2.54
2.5
2.52
2.53
2.63
2.68
2.66
2.58
2.7

Petrophysical
facies
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2

4738
4739
4740
4741
4742
4743
4744
4745
4746
4747
4748
4749
4750
4751
4752
4753
4754
4755
4756
4757
4758
4759
4760
4761
4762

0.022
0.035
0.007
0.023
0.041
0.011
0.009
0.025
0.011
0.052
0.171
0.164
0.154
0.176
0.198
0.185
0.182
0.191
0.186
0.204
0.202
0.184
0.174
0.183
0.165

0.7
0.2
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.6
0.8
0.9
0.02
0.4
77.1
117.8
54
72.7
240
46.8
44.5
155
63.3
86.7
88
40
43.5
63.3
54

2.75
2.75
2.69
2.73
2.73
2.73
2.71
2.73
2.73
2.73
2.78
2.75
2.76
2.73
2.75
2.77
2.77
2.76
2.76
2.77
2.79
2.81
2.77
2.74
2.73
230

2.7
2.67
2.69
2.7
2.65
2.69
2.69
2.67
2.7
2.62
2.47
2.47
2.48
2.41
2.39
2.42
2.43
2.41
2.42
2.39
2.41
2.45
2.43
2.41
2.43

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4763
4764
4765
4766
4767
4768
4769
4770
4771
4772
4773
4774
4775
4776
4777
4778
4779
4780
4781
4782
4783
4784
4785
4786
4787

0.267
0.158
0.212
0.149
0.161
0.132
0.069
0.104
0.172
0.158
0.223
0.172
0.14
0.119
0.127
0.149
0.171
0.157
0.124
0.132
0.154
0.15
0.129
0.198
0.141

77
70
147
50.7
52.8
49.5
11.7
7.8
123
21.4
259
58.5
30
33
14
20
35
17.4
21.8
28.2
54
38.8
42
27.4
35

2.71
2.69
2.8
2.72
2.72
2.71
2.7
2.69
2.75
2.76
2.79
2.81
2.75
2.67
2.71
2.7
2.72
2.77
2.73
2.75
2.84
2.77
2.74
2.72
2.78
231

2.45
2.39
2.39
2.47
2.43
2.44
2.54
2.48
2.43
2.48
2.38
2.48
2.5
2.47
2.46
2.41
2.4
2.47
2.52
2.51
2.55
2.5
2.52
2.36
2.51

3
3
3
3
3
3
0
0
3
3
3
3
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4788
4789
4790
4791
4792
4793
4794
4795
4796
4797
4798
4799
4800
4801
4802
4803
4804
4805
4806
4807
4808
4809
4810
4811
4812

0.13
0.127
0.127
0.167
0.149
0.16
0.148
0.163
0.189
0.175
0.16
0.147
0.151
0.142
0.153
0.145
0.134
0.135
0.133
0.124
0.137
0.149
0.126
0.115
0.132

23.6
14.6
11.7
31.6
70.7
19.5
54.2
58.5
90
76
28.1
29.2
31.4
44
52.8
123
39.3
25.7
23.4
25.4
25.7
32.8
61.2
39.4
17.4

2.79
2.8
2.81
2.79
2.76
2.8
2.78
2.77
2.78
2.78
2.78
2.76
2.79
2.76
2.73
2.68
2.69
2.72
2.71
2.7
2.73
2.73
2.75
2.77
2.76
232

2.42
2.58
2.56
2.48
2.49
2.49
2.51
2.46
2.44
2.47
2.48
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.47
2.43
2.47
2.48
2.47
2.49
2.48
2.45
2.52
2.56
2.52

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3

4813
4814
4815
4816
4817
4818
4819
4820
4821
4822
4823
4824
4825
4826
4827
4828
4829
4830
4831
4832
4833
4834
4835
4836
4837

0.061
0.161
0.16
0.151
0.145
0.167
0.184
0.172
0.184
0.201
0.156
0.147
0.117
0.169
0.136
0.2
0.125
0.155
0.139
0.229
0.215
0.055
0.017
0.017
0.057

0.5
47
23.2
28.1
77
174
56.3
40
64.8
119
33
22.5
6.5
14.7
14.2
38.7
36.7
48
53.6
8.6
25
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

2.75
2.71
2.79
2.8
2.75
2.78
2.78
2.76
2.79
2.76
2.75
2.76
2.77
2.77
2.8
2.73
2.7
2.73
2.72
3.22
3.09
2.73
2.71
2.75
2.81
233

2.62
2.41
2.5
2.53
2.5
2.47
2.45
2.44
2.45
2.38
2.46
2.5
2.54
2.42
2.54
2.35
2.47
2.44
2.47
2.56
2.51
2.61
2.68
2.7
2.67

4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4838
4839
4840
4841
4842
4843
4844
4845
4846
4847
4848
4849
4850

0.012
0.014
0.007
0.042
0.044
0.053
0.165
0.128
0.126
0.156
0.189
0.196
0.197

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.6
91.5
31.2
10.2
27.7
4.4
3.9
4.5

2.73
2.72
2.73
2.75
2.75
2.69
2.76
2.75
2.79
2.8
2.75
2.79
2.77
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2.71
2.68
2.7
2.66
2.67
2.58
2.44
2.49
2.55
2.49
2.37
2.39
2.37

2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

MD
(ft)
4726
4727
4728
4729
4730
4731
4732
4733
4734
4735
4736
4737
4738
4739
4740
4741
4742
4743
4744
4745
4746
4747

Porosity
0.068
0.088
0.108
0.094
0.089
0.089
0.077
0.085
0.074
0.083
0.1
0.103
0.108
0.064
0.054
0.038
0.043
0.031
0.033
0.028
0.026

Gregory #3
Permeability
RHOG
(mD)
(g/cc)
21.9
2.67
50.8
2.64
142
2.62
45.1
2.64
67.8
2.63
41.4
2.61
24.4
2.63
20.6
2.64
25.4
26.4
36.5
33.1
92.3
17.5
2.5
0.8
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.3

2.65
2.67
2.67
2.67
2.68
2.66
2.72
2.77
2.74
2.77
2.79
2.77
2.78
235

RHOB
(g/cc)
2.52
2.45
2.4
2.46
2.46
2.45
2.46
2.48

Petrophysical
facies
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2.51
2.5
2.47
2.46
2.45
2.52
2.6
2.67
2.67
2.7
2.71
2.71
2.72

0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4748
4749
4750
4751
4752
4753
4754
4755
4756
4757
4758
4759
4760
4761
4762
4763
4764
4765
4766
4767
4768
4769
4770
4771
4772

0.022
0.034
0.043
0.009
0.024
0.017
0.032
0.033
0.03
0.054
0.016
0.041
0.075
0.147
0.174
0.163
0.162
0.178
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.232
0.144
0.127
0.135

0.02
6.9
0.5
0.02
0.4
1
0.02
0.5
0.02
0.9
0.3
14.5
10.9
79
129
49
88
142
287
427
850
441
43.3
37.5
34.1

2.76
2.76
2.75
2.7
2.75
2.73
2.75
2.72
2.74
2.75
2.72
2.69
2.69
2.7
2.7
2.72
2.71
2.7
2.68
2.73
2.74
2.76
2.67
2.66
2.69
236

2.72
2.69
2.67
2.7
2.7
2.69
2.68
2.65
2.68
2.63
2.69
2.61
2.53
2.39
2.37
2.37
2.36
2.33
2.25
2.27
2.25
2.27
2.37
2.38
2.4

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
1

4773
4774
4775
4776
4777
4778
4779
4780
4781
4782
4783
4784
4785
4786
4787
4788
4789
4790
4791
4792
4793
4794
4795
4796
4797

0.101
0.14
0.114
0.08
0.116
0.118
0.198
0.146
0.141
0.141
0.132
0.139
0.19
0.16
0.185

4.9
6
4.8
0.4
19.7
5.9
11
14.3
149.5
28.6
88.9
119
84.4
84.4
211

2.68
2.69
2.68
2.65
2.71
2.69
2.66
2.73
2.63
2.68
2.64
2.63
2.73
2.72
2.73

2.44
2.37
2.42
2.47
2.47
2.45
2.27
2.42
2.34
2.4
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.37
2.33

0
3
1
0
3
1
3
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3

0.13
0.113
0.139

54
35.5
56.8

2.72
2.72
2.78

2.47
2.53
2.49

3
3
2

237

4798
4799
4800
4801
4802
4803
4804
4805
4806
4807
4808
4809
4810
4811
4812
4813
4814
4815
4816
4817
4818
4819
4820
4821
4822

0.042
0.185
0.12
0.104
0.14
0.105
0.104
0.128
0.13
0.133
0.155
0.149
0.114
0.126
0.087
0.123
0.113

0.02
6.7
18.6
6.2
27.2
2.8
5.6
4.4
47.5
33
109
66
22.6
39.4
38.4
3.9
10.1

2.73
2.7
2.76
2.77
2.79
2.75
2.75
2.76
2.72
2.7
2.73
2.73
2.7
2.75
2.74
2.65
2.65

2.64
2.35
2.54
2.57
2.49
2.52
2.52
2.49
2.45
2.46
2.42
2.42
2.47
2.5
2.54
2.4
2.42

2
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
0
1
1

0.11
0.111
0.119
0.16
0.156
0.121
0.145

25.7
19.1
14
15.8
52.1
21.6
27

2.66
2.69
2.78
2.75
2.77
2.73
2.76

2.45
2.49
2.55
2.43
2.46
2.53
2.47

0
1
3
3
3
3
3
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4823
4824
4825
4826
4827
4828
4829
4830
4831
4832
4833
4834
4835
4836
4837
4838
4839
4840
4841
4842
4843
4844
4845
4846
4847

0.123
0.149
0.118
0.089
0.167
0.127
0.117
0.175
0.164
0.141
0.156
0.151
0.162
0.14
0.157
0.128
0.123
0.141
0.148
0.083
0.062
0.062
0.061
0.059
0.034

19.1
56.6
27.8
2.4
39
30
31.2
51
183
60.3
49.5
47.8
76.5
23.6
18.6
38.8
60.2
55.5
10
5.1
9.6
0.9
1.4
1
0.2

2.74
2.75
2.72
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.69
2.76
2.73
2.68
2.71
2.71
2.73
2.75
2.76
2.73
2.64
2.71
2.79
2.77
2.7
2.69
2.67
2.68
2.73
239

2.49
2.44
2.48
2.58
2.43
2.51
2.48
2.44
2.39
2.43
2.41
2.42
2.43
2.47
2.45
2.49
2.41
2.46
2.51
2.58
2.57
2.56
2.56
2.55
2.65

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
0
0

4848
4849
4850
4851
4852
4853
4854
4855
4856
4857
4858

0.047
0.021
0.051
0.102
0.122
0.128
0.145
0.074
0.175
0.196
0.25

0.02
0.1
1
0.2
37.8
38
52
0.7
28.6
0.3
0.4

2.8
2.7
2.76
2.7
2.67
2.72
2.74
2.68
2.71
2.69
2.71
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2.68
2.65
2.65
2.62
2.43
2.47
2.45
2.53
2.38
2.35
2.19

2
2
2
3
3
3
3
0
3
3

ALL
WELLS

GREGORY #3

GREGORY #2

GREGORY #1

Porosity
#
Petrophysical
Well
Defined
facies
Values Minimum Maximum Mean
QTZ (0-1)
15
0.0110
0.1680
0.1052
LQTZ (0)
9
0.0110
0.1040
0.0854
HQTZ (1)
6
0.1180
0.1680
0.1348
LM (2)
26
0.0050
0.1170
0.0430
DOLO (3)
44
0.0150
0.2040
0.1368
CHRT (4)
5
0.0970
0.2220
0.1760
QTZ (0-1)
30
0.0470
0.2000
0.1092
LQTZ (0)
18
0.0470
0.1070
0.0884
HQTZ (1)
12
0.1190
0.2000
0.1403
LM (2)
27
0.0070
0.2290
0.0481
DOLO (3)
72
0.0520
0.2670
0.1594
CHRT (4)
6
0.0610
0.1970
0.1542
QTZ (0-1)
34
0.0340
0.2320
0.1067
LQTZ (0)
20
0.0340
0.1100
0.0856
HQTZ (1)
14
0.1110
0.2320
0.1369
LM (2)
28
0.0090
0.1480
0.0475
DOLO (3)
60
0.0160
0.2400
0.1427
CHRT (4)
1
0.1040
0.1040
0.1040
QTZ (0-1)
79
0.0110
0.2320
LQTZ (0)
47
0.0110
0.1100
HQTZ (1)
32
0.1110
0.2320
LM (2)
81
0.0050
0.2290
241

St.dev.

Variance

0.0350
0.0285
0.0196
0.0282
0.0364
0.0474
0.0309
0.0143
0.0211
0.0582
0.0323
0.0534
0.0348
0.0185
0.0301
0.0319
0.0389
N/A

0.0012
0.0008
0.0004
0.0008
0.0013
0.0020
0.0010
0.0002
0.0004
0.0034
0.0010
0.0029
0.0012
0.0003
0.0009
0.0010
0.0015
N/A

DOLO (3)
CHRT (4)

176
12

0.0150
0.0610

0.2670
0.2220

242

ALL
WELLS

GREGORY #3

GREGORY #2

GREGORY #1

Permeability (mD)
#
Petrophysical
Well
Defined
facies
St.dev.
Values Minimum Maximum Mean
QTZ (0-1)
15
0.4000
184.5000 30.8667 46.4860
LQTZ (0)
9
0.4000
42.8000
10.9222 13.1119
HQTZ (1)
6
11.6000
184.5000 60.7833 63.1313
LM (2)
26
0.0200
34.9000
1.8962
6.8309
DOLO (3)
44
0.1000
184.5000 56.7341 51.6186
CHRT (4)
5
1.9000
13.6000
5.6800
4.5494
QTZ (0-1)
30
6.3000
282.0000 47.0067 68.5151
LQTZ (0)
18
6.3000
282.0000 52.6167 86.1137
HQTZ (1)
12
14.2000
123.0000 38.5917 28.0496
LM (2)
27
0.0200
53.6000
4.3474
11.9855
DOLO (3)
72
0.4000
259.0000 57.0236 47.8983
CHRT (4)
6
0.5000
27.7000
8.5333
9.8944
QTZ (0-1)
34
0.2000
441.0000 49.8206 78.4418
LQTZ (0)
20
0.2000
142.0000 39.9500 34.4954
HQTZ (1)
14
3.9000
441.0000 71.0643 114.2545
LM (2)
28
0.0200
56.8000
4.1864
11.0905
DOLO (3)
60
0.2000
850.0000 68.8150 125.2338
CHRT (4)
1
6.2000
6.2000
6.2000
N/A
QTZ (0-1)
79
0.2000
441.0000
LQTZ (0)
47
0.2000
282.0000
HQTZ (1)
32
3.9000
441.0000
LM (2)
81
0.0200
56.8000
243

Variance
2160.9467
171.9219
3985.5617
46.6613
2664.4828
20.6970
4694.3248
7415.5626
786.7828
143.6530
2294.2446
97.8987
6153.1090
1189.9342
13054.0794
123.0000
15683.4993
N/A

DOLO (3)
CHRT (4)

176
12

0.1000
0.5000

850.0000
27.7000

244

ALL
WELLS

GREGORY #3

GREGORY #2

GREGORY #1

RHOG (g/cc)
#
Petrophysical
Well
Defined
facies
St.dev.
Values Minimum Maximum Mean
QTZ (0-1)
15
2.6500
2.7500
2.6780
0.0273
LQTZ (0)
9
2.6500
2.6900
2.6644
0.0124
HQTZ (1)
6
2.6600
2.7500
2.6983
0.0319
LM (2)
26
2.6800
2.7900
2.7412
0.0283
DOLO (3)
44
2.6500
2.8300
2.7282
0.0381
CHRT (4)
5
2.6700
2.7000
2.6800
0.0141
QTZ (0-1)
30
2.5900
2.8000
2.6860
0.0394
LQTZ (0)
18
2.5900
2.7000
2.6650
0.0262
HQTZ (1)
12
2.6700
2.8000
2.7175
0.0349
LM (2)
27
2.6900
3.2200
2.7615
0.1172
DOLO (3)
72
2.6900
2.8400
2.7600
0.0309
CHRT (4)
6
2.7500
2.8000
2.7750
0.0217
QTZ (0-1)
34
2.6100
2.7600
2.6700
0.0355
LQTZ (0)
20
2.6100
2.7400
2.6620
0.0329
HQTZ (1)
14
2.6300
2.7600
2.6814
0.0372
LM (2)
28
2.6600
2.8000
2.7429
0.0367
DOLO (3)
60
2.6300
2.7900
2.7215
0.0319
CHRT (4)
1
2.7700
2.7700
2.7700
N/A
QTZ (0-1)
79
2.5900
2.8000
LQTZ (0)
47
2.5900
2.7400
HQTZ (1)
32
2.6300
2.8000
LM (2)
81
2.6600
3.2200
245

Variance
0.0007
0.0002
0.0010
0.0008
0.0015
0.0002
0.0015
0.0007
0.0012
0.0137
0.0010
0.0005
0.0013
0.0011
0.0014
0.0013
0.0010
N/A

DOLO (3)
CHRT (4)

176
12

2.6300
2.6700

2.8400
2.8000
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Porosity vs. Permeability: Lithofacies and Petrophysical facies
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248
248

249
249

250
250

251
251

252
252

253
253

254
254

255
255

APPENDIX E
Mercury Injection-Capillary Pressure Porosimetry Measurements
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MICROMERITICS INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09
Serial: 848

Sample ID:
Operator:
Submitter:
File:

1T

LP Analysis Time:
HP Analysis Time:
Report Time:

7/26/2012 4:44:20PM
7/26/2012 12:32:53PM
7/26/2012 5:40:13PM

Port: 2/2

Page 1

Sample Weight:
Correction Type:
Show Neg. Int:

2.2000 g
None
No

µL/pF

Pen. Weight:

C:\9500\1T.SMP

Summary Report
Penetrometer parameters
Penetrometer:

Pen. Constant:
Stem Volume:

0295 - (13) 3 Bulb, 0.412
Stem, Solid

10.790
0.4120

mL

257

Max. Head
Pressure:

g
64.2000
4.6800

psia

Pen. Volume:

3.5300

mL

Assembly Weight:

g
98.9000

Hg Parameters
Adv. Contact Angle:
Hg Surface Tension:

130.000
485.000

degrees
dynes/cm

0.000

Param 2:

Rec. Contact Angle:
Hg Density:

130.000
13.5335

degrees
g/mL

User Parameters
Param 1:

Low Pressure:
Evacuation Pressure:
Evacuation Time:
Mercury Filling Pressure:
Equilibration Time:

50

µmHg
mins
psia
secs

5
0.53
10

High Pressure:

258

0.000

Param
3:

0.000

Equilibration Time:

10

secs

No Blank Correction
(From Pressure 0.10 to 60000.00
psia)
Intrusion Data Summary
Total Intrusion Volume =
Total Pore Area =
Median Pore Diameter (Volume) =
Median Pore Diameter (Area) =
Average Pore Diameter (4V/A) =
Bulk Density at
0.53 psia =
Apparent (skeletal) Density =
Porosity =
Stem Volume Used =

0.0551
0.047
12133.0
901.7
4672.0
1.9494
2.1838
10.7322
30

mL/g
m²/g
nm
nm
nm
g/mL
g/mL
%
%

14.99
12065.0
0.039
0.00442

psia (Calculated)
nm

Pore Structure Summary
Threshold Pressure:
Characteristic length =
Conductivity formation factor =
Permeability constant =

259

Permeability =
BET Surface Area =
Pore shape exponent =
Tortuosity factor =
Tortuosity =
Percolation Fractal dimension =
Backbone Fractal dimension =

25.2849
230.0000
1.00
0.000
10.6388
3.000
2.890

mdarcy
m²/g

Mayer Stowe Summary
Interstitial porosity =
Breakthrough pressure ratio =

47.6300
3.3512

%

Material Compressibility
Linear Coefficient =
Quadratic Coefficient =

N/A
N/A

1/psia
1/psia²
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MICROMERITICS INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION
AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09

Serial: 848

Sample ID:
Operator:
Submitter:
File:

1T

LP Analysis Time:
HP Analysis Time:
Report Time:

7/26/2012 4:44:20PM
7/26/2012 12:32:53PM
7/26/2012 5:40:13PM

Port: 2/2

Page 1

Sample Weight:
Correction Type:
Show Neg. Int:

2.2000 g
None
No

C:\9500\1T.SMP

Cumulative Intrusion vs Pressure
Intrusion for Cycle 1
Pressure (psia)
0.526266754
1.993487835
2.988914013
3.987934113

Cumulative
Cumulative
Pore throat
Intrusion (mL/g)
Intrusion Fraction
radius (microns)
4.54545E-31
0.00%
98.16224428
0.004274692
7.76%
25.9141414
0.00494557
8.98%
17.28371087
0.005521836
10.03%
12.95395665
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5.487981796
5.988370895
7.481789589
8.480010986
10.4714222
12.96801472
16.00045776
19.98399925
24.9679985
29.9575882
37.70222092
46.6890831
57.34865189
70.66764832
86.01554871
110.5508575
136.200119
171.348053
216.3186188

0.006450743
0.00677758
0.007672084
0.008403168
0.010372795
0.015533389
0.03362127
0.042514697
0.045886282
0.047916118
0.048768368
0.049410809
0.050104249
0.050760563
0.051263895
0.051875766
0.052361093
0.052827671
0.053256288

11.72%
12.31%
13.94%
15.26%
18.84%
28.21%
61.07%
77.22%
83.35%
87.03%
88.58%
89.75%
91.01%
92.20%
93.12%
94.23%
95.11%
95.96%
96.73%

9.413210092
8.626640956
6.904701745
6.0919173
4.933381986
3.983610966
3.22862798
2.585044414
2.069029507
1.724422049
1.370198476
1.106458345
0.900797559
0.731020868
0.600583574
0.467291948
0.37929134
0.301488839
0.238812202

266.6711426
326.596344
416.9115295
516.4987793
636.9801636
796.5976563

0.053595845
0.053886127
0.054175176
0.054383315
0.054551836
0.054692023

97.35%
97.88%
98.40%
98.78%
99.09%
99.34%

0.19371997
0.158175456
0.123910043
0.100018679
0.081100682
0.06485021
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988.8900757
1196.505127
1494.950806
1896.091797
2342.947998
2892.77124
3591.875
4485.169922
5586.139648
6877.336426
8574.683594
10574.6123
13173.77246
14774.80664
16370.4375
19967.62891
24989.54297
29993.24805
34994.01953
39991.22266
44991.66406
49968.21875
54964.07031
59966.92188

0.054809783
0.054887623
0.054955691
0.055006053
0.055035185
0.055051718
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
0.055054069
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99.56%
99.70%
99.82%
99.91%
99.97%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

0.052239907
0.043175348
0.034556004
0.027245266
0.022048942
0.017858144
0.014382328
0.011517853
0.009247804
0.00751156
0.006024657
0.004885241
0.003921392
0.00349646
0.003155659
0.002587164
0.002067246
0.001722372
0.001476239
0.001291772
0.001148202
0.001033848
0.000939878
0.000861467

MICROMERITICS INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09
Serial: 848

Sample ID:
Operator:
Submitter:
File:

3T

LP Analysis Time:
HP Analysis Time:
Report Time:

7/18/2012 1:25:58PM
7/18/2012 2:34:39PM
7/26/2012 5:42:01PM

Port: 1/1

Page 1

Sample Weight:
Correction Type:
Show Neg. Int:

2.6000 g
None
No

Pen. Weight:
Max. Head
Pressure:
Assembly Weight:

C:\9500\3T.SMP

Summary Report
Penetrometer parameters
Penetrometer:

0710 - (09) 5 Bulb,
1.131 Stem, Solid

Pen. Constant:
Stem Volume:

21.630
1.1310

µL/pF
mL

Pen. Volume:

6.5992

mL
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64.4000
4.4500

g
psia

138.9000

g

Hg Parameters
Adv. Contact Angle:

130.000

degrees

Hg Surface Tension:

485.000

dynes/cm

0.000

Param 2:

Rec. Contact
Angle:
Hg Density:

130.000

degrees

13.5335

g/mL

User Parameters
Param 1:

Low Pressure:
Evacuation Pressure:
Evacuation Time:
Mercury Filling Pressure:
Equilibration Time:

50
5
0.52
10

µmHg
mins
psia
secs

10

secs

High Pressure:
Equilibration Time:
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0.000

Param 3:

0.000

No Blank Correction
(From Pressure 0.10 to 60000.00
psia)
Intrusion Data Summary
Total Intrusion Volume =
Total Pore Area =
Median Pore Diameter (Volume) =
Median Pore Diameter (Area) =
Average Pore Diameter (4V/A) =
Bulk Density at
0.52 psia =
Apparent (skeletal) Density =
Porosity =
Stem Volume Used =

0.0262
0.019
7647.4
6196.1
5480.5
2.0211
2.1341
5.2964
6

mL/g
m²/g
nm
nm
nm
g/mL
g/mL
%
% ****

Pore Structure Summary
Threshold Pressure:
Characteristic length =
Conductivity formation factor =
Permeability constant =
Permeability =
BET Surface Area =

25.14
7194.4
0.024
0.00442
5.5244
230.0000

psia (Calculated)
nm

mdarcy
m²/g
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Pore shape exponent =
Tortuosity factor =
Tortuosity =
Percolation Fractal dimension =
Backbone Fractal dimension =

1.00
0.000
13.2409
3.000
2.966

Mayer Stowe Summary
Interstitial porosity =
Breakthrough pressure ratio =

47.6300
3.3512

%

Material Compressibility
Linear Coefficient =
Quadratic Coefficient =

N/A
N/A

1/psia
1/psia²
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MICROMERITICS INSTRUMENT
CORPORATION
AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09

Serial: 848

Sample ID:
Operator:
Submitter:
File:

3T

LP Analysis Time:
HP Analysis Time:
Report Time:

7/18/2012 1:25:58PM
7/18/2012 2:34:39PM
7/26/2012 5:42:01PM

C:\9500\3T.SMP

Cumulative Intrusion vs Pressure
Intrusion for Cycle 1
Pressure (psia)

Cumulative
Intrusion (mL/g)
0.524894536
1.988607287
2.989981413
3.986562014

Cumulative
Intrusion
Fraction

3.84615E-31
0.000787994
0.001109028
0.001488433
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Pore throat
radius (microns)
0.00%
3.01%
4.23%
5.68%

98.41886728
25.97774128
17.27754073
12.95841516

5.486625671
5.98547554
7.479866982
8.479483604
10.4705677
12.96617317
15.95367813
19.98186493
24.96876144
29.95150375
36.83565521
47.16297531
56.665802
72.09268188
87.00680542
111.8306732
136.9172363
171.7060089
216.743866
266.0385742
326.7995911
417.1843262
517.347168
637.15448
797.3789673

0.002232649
0.003706489
0.005282477
0.006274766
0.006639578
0.007033574
0.007471349
0.008536601
0.015176178
0.023756554
0.023962418
0.024333606
0.024592957
0.024807015
0.024939189
0.02512731
0.025190074
0.025266059
0.025512965
0.025688071
0.025846548
0.025987355
0.02606789
0.026124887
0.026171735
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8.52%
14.14%
20.16%
23.94%
25.34%
26.84%
28.51%
32.58%
57.91%
90.65%
91.44%
92.86%
93.84%
94.66%
95.17%
95.88%
96.12%
96.41%
97.36%
98.02%
98.63%
99.17%
99.47%
99.69%
99.87%

9.415536747
8.630813923
6.906476513
6.092296187
4.933784594
3.984176745
3.238095015
2.58532053
2.068966286
1.724772354
1.402432652
1.095340684
0.911652598
0.716571007
0.593741207
0.461944153
0.377304765
0.300860325
0.238343657
0.194180584
0.158077082
0.123829018
0.09985466
0.081078494
0.064786667

988.7451782
1197.878662
1494.20166
1895.334595
2346.162109
2893.343506
3592.915771
4487.365723
5583.266113
6877.771484
8579.833008
10575.00684
13176.62598
14770.70313
16373.25098
19968.92773
24990.48047
29993.17383
34992.14063
39994.20703
44947.39063
49956.09375
54960.58203
59958.48047

0.026205694
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
0.026205968
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100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

0.052247563
0.043125842
0.034573329
0.027256151
0.022018737
0.017854612
0.014378162
0.011512216
0.009252564
0.007511085
0.006021041
0.004885058
0.003920543
0.003497432
0.003155117
0.002586995
0.002067168
0.001722376
0.001476318
0.001291675
0.001149333
0.001034099
0.000939938
0.000861588

MICROMERITICS INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09
Serial: 848

Sample ID:
Operator:
Submitter:
File:

1B

LP Analysis Time:

7/26/2012 4:44:20PM

HP Analysis Time:

7/26/2012 12:32:53PM

Report Time:

7/26/2012 5:39:10PM

Port: 1/1

Page 1

C:\9500\1B.SMP

Sample
Weight:
Correction
Type:
Show Neg. Int:

2.3000 g
None
No

Summary Report
Penetrometer parameters
Penetrometer:

Pen. Constant:
Stem Volume:

0710 - (09) 5 Bulb, 1.131 Stem,
Solid

21.630
1.1310

µL/pF
mL
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Pen. Weight:
Max. Head
Pressure:

63.6000
4.4500

g
psia

Pen. Volume:

6.5992

mL

Assembly Weight:

139.5000

g

Rec. Contact
Angle:
Hg Density:

130.000

degrees

13.5335

g/mL

Hg Parameters
Adv. Contact Angle:

130.000

degrees

Hg Surface Tension:

485.000

dynes/cm

0.000

Param 2:

User Parameters
Param 1:

Low Pressure:
Evacuation Pressure:
Evacuation Time:
Mercury Filling Pressure:
Equilibration Time:

50

µmHg
mins
psia
secs

5
0.53
10

High Pressure:

272

0.000

Param 3:

0.000

Equilibration Time:

10

secs

0.0793
0.045
17327.6

mL/g
m²/g
nm

No Blank Correction
(From Pressure 0.10 to
60000.00 psia)
Intrusion Data Summary
Total Intrusion Volume =
Total Pore Area =
Median Pore Diameter (Volume)
=
Median Pore Diameter (Area) =
Average Pore Diameter (4V/A) =
Bulk Density at
0.53 psia =
Apparent (skeletal) Density =
Porosity =
Stem Volume Used =

1922.5
7033.6
1.9813
2.3507
15.7139
17

nm
nm
g/mL
g/mL
%
% ****

Pore Structure Summary
Threshold Pressure:
Characteristic length =
Conductivity formation factor =

9.36

psia
(Calculated)
nm

19327.4
0.039
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Permeability constant =
Permeability =
BET Surface Area =
Pore shape exponent =
Tortuosity factor =
Tortuosity =
Percolation Fractal dimension =
Backbone Fractal dimension =

0.00442
63.6841
230.0000
1.00
2.171
7.4327
3.000
2.864

mdarcy
m²/g

Mayer Stowe Summary
Interstitial porosity =
Breakthrough pressure ratio =

47.6300
3.3512

%

Material Compressibility
Linear Coefficient =
Quadratic Coefficient =

N/A
N/A

1/psia
1/psia²
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MICROMERITICS INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09
Serial: 848

Sample ID:
Operator:
Submitter:
File:

1B

LP Analysis Time:
HP Analysis Time:
Report Time:

7/26/2012 4:44:20PM
7/26/2012 12:32:53PM
7/26/2012 5:39:10PM

C:\9500\1B.SMP

Cumulative Intrusion vs Pressure
Intrusion for Cycle 1
Pressure (psia)

Cumulative
Intrusion (mL/g)
0.526266754
1.993487835
2.988914013
3.987934113
5.487981796

4.34783E-31
0.003497119
0.004552853
0.005724058
0.008033477
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Cumulative
Pore throat
Intrusion
radius (microns)
Fraction
0.00%
98.16224428
4.41%
25.9141414
5.74%
17.28371087
7.22%
12.95395665
10.13%
9.413210092

5.988370895
7.481789589
8.480010986
10.4714222
12.96801472
16.00045776
19.98399925
24.9679985
29.9575882
38.02168274
47.01480484
57.68461227
71.01412964
86.3707962
110.9173126
136.5749817
171.7318726
216.7135315
267.072876
327.0044556
417.3250427
516.9159546
637.4001465
797.0197754
989.3144531

0.009138699
0.015291648
0.022186913
0.039919946
0.054617744
0.061298564
0.066379286
0.069925889
0.072004363
0.073956929
0.075039566
0.07582254
0.076472484
0.076893926
0.077345207
0.077757604
0.07805483
0.07805483
0.078198403
0.078294255
0.078495316
0.078668028
0.078821942
0.078968145
0.079045579
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11.52%
19.28%
27.97%
50.33%
68.87%
77.29%
83.70%
88.17%
90.79%
93.25%
94.62%
95.60%
96.42%
96.95%
97.52%
98.04%
98.42%
98.42%
98.60%
98.72%
98.97%
99.19%
99.38%
99.57%
99.67%

8.626640956
6.904701745
6.0919173
4.933381986
3.983610966
3.22862798
2.585044414
2.069029507
1.724422049
1.358685937
1.098792727
0.895551233
0.727454183
0.598113343
0.465748082
0.378250284
0.300815014
0.238377019
0.193428574
0.157978048
0.123787265
0.099937959
0.081047245
0.064815864
0.052217498

1196.930786
1495.377563
1896.519409
2343.375977
2893.199219
3592.303467
4485.597656
5586.567383
6877.948242
8575.111328
10575.03906
13174.19727
14775.23145
16370.86133
19968.04883
24989.96094
29993.66602
34994.4375
39991.63672
44992.08594
49968.64453
54964.49609
59967.34375

0.079123355
0.079191297
0.079237044
0.079282872
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
0.079310358
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99.76%
99.85%
99.91%
99.97%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

0.043159994
0.034546142
0.027239123
0.022044916
0.017855502
0.014380613
0.011516754
0.009247096
0.007510892
0.006024356
0.004885043
0.003921266
0.00349636
0.003155578
0.002587109
0.002067211
0.001722348
0.001476221
0.001291758
0.001148191
0.001033839
0.000939871
0.000861461

MICROMERITICS INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09
Serial: 848

Sample ID:
Operator:
Submitter:
File:

2B

LP Analysis Time:
HP Analysis Time:
Report Time:

7/20/2012 3:57:16PM
7/20/2012 6:39:19PM
7/26/2012 5:40:54PM

Port: 2/2

Page 1

Sample Weight:
Correction Type:
Show Neg. Int:

1.7000 g
None
No

Pen. Weight:
Max. Head
Pressure:
Assembly
Weight:

C:\9500\2B.SMP

Summary Report
Penetrometer parameters
Penetrometer:

0069 - (15) 3 Bulb, 1.190
Stem, Solid

Pen. Constant:
Stem Volume:

21.630
1.1900

µL/pF
mL

Pen. Volume:

4.1900

mL

278

61.5000
4.6800

g
psia

108.6000

g

Hg Parameters
Adv. Contact Angle:

130.000

degrees

Hg Surface Tension:

485.000

dynes/cm

0.000

Param 2:

Rec. Contact
Angle:
Hg Density:

130.000

degrees

13.5335

g/mL

User Parameters
Param 1:

Low Pressure:
Evacuation Pressure:
Evacuation Time:
Mercury Filling Pressure:
Equilibration Time:

50
5
0.53
10

µmHg
mins
psia
secs

10

secs

High Pressure:
Equilibration Time:

279

0.000

Param 3:

0.000

No Blank Correction
(From Pressure 0.10 to 60000.00
psia)
Intrusion Data Summary
Total Intrusion Volume =
Total Pore Area =
Median Pore Diameter (Volume) =
Median Pore Diameter (Area) =
Average Pore Diameter (4V/A) =
Bulk Density at
0.53 psia =
Apparent (skeletal) Density =
Porosity =
Stem Volume Used =

0.0749
0.059
15156.5
601.1
5044.3
2.0350
2.4013
15.2521
11

mL/g
m²/g
nm
nm
nm
g/mL
g/mL
%
% ****

9.57
18899.9
0.031
0.00442
48.5553
230.0000

psia (Calculated)
nm

Pore Structure Summary
Threshold Pressure:
Characteristic length =
Conductivity formation factor =
Permeability constant =
Permeability =
BET Surface Area =

mdarcy
m²/g
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Pore shape exponent =
Tortuosity factor =
Tortuosity =
Percolation Fractal dimension =
Backbone Fractal dimension =

1.00
0.000
7.8502
3.000
2.817

Mayer Stowe Summary
Interstitial porosity =
Breakthrough pressure ratio =

47.6300
3.3512

%

Material Compressibility
Linear Coefficient =
Quadratic Coefficient =

N/A
N/A

1/psia
1/psia²
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MICROMERITICS INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09
Serial: 848

Sample ID:
Operator:
Submitter:
File:

2B

LP Analysis Time:
HP Analysis Time:
Report Time:

7/20/2012 3:57:16PM
7/20/2012 6:39:19PM
7/26/2012 5:40:54PM

C:\9500\2B.SMP

Cumulative Intrusion vs Pressure
Intrusion for Cycle 1
Pressure (psia)

Cumulative
Intrusion (mL/g)
0.527317524
1.993392944
2.991566658
3.988462925
5.487441063

Cumulative
Pore throat
Intrusion Fraction radius
(microns)

5.88235E-31
0.003079189
0.00421715
0.005288173
0.006917019
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0.00%
4.11%
5.63%
7.06%
9.23%

97.96663923
25.91537498
17.26838528
12.95223915
9.414137671

5.986008644
7.481632233
8.482680321
10.47112274
12.96827412
15.9538517
19.97992706
24.9699192
29.95975113
36.6822052
45.86099625
55.93275833
71.53231812
86.6592865
111.155159
136.3267822
170.9787445
216.2912903
265.8110046
326.7629395
416.3735046
516.5526733
636.5280151
796.8601074
987.4960327

0.007430218
0.010420154
0.014771182
0.028002771
0.04377804
0.053684991
0.060691264
0.064975351
0.067385152
0.068534903
0.069406934
0.069938049
0.0705707
0.071049005
0.071721531
0.072122559
0.072535433
0.072887935
0.073180288
0.073434517
0.07370282
0.073927559
0.074134305
0.074310333
0.074472018

283

9.91%
13.90%
19.71%
37.36%
58.41%
71.63%
80.98%
86.70%
89.91%
91.44%
92.61%
93.32%
94.16%
94.80%
95.70%
96.23%
96.78%
97.25%
97.64%
97.98%
98.34%
98.64%
98.92%
99.15%
99.37%

8.630045277
6.904846967
6.090000292
4.933523071
3.983531283
3.238059786
2.585571282
2.068870356
1.724297555
1.408299347
1.126437057
0.923600537
0.722184419
0.596122213
0.464751489
0.378938935
0.302140045
0.238842376
0.194346828
0.158094812
0.124070156
0.100008244
0.081158291
0.064828852
0.052313654

1197.11792
1497.567627
1895.820557
2345.215332
2892.815186
3593.38501
4487.617188
5582.402832
6878.199219
8576.713867
10578.06055
13172.63281
14773.2998
16372.72363
19971.36914
24990.8125
29994.12695
34994.75
39993.83594
44989.16797
49976.3125
54961.53125
59959.09766

0.074609354
0.07475128
0.074854679
0.074901283
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
0.074946962
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99.55%
99.74%
99.88%
99.94%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

0.043153247
0.034495621
0.027249164
0.022027626
0.017857873
0.014376285
0.011511571
0.009253995
0.007510618
0.006023231
0.004883648
0.003921731
0.003496817
0.003155219
0.002586679
0.002067141
0.001722321
0.001476208
0.001291687
0.001148266
0.00103368
0.000939922
0.000861579

MICROMERITICS INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09
Serial: 848

Sample ID:
Operator:
Submitter:
File:

3B

LP Analysis Time:

7/18/2012 1:25:58PM

HP Analysis Time:

7/18/2012 2:34:39PM

Report Time:

7/26/2012 5:41:22PM

Port: 2/2

Page 1

C:\9500\3B.SMP

Sample
Weight:
Correction
Type:
Show Neg. Int:

1.6000 g
None
No

Summary Report
Penetrometer parameters
Penetrometer:

Pen. Constant:
Stem Volume:

0069 - (15) 3 Bulb, 1.190
Stem, Solid

21.630
1.1900

µL/pF
mL

285

Pen. Weight:
Max. Head
Pressure:

61.1000
4.6800

g
psia

Pen. Volume:

4.1900

mL

Assembly
Weight:

109.2000

g

Rec. Contact
Angle:
Hg Density:

130.000

degrees

13.5335

g/mL

Hg Parameters
Adv. Contact Angle:

130.000

degrees

Hg Surface Tension:

485.000

dynes/cm

0.000

Param 2:

User Parameters
Param 1:

Low Pressure:
Evacuation Pressure:
Evacuation Time:
Mercury Filling Pressure:
Equilibration Time:

50

µmHg
mins
psia
secs

5
0.52
10

High Pressure:

286

0.000

Param 3:

0.000

Equilibration Time:

10

secs

No Blank Correction
(From Pressure 0.10 to
60000.00 psia)
Intrusion Data Summary
Total Intrusion Volume =
Total Pore Area =
Median Pore Diameter (Volume) =
Median Pore Diameter (Area) =
Average Pore Diameter (4V/A) =
Bulk Density at
0.52 psia =
Apparent (skeletal) Density =
Porosity =
Stem Volume Used =

0.0689
0.064
12199.0
413.5
4332.8
2.1218
2.4853
14.6276
10

mL/g
m²/g
nm
nm
nm
g/mL
g/mL
%
% ****

Pore Structure Summary
Threshold Pressure:
Characteristic length =
Conductivity formation factor =
Permeability constant =

14.22

psia
(Calculated)
nm

12718.4
0.036
0.00442

287

Permeability =
BET Surface Area =
Pore shape exponent =
Tortuosity factor =
Tortuosity =
Percolation Fractal dimension =
Backbone Fractal dimension =

25.8255
230.0000
1.00
0.000
9.3937
3.000
2.888

mdarcy
m²/g

Mayer Stowe Summary
Interstitial porosity =
Breakthrough pressure ratio =

47.6300
3.3512

%

Material Compressibility
Linear Coefficient =
Quadratic Coefficient =

N/A
N/A

1/psia
1/psia²
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MICROMERITICS INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
AutoPore IV 9500 V1.09
Serial: 848

Sample ID:
Operator:
Submitter:
File:

3B

LP Analysis Time:
HP Analysis Time:
Report Time:

7/18/2012 1:25:58PM
7/18/2012 2:34:39PM
7/26/2012 5:41:22PM

C:\9500\3B.SMP

Cumulative Intrusion vs Pressure
Intrusion for Cycle 1
Pressure (psia)

Cumulative
Intrusion (mL/g)
0.524894536
1.988607287
2.989981413
3.986562014
5.486625671

6.25E-31
0.002702658
0.003485006
0.004196232
0.00488375

289

Cumulative
Pore throat
Intrusion
radius
Fraction
(microns)
0.00%
98.41886728
3.92%
25.97774128
5.06%
17.27754073
6.09%
12.95841516
7.08%
9.415536747

5.98547554
7.479866982
8.479483604
10.4705677
12.96617317
15.95367813
19.98186493
24.96876144
29.95150375
36.91134262
47.23786926
56.73983765
72.1649704
87.07828522
111.9019089
136.9875031
171.7755585
216.8145752
266.1095276
326.870636
417.2552795
517.4570923
637.223877
797.4475708
988.8131104

0.005144533
0.006306202
0.007823483
0.012422743
0.024750657
0.04020796
0.052132849
0.058984324
0.062682696
0.063480631
0.064209655
0.064767472
0.065394275
0.065736383
0.066080973
0.066337951
0.066574879
0.066792734
0.067040429
0.067284934
0.06752263
0.067783289
0.068000652
0.068201251
0.068360955
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7.46%
9.15%
11.35%
18.02%
35.90%
58.32%
75.62%
85.56%
90.92%
92.08%
93.14%
93.95%
94.86%
95.35%
95.85%
96.23%
96.57%
96.89%
97.24%
97.60%
97.94%
98.32%
98.64%
98.93%
99.16%

8.630813923
6.906476513
6.092296187
4.933784594
3.984176745
3.238095015
2.58532053
2.068966286
1.724772354
1.399556937
1.09360406
0.91046305
0.715853209
0.593253823
0.461650084
0.377111229
0.300738511
0.238265926
0.194128809
0.158042724
0.123807962
0.099833448
0.081069664
0.064781093
0.052243973

1197.945557
1494.267456
1895.399414
2346.22583
2893.40625
3592.977295
4487.42627
5583.325684
6877.82959
8579.890625
10575.0625
13176.67969
14770.75684
16373.30566
19968.98047
24990.53125
29993.22266
34992.1875
39994.25391
44947.4375
49956.14453
54960.63281
59958.53125

0.068515666
0.068664603
0.068796664
0.068880916
0.068911418
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
0.068940155
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99.38%
99.60%
99.79%
99.91%
99.96%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

0.043123434
0.034571807
0.027255219
0.022018139
0.017854225
0.014377916
0.011512061
0.009252465
0.007511021
0.006021
0.004885033
0.003920527
0.003497419
0.003155107
0.002586989
0.002067164
0.001722373
0.001476316
0.001291674
0.001149332
0.001034098
0.000939937
0.000861588
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